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Abstract

This thesis consists of a comparative study of the
philosophical theories of religion contained in the thought
of Paul TiLIich and Max Horkheimer. The purpose behind it
is to examine these theories as contributions to our
understanding of the meaning and significance of religion in
modern secular society.

The study consists of three chapters. The first two
eLucidate the major aspects of Tillich's and Horkheimer's
philosophies, incLuding their methodol"ogical approaches to
the interpretation of. religion, the critical and

constructive aspects of their theories, and their
speculations regarding the future of religion. The third
chapter is devoted to a comparative critique of these
theories,

It is found that these theories display both cruciaL
differences, reflecting the distinctions between Christian
and Jewish, as welÌ as religious and secular orientations,
and significant points of convergence, indicative of the
common concern of both theorists to mediate between the
religious and the secular, The author concludes that,
although each theory contains specific weaknesses, both offer
valuable insights and represent important contributions
toward the formulation of a normative ínterpretation of
religion appropriate to our present historical situation,



I ntroduct ion

The purpose of this study is to examine the

philosophical theories of religion found in the thought of

Paul Tillich (1886 - 1965) and Max Horkheimer (1895 - 1973)'

Although these men shared a common cultural and intellectual

heritage transmitted to them in Germany during the early

part of this century, as well as a close personal friendship

tha! spanned more than three decades, they approached the

phenomenon of religion from different religious backgrounds

and theoretical orientations. TiIIich, most widely known as

a Protestant theologian, represents the perspective of the

believer, although not that of a traditionalist, while

Horkheimer, a Marxian social- theorist of Jewish Iineage,

represents the perspective of secuLar doubt, although not

tha¿ of a dogmatic atheism. These different approaches meet

in their focus upon a concern that is shared equally by both

men, namely, the meaning and significance of religion in

modern secular society. Both men articulate a normative

theory of religion that they consider appropriate to their

historica.I context, In attempting to mediate betrdeen the

religious and the secul-ar, their theories of reLigion are of

importance for the understanding of the contemporary human

situation, especially in Western societies, deserving the

attention of believers and unbelievers aIike.

The sludy consists of three chapters, The first two



chapters elucidate the phíLosophies of TiLIich and

Horkheimer, respectively, and include an examination of

their methodological approaches to the interpretation of

religion, the criticat and constructive aspecÈs of their

theories, and their speculations regarding the future of

religion. The third chapter consists of a systematic,

comparative critique of Tillich's and Horkheimer's theories,

analysing their points of convergence and divergence, for

the purpose of evaluating the relative strengths and

weaknesses of these theories as contributions to our

understanding of the meaning and significance of religion

for social tife at this stage in our history.
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Tillich's Theory of Relígion: Ultinate concern

Religion is the aspect

the human spirit.

and most basic sense

Iconcern,

of depth in the totality of

Religion, in the largest

the word, is ult imateof

Paul TiLlich has undoubtedly emerged as one of this

century's pre-emínent Christian theologians and philcsophers

of religion. His fife's work represents one of the most

sustained and far-reaching attempts in Europe and North

America to disclose the religious dimension of human

existence and defend a normative concept of religion in a

period of acute social-, political, and spiritual crises'

The impact of his thought, while most conspicuous among

scholars of theology, has extended considerably beyond

theological circIes.2 this wide-ranging, atbeit variable,

influence reflects Tillich's own expansive interest in the

manifold aspects of the world in which he Iived. His

theoretical work encompasses not on.Iy theofogy and

philosophy of religion, but al-so western philosophy in

general, social and political theory, psychol'ogy ' and

aesthetics, to name the most notâbIe areas of his concern.

His use of the concept "boundary situation" as a construct

for self-interpretation provides an appropriate
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characterization of the nature of his theoretical position

on the borders between different disciplines, as weII as

illuminating important experiences in his tife.3 Wha t

distinguishes Tillich most prominentÌy from his intellectual

contemporaries is his persislent and comprehensive effort to

explore the religious significance of modern, secular

culture, and concomitantly, his radical---in the view of some

persons, even heretical--reformulation of Christian

doctrine.4

In this chapter, Tillich's thought wilL be examined

with the intent to delineate his theory of religion. This

wiII entail a consideration of certain of TiIIich's central

concepts, his interpretation of the rneaning and validiÈy of

rel-igion, and his view of lhe refation of the religious

dimension to other dimensions of human experience ' This

will- be preceded by a brief discussion of particular

biographical and inte.Llectual roots of TiIlich's thought,

and a.l-so by an analysis of his methodotogical approach to

the interpretation of religion ' References to specific

historical- religions, particularly Christianity and Judaism,

wilI be made where approPriate ' Specific doct r i nal

questions, hor^¡ever, which may be of great and special-

concern to Christian theol-ogians and believers, will be

trea¿ed onty insofar as they affect Tillich's philosophy of

religion or embody a broader significance for non-Christians

as wel-1. The purpose of this chapter is not to l-ocaÈe
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TiIlich's place in the history of Christian thought, but

rather to clarify his position within a wider intetlectuaL

and existential context. Such an aim seems entirely

appropriate in view of Tillich's predominant concern to

cross the conventional boundaries of theological thought and

.Ianguage in order to contribute tor^rard a rediscovery of the

religious dimension as an essential aspect of hu¡nan

existence in a society increasingly separated from its

religious roots.

I. Formative Influences and Methodological- Approach

TiIlich's autobiographic a1 writings provide important

suggestions regarding certain formative influences on his

theory of religion. These inf l-uences originate in the

physical and cuftural environments encountered by TiIIich'

as wel- l- as in the specific religious heritage transmitted to

him during his early years. Particularly striking among

those influential factors that are not manifestly religious

is Tillich's relation to the naturaJ- worl-d. Apart from his

appreciation of cerman poetry and Schelling's philosophy of

nature, his own direct experience of nature provided

inspirationaJ. impulses for his phiJ-osophy of religion.

TiIIich speaks, for example, of a "mystical participation in

nature" and of an "understanding that nature is the finite

expression of the infinite ground. of aIl things,"5 It was
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especially TiIlich's encounter with the sea that provoked

his religious imagination. Concerning this, he writes:

The experience of the infinite bordering upon the

finite, as one has it by the sea, responded to my

tendency toward the border and supplied my

imagination with a symbo.I from which feeling could

win substance and thinking productivity. But

there is also another element in the contemplation

of the sea: the dynamic, the aggression upon the

land in its tranquit finiteness, the ecstatic
quality of gal-es and waves. Also for the

doctrine of the AbsoJ-ute as both ground and abyss

of dynamic truth, and of the retigious essence as

the eruption of the eternal into finiteness, the

sea supplied the imagínative element needed for
these thoughts.6

In the preceding passage, TiÌl_ich discloses the

fecundity of his relation to the sea as a metaphor for the

relation betr,,¡een the f inite and the Inf iníte. Intuitive, or

pre-theoretical-, experience of nature, transformed through

reflection, becomes a constitutive element of his theory of
religion, A simifar process occurs on the basis of

Tillich's confrontation with art, particularly painting,
which he acknowledges as " an experience of decisive



importance. He continues:

Upon experience folfowed reflection and philosophic

and theologic interpretation, which fed me to the

fundamentaL categories of my philosophy of reJ-igion

and culture, narnely, form and content. It was

above all expressionism. that opened my eyes to

the form-destroying power of the content and lhe

creative ecstasy which is its necessary resu.It.

The concept of the "breakthrough, " dominant in my

theory of revelation, was one in connection with
.. 71t.

Tillich's encounter with certain visuaf \^¡orks of art,

however, contai.ns a broader significance. The experience

becomes representative of the union of cultural form and

religious substance which can potentially occur in aÌI

spheres of human tife. Tillich states:

Wherever human existence in thought or action

becomes a subject of doubts and questions, wherever

unconditioned meaning becomes visibLe in works

which only have conditioned meaning in themselves,

there cul-ture is religious, Through the experience

of the substantial-ly religious character of

cul-ture, I \.{as led to the border of cul-ture and



religion, which I have

Eheoretical comprehension

is primarily dedicated. S

6

never deserted. To its
my philosophy of ret igion

while Tillich's philosophy of religion was

significantty shaped by the fertility of his reJ-igious

imagination beyond the domain of Christian education, the

latter a.Lso left an indel-ible impact on his thought. The

substance of this education was distinctJ-y Lutheran.

Tillich inherited from it the doctrine of justification,

which he broadened to include the rea.lm of thought as well

as action, and which he sought to incorporate into his

philosophy of religion as the limitation of philosophy.

rnspired by Schetting's philosophy of religion, Tillich

worked toward a "theonomous philosophy, " a genuine union of

theology and philosophy; but shaken by his experience in the

catastrophe of World war f, he recognized that such a

philosophy would need to confront " the abyss of our

existence, " thereby appropriating the negative judgment

contained in the doctrine of justification.9

The l-ate n i neteenth-c entury Lutheran, Calvinist, and

Prussian environrnent in which Tillich was raised left deep

marks on his intellectual deve.Lopment that also proved to be

important for his theory of religion, The patriarchal and

authoritarian structure of public ând domestic life

represented a restríctive force against independent thought
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that was accentuated, in Til-lich's case' by his fa¿her's

ecclesiasticat position as a Lutheran minister and church

administrator, and the corresponding union of paternal and

religious authority. Tillich emphasizes the

guilt-consciousness accompanying his conflicts with

authority in his struggle for autonomy. Certainly, the

severity of his personal struggl-e with the issue of

authority can be viewed as a determining factor of one of

the predominant themes in his thought on religíon, expressed

in the triadic concepts of heteronomy, autonomy ' and

theonomy, which Tillich employs to characterize intellectuaf

orientations and historical periods.l0

It is notehtorthy that the resources that Tillich uses

in his fight against religious authoritarianism are derived

from the roots of that same re.Iigious heritage. The

connection between the doctrine of justification and

Tillich's concept " Protestant principle , " which refers to

the prophetic judgement circumscribing al1 human claims and

achievements, including religious ones, as finite, is not

difficutt to detect. This principle, which Tillich believes

to be "the main weapon agaínst every system of heterono*y,"11

embodies Èhe critical and seff-critical spirit in Western

religion. while this spirit is mediated to Tillich ¿hrough

the Lut heran- Protes tant form of Christianity, it originates

in prophetic Judaism, to which Tillich acknowledges his

i nt e.I.Iec tual and spirituaf indebt"dr,"==,12
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Perhaps the most essential root of TilIich's thought

on religion, its sine qua non, is the deep sacramental

feeling that was nurtured in him during his earJ-y years in a

pervasively ecc.Lesiastical environment. Although Tillich

occasional-l-y found himself in sharp conffict with the

doctrine and practice of the church, he al-ways regarded the

church as his home, as a resul-t of a bond that v¡as formed in

his youth. Regarding this early period and its impact on

his thought, TiIlich recalls:

It is the experience of the "hoLy" which was given

to me at that tine as an indestructible good and as

the foundation of aI1 my religious and theoÌogical

work. when I first read Rudolf otto's ldea of the

Holy I understood it immediately in the Iight of

these early experiences and took it into my

thinking as a constitutive element. It determined

my method in the philosophy of religion, wherein I

started with the experiences of the holy and

advanced to the idea of God and not the reverse

way, Equally important existentially as well as

theologically were the mystical ' sacramental , and

aesthetic implications of the idea of the hoIy,

whereby the ethical and logical e.Lements of

religion were derived from the experience of the

presence of the divine and not ao.r.rat="ly,13
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The preceding quotation introduces the question of

TilLich's methodologicaL approach to phiLosophy of religion.

According to TjLlich, the problem with which the phi Losopher

of religion is confronted is contained in the phrase

"philosophy of religion. " rt is the problem of an

antithesis between philosophy and reLigion, or more

precisely, bet\^¡een religion as a concept thaÈ denotes a

general sphere of intrinsicalty human and cultural
phenomena, and revelation as a concept that refers to a

singul-ar happening, divine and transcending the real-m of

culture. ehi.Ìosophy of religi.on is, therefore, in danger

either of missing its object by not recognizing religion's

cLaim to revelation, or of cancelling itself by recognizing

this claim.

The compartmentalization of phiLosophy and reveLation

is an unacceptable solut j.on to this dilemma, because it

denies both the philosophical conviction of truth and the

unconditionality of revelation. Moreover, such a separation

destroys the unity of consciousness, In TiIIich's view, the

paramount task of phiLosophy of reLigion is to overcome this

antithesis through a synthesis constructed upon the point at

which philosophy and revelation are in agreement.l4 This

point, in TilIich's thought, is the Unconditíonal itself.

Thus, philosophy of religion must begin with the

unconditional rather than with reLigion.l5
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For TiIlich, several implications for the study of

religion foIlow from íts task so conceived ' whiLe his

writings on method in philosophy of religion vary someh'hat

with respect to terms and emphases, they are consistent in

attempting to harmonize elements extracted from diverse

philosophical orientations, in seeki-ng to balance the

d.emands of existential, intuitive, and critical approaches.

First of all, Tiltich wishes to establish an existentia]

element, an attitude of serious commitment on the part of

the philosopher, as intrinsic to the proper study of.

religion. Such an attitude is, of course, in agreement with

TiIIich's definition of religion as ultimate concern; the

method must be appropriate to the object of study. Tillich

recognizes but Iimits the importance of scientific

objectivity in the study of religion. He writes:

There is a place for such an attitude even tor^rard

religion. But it touches only the surface ' There

are objects for which the so-called "objective"

approach is the least objective of aII, because it

is based on a mi sunder st andi ng of the nature of its

object. This is especially true of religì.on.

Unconcerned detachnent in matters of religion (if

it is more than a methodological self-restriction)

implies an a priori rejection of the religious

demand to be ultimately concerned. It denies the
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approachobject which it
1e'oÞlect.rvely.

ls supposed Eo

By making this existential e}ement an expJ-icit

presupposition of his method, Tillich avoids dismissing from

the outset the revelatory claims contained in religion.

In an essay originally published in 1925, entitled

"the Philosophy of ReIigion, " TiIlich proposes a method for

philosophy of religion in terms of a philosophy of meaning.

In this essay, he defines philosophy of religion as "the

science of the religious function of meaning and its

categories. A function of meaning is comprehended when one

shows the necessary pJ-ace it occupies in the structure of

meaning-reality (sinnwirkl-ichkeit)."17 In order to

accomplish this goal , Tillich suggests a method that

combines critical, intuitive' and dynamic elements.

The critical--dialectical element is intended to

abstract the formative principles from the meaning-reality

and relate them systenatically to each other, or, in other

words, to articulate the form of meaning. Here Tillich

assumes that the principles of meaning recognized by

consciousness are identical with those governing being, and

that lhe spiritual process fulfills being through meaning

(sinnerfüIlung des Seins).18 the intuitive element, derived

from phenomenology, is inlended to apprehend the essence,

or import, embodied in the forms of meaning, whil-e the
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dynamic element, adapted f rorn pragmatism, is intended to

disclose the creative character of existence and estabLish

norms for the ful-fillment of meaning. TiIlich calls the

method constructed. from these elements "rnetalogical ," which

he explains in the following way:

Tt is logical in the sense that the orientation to

pure rational- forms, involved in the critical

method, is retained. It is metatogi.cal because it

goes beyond pure formalism in a doubl-e sense, on

the one hand in that apprehends the import inhering

in the forms, on the other in that it sets up norms

in an indiv idual- -c reat ive way' The intuition
(Schau) of the inner dynamic in the structure of

the meaning-reality is the goal of metalogic '19

Til-Iich's discussion of philosophical method in
+-his essay is rather technical , but the purpose behind it

can be clarified with reference to an earlier essay 
'

presented in 1922 , In " The Conquest of the Concept of

Religion in the Philosophy of ReJ-igion, " Tillich had

prepared the basis for his metalogical method by arguing

that onty a union of critical and intuitive approaches would

be abl-e to address adequately philosophy of reJ-igion's

central problem "concerning the ul-timate meaning and reality

of every actuaf thing" by perceiving the import of the
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unconditional breaking through and shattering the forms in
. 20wnlcn rt appears.

According Èo TiIlich, the metalogical method avoids

separating the questions of the nature and the truth of

religion into ernpirical and speculative ones. The nature of

religion as directedness toward unconditioned meaning

presupposes that which exists unconditionally. " The

certainty of the Unconditional ," asserts Tillich, "is the

grounding certainty from which all doubt can proceed, but it

can never itself be the object of doubt,"21

In a later essay, dated 1946 , "The Two Types of

Philosophy of Refigion, " Tillich speaks of an immediate

"ontological awareness" of the unconditional .22 Here he no

longer refers to the metalogical method. Rather, he

compares ontoJ-ogicaJ- and cosmo.Iogical methods' and argues

that the ontological method is fundamental for philosophy of

reJ.igion. Stated concisely, the ontological solution to

the problem of the relation betr¡leen philosophy and religion,

folJ-owing Augustine, is that the philosophicat and religious

Absolutes coincide in the nature of truth; the affirmation

of truth implies the affirmation of God. In Tillich's

words, "IT]he religious Ultimate is presupposed in every

philosophical question, including the question of God. God

is the presupposition of the question of God. God can

never be reached if he is the object of a question, and not
. ..23rts basr-s. '-L'he ontological nethod identif ies the
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phíl-osophical Absolute ( esse ) with one element of the

religious Absol-ute (Deus). "The Deus est esse," TiIlich

declares, "is the basis of all philosophy of teLígíon."24

rn contrast, argues Ti11ich, the use of the

cosmological method, derived from Thomas Aquinas, undermines

the immediate religious certainty provided by the

ontologicaJ. method by assuming that rational- knowledge of

God is mediated and inferential, one consequence of this

method is that knowledge of God no longer has unconditional

certainty and must be supplemented by nonrational authority;

knowrege and faith are separated.25

According to Tillich, the historical cleavage that has

devel-oped between philosophy, or secular cu.Iture, and

religion can be overcome by introducing the cosmological

principle into the ontological approach. " The

Unconditioned, " he writes, "of which we have an immediate

awareness, l,tithout inference, can be recognized in the

cultural and natural universe.""" The recognition of the

Unconditional in the world then entail-s both an analysis of

finitude in re.Iation to the awareness of the tnfinite and

the identification of "the unconditional- element in the

creativity of nature and culture,"27

According to Tí11-ich's original conception, the role

of philosophy of religion within the normative cultural

sciences (Geisteswissenschaften) is to determine what is

val-id as religion and to articul-ate the essence and
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categories of rel-igion, while theology is a systematic and

normative delineation of the concrete actualization of the

concept of retigion. 28 rt is the content of rillich's

philosophical theory of religion that constitutes the

central focus of the discussion that follows.

rr. critique of Religion

Tiltich's thought on religion contains both

constructive attempts to establish a normative concept of

retigion which he rel-ates to the cultural world around hirn,

and critical opposition to certain historical and spirituat

tendencies that he regards as distortions and perversions of

religion. The tatter will- be examined first.

Tillich in¿erprets the history of re.Iigions as a

struggle against their own demonization ' or' in the words of

his last public lecture, as -a fight of God against religion
. ..29within religion."-- The demonization of retigíon refers to

the seff-absolutization of a sacred institution and its

usurpation of the place of the Unconditiona.I . The

phenomenon of the demonic, according to TiIIich, is nei.ther

mere distortion nor even intentional eviL rt is, rather, "a

negative absolute. " Tillich elaborates his idea of the

demonic and its consequences thus:

It is the el-evation of something re.Iative and
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ambiguous (something in which the negative and the

positive are united) to absoluteness. The

ambiguous, in which positive and negative, creative

and destructive elements are mingled, is considered

sacred in itsel-f , is deified. In t.he case of

religion, the deification of the relative and the

ambiguous means that a particular religion claims

to be identicaÌ with the religious Âbsol-ute and

rejects judgement against itseff. This Ieads,

internally , to demonic suppression of doubt,

criticism, and honest search for truth vrithin the

particular religion itseLf; and it leads,

externall-y, to the most demonic and destructive of

all wars, religious wars. Such evils

unavoidable if a particular manifestation of

holy is identified \^/ith the hofy itseIf.30

are

the

Titlich therefore draws a

religion and the Absol-ute,

seÌf-el-evation of rel igion
demonization.

crucial distinction bet\.{een

and stringently attacks the

into a fal-se absol-utism, its

Closely related to Tillich's concepts of the demonic

and the demonization of religion is his interpretation of

idolatry. If faith is the state of being grasped by an

ultimate concern, idolatry is a perversion of faith in which

preliminary, finite realities are accorded the status of
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?t
ultimacy. tt This danger is especially prominent in

religion, wherein absolute and relative el-ements are

ambiguously intermingled in a special r'ray' Tillich

explains:

Religious symbols point symbolically to that which

transcends al-l- of them ' But since, as symbols ,

they participate in that to which they point, they

always have the tendency (in the human mind, of

course) to replace that to which they are supposed

to point, and to become ultimate in themselves.

Ànd in the moment in which they do this, they

become idols. AIt idolatry is nothing el-se than

the absoìutizing of symbols of the Holy, and making

them identical v/ith the Hofy itself.32

The struggle against idolatrous faith and the struggle

against the demonization of religion are one. For Tillich'

Jesus' refusal to permit himsetf to be idolized by his

foll-owers is the finaL criterion against aff such

perversions of rel ig ion ' 
33

one of Tillich's principat targets in his critique of

religion is heteronomous religion. He characterizes

heteronomy in the following way:

Heteronomy asserts that man, being unabJ-e to act
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according to universal reason, must be subjected to

a law, strange and superior to him. A

heteronomous culture. . subjects the forms and

laws of thinking and actíng to authoritative

criteria of an ecclesiastical relígion or a

politicat quasi-religion, even at the price of

destroying the structures of rationality' 34

The heteronomous tendency is premised upon the

absolutization of a particular, historical form of religion,

and thus has a conservative character in relation to other

aspects of society. Tillich denounces this tendency,

especially in Christianity, both in Catholicism's attempt to

estabfish the church as an absolute and dogmatic authority

and in Protestantism's petrification into orthodoxy and
'¡Ã

bri)lrcasm.

Heteronomy inevì-tably entails authoritarianism.

Religious authoritarianism, as well as that of

quasi-religious political movements, is rooted, according to

TiIIich, in the attribution of holiness and ultimacy to

finite media of reveIation.36 When these media are invested

with such attributes, they demand the suppression of human

autonomy and the devotion to hypostatized or total

autnorrty.

certain concepts of revelation and certain religious

symbols nake religious authorilarianism unavoidable. For
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example, revelation interpreted as "divine information,

based on supranaturaf interference, " establishes a

hypostatized authority that destroys the person's autonomous
. 38sel-f-affirmation.'" Similarly, when God is understood as

the highest being who demands complete self-surrender, Lhis

god, asserts TilIich, is in reality "a demon with a divine

name. " Tillich continues:

He indeed is the principle of all heteronomous

authoríty; he stands behind the other heteronomous

authorities f rorn the family tyrant to the tyrant

who conquers the wor.Id. They are his images and he

is their i*.9.. 39

I,¡hi Ie Ti l lich recognizes that rel igi.ous and pol itical

forms of authoritarianism have been a recurrent feature of

history, he is especially sensitive to their manifestations

and destructive consequences in our own century.

Corresponding to the appeal of these manífestations is the

person who submits to them, the "authoritarian personafity, "

who seeks an ultimate authority that will provide an

internal security not furnished by partial authorities or

autonomous reason. The growth of religious fundamentalism,

for example, which demands the internal repression of doubt

and leads to neurotic self-restriction in theoretical

mat.ters, indicates the sociological significance of the

authoritarian personality in our period. Moreover,
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ofreligious fundamental-ism readily becomes the aIl-y
40tâsctsm.

In psychological , sociofogical , and religious terms 
'

the submission to hypostatized authority results in

destructive consequences, The authoritarian personality

surrenders freedom in order to escape anxiety, and thereby

only sinks further into anxiety.4l The acceptance of a

religion that requires the abandonment of intel-lectual

autonomy is, in the end, an expression of despair, and not a

42vrctory over rt.

Tillich's critique of heteronomy is complemented by an

equatly vigorous opposition to the contrary tendency, the

tendency of religion to dilute its claims in order to adapt

easily to a secular, autonomous culture. Thís tendency

appears, for example , whenever re1ì-gion is defended in

pragmatic terms. Tillich rejects such attempts to justify

religion even when the ends which retigion is supposed to

serve are positive ones. In a discussion of the relation

bet\^¡een religion and a free society, TilIich states, 'If

religion is the state of being ultimately concerned, then it

cannot be the tool- for something eIse. The ul-timate cannot

be the tool for something non-uftimate. " 43 rn another

context, Tillich argues that the attempt of some theologians

to recommend reJ-igion as a useful hypothesis to explain the

worfd and promote morality is both futile and blasphemous.

-A God,- TiÌlich declares, -who is used for any purpose
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except himseLf is not cod but a dangerous f i.ction, even if

that purpose is morality.'44 By seeking to preserve itself

on the basis of its usefulness for other ends, religion

actually hastens its own decline

A second way in which religion succumbs to secuLar

culture is through the sacrifice of its nonconformj.st

impulse, Tillich is well aware of the preponderance of

forces in our world that contribute to "patternization,'r the

complex of processes by which persons are moul-ded according

to a standardized pattern. The technological nature of our

society, the demands of a capitalist economy, political

manipulation, adverti.sing, and mass culture alI constitu¿e

pressures to\^¡ard conformity. Religion is not immune to

these pressures. Illustrating and condemning the

acquiescence of religion in this process, TiIJ-ich remarks:

Unfortunately, one gets the . impression that

the methods used in some places for producing a

religious revival are essentially of the same type

as those we find i.n the marketing of mass culture.

This is tragic, because religion is supposed to be

the place where the ultimate source and power of

nonconformism become manifest, the place v,¡here the

prophetic "no" to aII patterns, religious as well

as non-religious, is heard and pronoun"ad.45
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TiIlich's judgment, expressed as early as 1928 , that

christianity had been Iargely assimilated into modern,

secular society and offered only a faint protest against it

is one that he would Iikely not have revised significantly

severa.L decades rutat , 
4 6

In Tillich's view, neither the heteronomy of an

ecclesiastical authoríty nor the autonomy of a secu.Iar

cufture represents an adequate principle for the ordering of

human life. In confLict with each other, one or the other

may express, in a particular period, the predominant

spiritual orientation and organizing principle of a society,

but this conflict indicates the rupture of the unity of

these elements that TilIich designates " theonomy, " If

heteronorny subjugates the human being to a strange and

superior Iaw that destroys rationality, and if autonomy

asserts the self-sufficiency of a rationality governed by

imrnanent laws of universaf reason vri¿hout any reference to

transcendent meaning, theonomy unites autonomous reason with

its divine ground, or religious substance, constituting a

rationality that remains free from alien strictures but

incorporates a directedness toward the Unconditional .47

Measured against the normative condition of theonomy,

religion must avoid both the defensive posture of heteronomy

and the uncritical adaptation to secul-ar autonomy.
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Religion as UÌ t imate

Tillich's critique of the faiLures, distortions, and

perversions of religion presupposes a normative concept of

religion. In Tillich's theory, the fundamental meaning of

religion is expressed in severaL formulations. Religion is
the dímension of depth in human spiritual life.48 It is the
"state of being grasped by an ultimate concern, a concern

which qualifies all other concerns as preliminary and which

itself contains the answer to the question of the meaning of
-49our life.-'- It is "the state of being grasped by the power

. - ..50of being-itse1f. "'" In J-anguage characteristic of TiLlich's
earJ.y philosophy of religion, the directedness of the spirit
toward the Unconditional as the basis and abyss of meaning

rs reltgron.

It is clear that Tillich distinguishes bet\,/een

religion in its fundamental meaning and the specific,
historical movements and communities that are associated

with cÌaims of special and direct experience of the Holy in
contrast to secular cu1ture.52 The very existence of

religion in the Ia¿ter sense as a speciaÌ sphere alongside

the secular realm is viewed by Tillich as the result and

sign of the tragic estrangement of human spiritual life from

its true ground and depth.53 At the same Èime, however,
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Tillich argues that religi.on in this special, concrete sense

is necessary to our existential situation in order to

preserve the substance of reIi.gion, without a set of

symbols expressing the unconditionat character of the HoIyr

secufar life would become purely pragmatic, susceptible to
the experience of emptiness and therefore to the

inf ilt,ration of d.emonic conte.,ts.54

Before discussing some of the implications of

TiIIich's distinction between the Lwo concepts of reLigion,

it is worthwhile to examine more closely the essence of

religion as ulti.mate concern. Ultimate concern is t.he

experience of being grasped in one's whoLe personality by

that which is of unconditional importance. Both the

subjective and the objective aspects, the act and the object

of faith, are intended by TiLfich's use of this concept,

Moreover, that which claims ultimacy demands a person's

totaL surrender and promises total fuIfiIlment,55
It is necessary to ask, at this poinÈ, hov/ the total

surrender demanded by an ultimate claim differs from the

submission to hypostatized authority and the surrender of

human autonomy which Tillich opposes. Titlich's answer to

this question can be approached through his discussion of

the disr-inction between a true and a false ultimate concern,

Tillich writes, "From the subjective side one must say that

faith is true. jf it adequately expresses an uLtimate

concern. From the objective side one must say that faith is
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true if its content is the real-ly ultimate. " 56 Tillich

asserts that the concept of ultimacy is itself a criterion

of genuine ultimate concern, although the nature of true

ultimacy, according to this formal definition, is illumined

only by the critique of its opposite, false u.Itimacy.

A false ultimate concern is idolatry, the elevation of

an object within the rea]n of finitude, an object that

cannot transcend the ordinary subj ect-obj ect scheme of

experience, to the status of ultimacy. True ultimate

concern is, therefore, not to be confused with the highest

of finite .on..rn". 57 Furthermore, Tillich provides an

additional criterion for discriminating between true and

false uftimate concerns in terms of their consequences. The

surrender to a false ultimate feads to "existentia.I

disappointment" and the disruption of ¿he personality' while

the personality that is directed toward the truly ultimate

experiences integration and healing.5S

According to Tillich's ontologicaJ- anthropol-ogy,

religion in its fundamental meaning as "the

se.I f -t r an scendence of the spirit toward what is ultimate

and unconditioned in being and meaning" is a basic function

of the human spirit.59 Being retigious, in this sense, is a

universal characteristic of human existence, and Tillich

asserts that there is no person \,tithout the experience of an

ultimate concern, regardJ-ess of the content of that
60concern.
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The content of genuine u.Ltimate concern, as well as

the mode in which ít is humanly received, require

clarif j,cation. This content, in Tillich's thought, is the

most fundarnental- absoLute, which is not an absolute being,

but Being itself. It is the ground of all other absolutes

that are encountered in rea.Iity, such as truth in the realm

of knowledge and the good in moraf decisions. The experience

of this abso.Iute, the Abso.Lute itseff, is the experience of
Á1the Hol-y. "-

According to Tillich, the human encounter with the

HoIy occurs within other encounters, wherein "structuraL

absolutes, " such as truth, indicate self-transcendence

toward the Absolute itself in an anagogical process. The

intention to encoìlnter the Absolute as such is that which

both characterizes religion in the traditional sense of the

term and transcends the latter infinitely. Tillich finds

this intention most sharply expressed in the greaL

commandment of the OId Testament (Deuteronomy 6:5 ) , and

identif j-es this absolute expression in religious Ianguage as

the source of his definition of religion as the state of

being grasped by an uLtimate "o.,..rn.6'
Following Rudoff Otto, Tillich views the experience of

the Holy as ambiguous, because the HoÌy remains mystery,

transcending the world of finite mind and experience

determined by the cleavage between subject and object, The

Hoty is beyond finite comprehension and appears, in the
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human encounter vrith it, to contain the contradictory

possibilities of creation and destruction; this is its

divine-demonic ambiguity. Both of these possibilities can

appear in connection with the tvro opposing functions that

the HoJ-y exercises in the human encounter with it--the

fascinating and terrifying functions, fascinosum et

tremendum. As the goal and futfilfment of the finite, the

Holy is a presence that attracts and fascinates the human;

conversely, it is a source of fear and awe as it represents

the negative judgement of the finite and the possibility of

ultimate faifure in achieving fulfilIment.63 The experience

of the Holy thus remains ambiguous and unfathomable.

"Nevertheless, " claims TiIlich, " \,/e can be reJ-ated to and

know we are related to that which is mystery to us and to

every human being, a mystery of man's o\¡rn being in universal
..64Þelng,

Ho\4¡ do we know that we are related to the HoIy?

Consistent with a philosophy of religion that takes the

Unconditional as its starting point, this know.Ledge is

received through revelation, the divine self-manifestation,

to which religion is the human t"=porr"".65 Revelation,

according to Ti1lich, is not to be understood, as it is

commonly misinterpreted, as the communication of objective

information from a supranatural being. Rather, revelation

occurs "wherever. the unconditíoned import of meaning breaks

through the form of *".ni.,g. - 66 unconditioned meaning
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transcends existent real-ity in a positive sense as its
ground and affirmation, and in a negative sense as its abyss

and negation, simultaneously fulfilling and shattering aII

immediate forms of 
"o.r""iorr".ra"", 

67

When the concept of reJ-igion is subordinated to the

concept of the Unconditional , the subject's self-certainty

is no longer given priority over the certainty of God, but,

at the same time, unconditional- certainty becomes possible.

As TitLich explains:

Onl-y \^¡hen the self is understood as the medium for

the self-apprehension of the Unconditionat, does it
participate in unconditional certainty, IT]he

Unconditional- is always that which provides a

ground, and the self is its medíum and that which

is grounded . 6I

As this passage implies, revelation is not an abstract

truth heteronomously imposed upon the self from outside its
situation, It is not hypostatized authority. Rather, it is
always a "correlative situation, " invotving the

participation of the self for r^¡hom the event is revefatory.

Revelation as the self-manifestation of the ground of being

and meaning, and thus of true ultimate concern, reveals and

confirms the essentia] nature of the human being r^/ithout

destroying its autonomous self-affirmation, and it can only
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being ult imatel-y

In accordance \^rith such an understanding of

revelation, religion cannot be considered as mere114 a

function of the human spirit alongside, for example, ethical
and aesthetic functions, The UnconditionaJ., toward which

religion is directed, is expressed in and breaks through all
of them. Thus, Tillich decl-ares, "IR]eligion does not allow

a person to be also religious, It is, rather, a

consuming fire over against every autonomous function of the
.. ..70numan sprr].E..

Faith, which can be considered the fundamental

characteristic of reJ-igion in Tillich's thought, is based on

revelation. TilIich describes faith as 'an ecstatic
transcending of reality in the power of that which cannot be

derived from the whole of reality and cannot be approached

by ways which belong to the whote of rea]ity."7l It is an

"act of a finite being who is grasped by and turned to the
.. ..72Lnrrnrte. -Faith is directedness toward the

Unconditional" expressed in theoretical- and practical
behaviour, reaching "beyond the immediacy of al-l- things to

the ground and abyss upon which they depend."73

Inherent in faith are elements of certainty and

uncertainty. As an experience of the HoIy, an immediate

awareness of and directedness toward the Unconditional, faith
is certain and has the character of sel-f-evidence. However,
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because faith involves the participation of a finite being

and is expressed in concrete content through symbolic and

conditioned forms, it necessarily entails an eLement of

uncertainty and possible failure, and therefore a risk in

which the meaning and fulfillment of one's Iife is at
74stake. -

Ðoubt thus arises as an inescapable consequence of the

risk of fai¿h. this doubt is neither methodological nor

skeptical , but existential , since it refers to the self's
uncertainty regarding t.he concrete content of its
ul-timate concern. Moreover, this doubt is not viewed by

Tillich as the antithesis and contradiction of faith.
Rather, serious doubt is itseff a confirmation of faith,
because it indicates the unconditional nature of the

concern. The profoundest doubt is itself grounded in the

awareness of. the Unconditional. As Tillich writes,
"Existential doubt and faith are poles of the same reality,
the staÈe of ultimate .o.r."r.r. " 75

III B, True Religion, neli-gions, and Secular Culture

Tillich's distinction between the funda¡nental and the

narrow, or traditional , definitions of retigion, and his

interpretations of revelation and faith entail- significant
consequences for the self-understanding of specific
religions, the rel-ations between them, and the relation
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between refigion and cu.Iture. First of all, Tillich

develops a dialectic of affirmation and negation in the

relation between religion and religions . The Abso1ute,

toward which rel igion as ult imate concern is directed,

transcends and judges every particular religion as a

concrete symbolization of the Absolute. Tillich warns, "The

ultimate in being and meaning cannot be limited, cannot be

caught in any particular religion, in any particular sacred

place or by any particular sacred actio.,."76 This implies

both that the claims of any particular religion to

absoluteness are circumscribed and that no religion is

excluded, in principle, from bearing revelatory content.

True religion, according to TilIich, is that in which

divine self-manifestation occurs. Every religion is

refative insofar as it objectifies the Uncondítionai-, but

every religion can be absoJ-ute insofar as it serves as the

medium of revelation, "the breakthrough of the Unconditionaf

in its uncondition atíty."71 Religion that becomes

self-sufficient and absolutizes itself is idolatry, and

religion must therefore guard against this tendency by

protesting against its own objectifcation of the

Unconditiona.l-, by incorporating into its expressions of

ultimate concern their own criticism, and, thereby, the

doubt implied in the act of tuitt.78 Thus,in a radical and

paradoxical formulation, Tillich declares, -True religion

exists wherever the Uncondi.tiona.L is affirmed as the
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through its
70

presence.

Corresponding to the internal- criticism that should be

contained within a religion's s el- f -under standi ng is a

re.Iation of mutual- criticism and acceptance that ought to

characterize the encounters between different retigions. In

Tiltich's view, the source of idolatry is also the source of

intolerance, and he seeks to avoid the errors of both a

tolerance \^/ithout criteria and an intol-erance without

self-criticism, The reference point for his resolution of

this problem is again the Absolute. the criterion of every

faith and the origin of its certainty is the uttimacy of the

ultimate that it attempts t'o express, while its uncertainty

and self-criticism arise from the insight into the relative

val-idity of the concrete symbols in which its ultimate

concern appears. A particul-ar retigion's claim to

absol-uteness must then be restricted to a claim to wítness

to the Absolute in a relative way, On this basis, the

purpose of dialogue between religions should be to arrive at

a mutual- breakthrough to the point of self-judgement, the

point at which the apprehension of the HoJ-y liberates one

from bondage to any particu.Lar manifestations of it. The

only way, TiIIich asserts, toward a unity of faith in

humankind as a whole is the way exemplified by the prophets,

"the way of calling idolatry idoJ-atry and rejecting it for

the sake of that which is rea.Ily uftimate."80
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Since Tillich's views regarding the leg-ilirnate claims

of religions and the proper relations between them are based

upon insights derived from the Jewish and Christian

traditions, it is worthwhile to elucidate his

interpretations of the centraf principtes of these two

re.ligions. According to TiIIich, the significance of

Judaism for the history and theory of religion Iies in its
radical monotheism, its demand for justice, and its
conception of the cod of history who is not bound to the

spatial territory and religious possession of a people, alI
of which are woven together.

The exclusive monotheism embodied in Judaism does not

represent merely a struggle for one god against many, but

the prophetic struggle for the one who is the Absolute

against aII forms of idolatry, against all gods who

represent the finite and particular. It is with the

establishment of the one Absolute that particular absolutes,

such as truth and justice, become identified as attributes
of the Ultimate.Sl Conversely, it is the principle of
justice that is fundamental in the establishment of radical-

monotheism, In TilIich-s words, "cod is one God because

justice i. on.."82 At greater Length, he writes:

exclusive monotheism of the prophetic religion
not due to the absoluteness of one particular

as against others, but iÈ is the universa.l

The

god
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validity of justíce which produces the exclusive

monotheism of the God of justice. This, of course'

implies that justice is a principle which

transcends every particular religion and makes the

exclusiveness of any particular religion

conditionar.83

It then follows, according to the judgement of the prophets,

that even the nation whose religion represents the God of

justice is not exempt from punishment when it violates the

principle of justice. The significance of this for Tiflich

is manifest in the following assertion:

I maintain thaÈ this unique conception--the

rejection of that nation which represents the

absoluteness of the Absolute ' by the Absolute

itself--is the greatest inner rei.igious

manifestation of the Absolute. From this

follows the inner-religious struggle of the

Absolute with the relative element which claims

absoluteness for itself, or (in religious language)

the struggle of cod against religion.S4

1t is this struggle of God against religion in the

prophetic tradition shared by Judaism and Christianity that

constitutes one of the deepest bonds between the two
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religions and the basis of Titlich's appeal for a union of

Jews and Christians.S5 Tillich consciously emphasizes the

Iink between Protestant Christianity and prophetic Judaism

by his use of the term -Protestant principle- as a reference

to the element of prophetic protest. The term is not simp]-y

to be identified with the historicaf movement from which it

is derived; rather, it refers to the universal and critical

religious principle that denounces idolatry as the

temptation of religion.S6 To quote Tillich:

The Protestant principle contains the divine

and human protest against any absolute claim made

for a relative reality. t I lt is the

theological expression of the true relation between

the unconditionaÌ and the conditioned or,

religiously speaking, between God and *.n. 87

According to Tillich, the central event of

Christianity, Jesus as the Christ, presents the

manifestation of the Protestant principle and the decisive

victory in the struggle of God against religion.SS This is

possible only through the symbol of the cross. This symbol

represents the sacrifíce of the particular to the univeral,

the finite to the ultimate, the medium to the source of
89reveratron. understood in these terms, the crucifixion

contains the radical negation of the idolatrous tendency 1n
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fulÌness of the divine's presence sacrifices himself in

order not to become an idol, another god beside God, a god

into whom the disciples wanted to make hi*. "90

Consequently, the symbol of the crucified Christ is' for

TiIlich, the essential criterion by which Christianity must

judge itself and aIl other reIigio.,=.9I rt represents the

negation of religion in the particular sense for the sake of

that which is the goal of all- religions and the goal of

religion in its universal meaning.

The interpretation of the relationship between

religion and culture, or the sacred and secular realms, is

also affected by TiIlch's distinction between the two

concepts of religion. As has been noted, Tillich views

religion in the narrow sense, as distinguished from secular

culture, as both the result of human estrangement from its

true and ultimate ground, and as the necessary witness to

and symboJ-ization of this ground in an estranged existential

situation, Accordingly, the antagonistic division between

the religious and secul-ar realms is not finally decisive for

liIIich, since both realms are rooted in religion in its

fundamental meaning as the experience of ultimate concern

and the dimension of depth in human e*iste.t"e.92 The most

important implication of this interpretation is that secular

culture itself is bestowed \,rith religious signifi.r.,"..93

TilIich's discussion of the relationship between
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religion and culture invofves not only the t.¡/o concepts of
religion articul-ated above, but afso two corresponding

concepts of culture. In the broadest and most fundamental

sense, the relationship between the two is described in the

following manner:

Religion as uftimate concern is the meaning-giving

substance of culture, and culture is the totality
of forms in which the basic concern of retigion
expresses itself . In abbreviation: religion is
the substance of culture, culture is the form of

. 94reIrg]-on.

Characterized in this way, the relationship does not permit

the duafistic separation of religious and secular realms.

An ultimate concern, whether genuine or false, is implicit
in every aspect of cufture and can be systematicalty
analysed by the theorist of religion,

The true and ideal relationship between religion and

cufture, designated by TiIlich as "theonomy," is constituted
by " a unity of unconditioned meaning-import and of

conditioned meaning-form" whereby all- cultural forms would

be transparent to and fiIled with the " import of the

Uncondition uL , "95 on the basis of his socio-historical
analysis, however, TiIIich recognizes that the normative,

theononous synthesls of transcendent meaning and cu.Lturaf
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form is only fragmentarily realized in history. Conflicting
autonomous and heteronomous tendencies constantly threaten
and frequently rupture the genuine unity of religion and

culture--the former by orienting ítself exclusively tor^rard

conditioned cultural forms at the expense of unconditioned
mean.ing, and the latter by restricting unconditioned meaning

to certain, specifically religious, cultural forms preserved

from autonomous criticism, To illustrate these dynamics

with an example cited frequently by TiIIich, the theonomous

situation that he finds characteristic of the high Middle
Ages in Europe dissolves in the late medieval period under

the growing antagonism of autonomous and heteronomous

developments, culminating in the battle beÈween àn

authoritarian form of Catholicism on the one hand and a

Reformation embodying autonomous protest on the other,
although the latter soon establishes its own orthodoxy and

heteronomous authority. If Western history since then has

been marked by the advance of secular autonomy, this, in
Tillich's view, has been accompanied by the sacrifice of the
dimension of depth associated with theonomy, and,

consequently, has prepared the social and psychological
conditions for the rise of quasi-religious heteronomies and

totalitarian movements in our century.96

It should be noted that, as a theorist, Tillich
examines the historical relations between heteronomy,

autonomy, and theonomy, and indicates their implications for
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religious and social Iife. As a human being who adopts a

theonomous orientation to life, Tillich is not content with
only a theoretical analysis, but engages in practical
efforts to promote the development of a theonomous society
in his own historical situation. This is probably most

evident in his participation in the religious socialist
movement in Germany between the r^¡ars and his articulation of
much of its philosophy. According to Tillich, the work of
religious sociafists was an attempt to prepare the

foundations for a theonomous society at a historical
juncture that was interpreted as a "kairos," a moment of
crisis in which the critical and creative power of the

Unconditional breaks into the tenporal and demands decisions

and actions directed toward the fulfilment of the theonomous

" 97goaI.

Because the normative, theonomous relationship between

religion and culture remains an ideal that is only partially
and transitorily approximated in history due to the dynamic

struggle between heteronomous and autonomous forces, Tillich
must also address the empirical relationshíp between the

religious and the secular as distinct institutional spheres

in society with the use of the narrower concepts of reJ.igion

and secul-ar cufture. According to TilIich, the difference
between the religious and secular realÌns in the narrow sense

is primarily one of intention, The former makes explicit,
or manifest, the directedness toward absolute meaning that
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remains implicit, or latent, in the latter. Thus, TiIlich
argues that even at the empirical , historical leveI there

exists an essential unity between the two realms that
encompasses the difference of intention.9S

One consequence of this interpretation, in the

situation of human estrangement, is that both the secular

and religious realms, society and church, are accorded their
own validity and necessity. Separated in this way, hoh¡ever,

they must also serve to mutually criticize the antagonistic

tendencies to which each is susceptible--the emptiness of

meaning resulting from secular culture's complete autonomy,

and the demonic distortion of meaning resulting from

religion's heteronomy, This mutual criticism is viewed by

Till-ich as the necessary preparation for the potential

development of a theonomous culture.99

A second consequence is that the separation between

the two realms is simultaneously vitiated and ceases to be

of fundamental import..,c",100 Absol-ute meaning, toward

which the religious realm is explicitly directed, is not its
possession. This meaning appears in finite meaning through

the revelation of the HoIy, transcending both religious and

secular cuÌture, and thereby the cleavage between them. In
principle, then, absolute meaning may appear in the secular

realm no Iess than in the narrowly religious one.f0l rn

fact, in an analysis of the religious situation in Europe

between the \,rars, Tillich comments that "religious energies"
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have been largely absorbed by "political and social

elements, " producing "consequences which can be interpreted

only as religious, even though they appear in cultural-

formsí1Ofre furtfrer asserts that "the unconditioned character

of religion becomes much more manifest if it erupts out of

the profane, disturbing and. transforming it."103

This discernment of religious energies in the secular

sphere raises the issue of what TiIIich calls
-quasi-religior,=. -104 TiIIich's use of this term refers lo

the movements, such as humanism, socialism, and nat.ionalism,

that have arisen on the basis of secular society, in the

spiritual emptiness following the decline of traditional

religion and the advance of autonomy, and which bear a

genuine resemblance to religions in their function of

expressing an uLtimate concern. Just as relígions are true

insofar as they are manifestations of, and not substitutes

for, that which is ultimate, so can quasi-religions be

regarded as legitimate expressions of ultimate concern in

secul-ar language to the extent that they recognize their own

relative status and do not make claims of absoluteness.

Ho\^/ever, Iike religions, quasi-reJ-igions are susceptible to

idolatrous perversion or demonization, exemplified by the

transformaÈion of sociaLism into Soviet, and especially

Stalinist, communism, and by the perversion of nationalism

in fascism and Nazism. The hypostatization of the authority
embodied by a secular movemenl , the deification of its
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Ieaders or institutions, and the identification of its

ideology with absolute truth parallel the dynamics that

TiIlich condemns in the religious sphere.

In view of the fact that participation in secular

society is inescapable, Tillich contends that every

individual is involved in some form of quasi-religion,

consequently, he seeks to affirm vrhat is positive in
quasi-religions as secular embodiments of ultimate concern,

and to resist the dangers that they represent--the loss of

religious substance that underlies their creative power, and

their potential demonization or self-absolutization,

Because the concern for ultimate meaning cannot be

restricted to the specifically religious sphere, the

relation bet$reen religion and secular culture, including the

quasi-religions that have developed in the modern period,

becomes a central theme in Tillich's theory of religion,

III. C The Symbolic Character of Religion and the Question

of God

An important component of ril Lich's theory of

religion, and one that seeks to make retigion more

intelligible to the secular mind, is his theory of religious
language and objects, His interpretation of religion in the

narro\,¡ sense is essentially a symbolic one, and it is this

interpretation which provides a vital Iink between the t\^ro
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concepts of religion. It would be fair to summarize

TiIIich's view of this connection in the following way: Èhe

totality of ideas, actions, and objects associated vrith

particular, historical religions is the symboJ-ic

representation of religion as ultima¿e concern, or

directedness tor,rard the Unconditional .105

In developing his symbolic interpretation of religion,
Tillich intends precisely the opposite of what a

positivistic thinker might expect to find, namely, the

inference that because religion is symbolic, it is therefore

merely imaginary and v/ithout relation to substantive

reality. On the contrary, religion, according to Tillich,
is necessarily symbolic because its referent transcends the

subject-object scheme of ordinary experience, Religious

language as symbolic is thus more true and adequate to its
referent than is ordinary or Iiteralistic 1anguag".106

tillich addresses the Íssue of the symbolic nature of

religíon on two levels. As a philosopher, he articulates a

general theory of the nature of religious symbols in
opposition to the predominant conceptual and linguistic
tendencies that identify reality \,rith that part of it that
can be grasped according to the model of the mathematical

. 107sciences . 
t - ' Connected with his philosophical work,

TiIlich, as a theologian, attempts to reinterpret the

specific contents of the Christian tradition in order to

recover their original- po\der and intention, and to make them
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These contents, in

Tillich's view, have been distorted and rendered meaningless

for many, not onLy due to t.he prevalence of increasingly

scientifíc thought patÈerns, but afso due to the

unreflec¿ive and Iiteral-istic treatment that they have

received within the church.l08 It is primarily Tillich's

theory of the nature of religious symbols that wiII be

brief Iy discussed below.

Genuine symbols, found in other cul-tural domains such

as art, as well as in religion, possess certain

characteristics identified by TiIIich. They cannot be

intentionally created, replaced, or destroyed, but Iive and

die, wax and wane, in their capacity as symbols, in relation

to their power to evoke response in the unconscious

dimension of human existence, especially in the collective
unconscious of the group in which they find their primary

expression, The power which symbols possess may be creative

or destructive for individuals and social groups, depending

upon the character of a symbol's referent and the reaction

of those who are grasped by the symbol finally, and

particularly important in the defence of symbolic Ianguage

agains¿ a positivistic theory of reality and truth, Tillich

contends that a symbol has the capacity to unlock dimensions

of reality, and corre spondingl y , of the human soul that
otherwise remain inaccessibÌ" to ..r".I09

What distinguishes religious from other genuine
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symbols is the fact that the former are representations of

the HoIy, the ultimate ground of reality, and express the

human relationship to the HoIy. Tillich writes:

Religious symbols mediate ul-timate reality through

things, persons, events which because of their

mediating functions receive the qual-ity of "holy."

In the experience of holy places, times, books,

r^rords, images, and acts, symbols of the holy reveal

something of ¿he "HoIy-ItseIf" and produce the

experience of holiness in persons t.rd gtoup".ll0

thus, religion must use aspects of finite reality in order to

symbo.Iize that which transcends finite reality inf initely.

It is precisely because of this necessity, however, that the

danger of idolatry,or demonization, resides within retigion'

The symbols tend to become identified with the unconditional

character of the Holy itself.fll This tendency raises the

question of the criteria of validity, or truth, of religious

symbols as one of paramount importance.

The truth of symbols, as TilIich no¿es, cannot be

determined according to empirical criterí¿, since it is not

the function of symbols to disclose objective knowledge.

Moreover, a comparative evaluation of the reLigious symbol

\,/ith its referent is impossible, because the latter

transcends human comprehension, lf2 Rather, Tillich proposes
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two major criteri.a, corresponding to the subjective and

objective aspects of ul-timate concern, by which to judge the

truth of a religious symbol, The first is its
"authenticity, " by which Tillich means the adequacy of a

symbol to the religious experience that i¿ expresses, its
power to rene\,/ and evoke response from the experiential
basis upon which it uri".=.fI3

The second criterion of a symbol's truth is the extent

to which it represents the ultimate referent, or grasps the

Unconditional in its unconditionatity,ll4 Decisive in this
respect is what Till-ich refers to as the "negative quality"

of a religious symbol, narnely, its self-negation and

therefore anti-idoLatrous character, and its transparency to

the Holy, the -ultimate power of being and .eaning."115 In

Tillich's view, this negative criterion of a symbol's truth
is most fully expressed in the Christian symbol of the

cross, which, accordingly, is presented as the standard by

which to judge all other religious symbols.116

The ground and abyss of meaning, the Absolute, the

Unconditional , the Holy--these are some of Tillich's
frequent designations for the final referent of religion,
the obj ect of ultimate concern symbotized by the word

tt?"God."-*' WhiIe TiIlich maintaíns that cod can only rightly
be spoken of in symbolic terms, he also asserts that one

cannot simply say that God is a symbol. In other words, he

differentiates between symbolic and non-symbolic elements in
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the image of God, and argues that both elements must be

recognized. The non-symbolic element refers to the

avrareness of something unconditional, to which Tillích

applies such terms as -Being itsel-f " and "ultimate

reality"--terms which do not point to any further referent.

The symbolic element is expressed when one speaks of God in

concrete and personal terms, in language that indicates the

experience of a communicative ego-thou relationship with

God . 
rf8

The conception of God as Being and as personal

deserves further clarification, The classical Christian

doctrine of God as Being itself, the esse ipsum, uses a

suprapersonal category to refer to "the unconditional and

infinite character of the Ultimate and the impossibility of

identifying it with anything particular that "*i"t" . " 
lf9

Moreover, it is precisely this element of unconditionality,

or ultimacy, that marks divinity in ¿he idea of cod.120 on

this basis, it is impermissible to speak of God as a being,

even the highest or most perfect being, since a being is

always subject to the categories of finitude. such a

conception reduces God to the leveL of ân object, the

existence of which can then be debated but never proven ' In

TiIIich's view, "atheism is the right religious and

theologicat repIy" to this conception of God and the

attempts to prove the existence of this obiect,12I
At the same time, however¡ TiIlich defends the idea of
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a personal God as a necessary symbol rather than an object.
The symbol of a cod who possesses qualities found on the
human level- and who acts in history is indispensable for the
expression of the human-divine rel_ationship; it expresses

the experience of the human self being grasped by that which

is of ultimut. .o.r.".rr.122

In order to counter the danger of a merely personal

conception of God--a God who becomes a being with
heteronomous authority--and to preserve the necessary symbol

of God as a person within the equally necessary

suprapersonal conception of God, Tillich occasionalfy speaks

of the God beyond, or above, God. The cod who is the
highest being is the source of heteronomy, destroying human

autonomous self-affirmation. - The true God, " writes
TitIích, "beyond the cod who is a being liberates us from
the total authority of the last polytheistic God who is in
reality . d.^on . " 123 This does not mean, however, that
personal being is simply negated. Rather it is preserved

and transcended at the same time. Thus, TiLlich states:

Being includes personal being; it does not deny it.
The ground of being is the ground of personal

being, notitsnegation. Religiously speaking,

this means that our encounter with the God who is a

person includes the encounter with the God who is
the ground of everything personal and as such not a
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124person.

The God of theism is transcended by ¿he cod above cod.125

Tillich's conception of the cod beyond cod suggests

the deep influence of !^¡estern mysticism on his thought.

Further evidence of this connection can be found in

Tillich's application of other symbolic terms, such as

"ground- and -abyss," to the Uncondition uL,126 and a

mystical influence nay also be present in his theory of

religious knowledge and revelation when he speaks of the

unconditional certainty that arises when the human being

becomes the medium for the self-apprehension of the

Absolute. The distinction between, and the simultaneous

unity of, the personal and suprapersonal aspects of God

intended by the phrase -the cod beyond cod" recalls

especially the thought of Meister Eckhart, whose

differentiation between - the unknowable totality of the

Godhead and the knowable personality of cod "127 .o.,.r"y" "
similar conception of the Absolute and its symbolization. A

striking confirmation of this similarity is presented in
Bernard Mccinn's discussion of Eckhart's understanding of

the divine nature and the structure of reality. McGinn

occasionally characterizes the dívine ground in Eckhart's

thought as "the cod beyond cod,"f28
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III. D. Theism and Atheism

Closefy connected with TilIich's conception of God is

his interpretation of aÈheism. As in his discussions of

religion and of cod, Tillich distinguishes two major levels

on which he addresses the question of atheism. As a protest

against theistic religion, atheism is affirmed as having

religious significance. It is the legitimate rebellion

against a theism that makes God a being, specifically, a

supreme bej.ng in relation to whom the human self is reduced

to a being deprived of freedom and subjectivity, "a mere

object of absolute knowledge and absolute "onttol. 
"129

Atheism, in this sense, represents the justified struggle

for autonomy against heteronomous authority. Furthermore,

religion must contain within itself an immanent atheisn,a

protest against its own representations and objectifications

of God for the sake of the God who is the "unconditioned
.. 130transcendent.

If, however, religion is understood in its fundamental

sense as ultimate concern and God as lhe symboLic reference

to the Unconditional, aÈheism, in TiIlich's theory, is no

longer possible , More accurately, the atheistic protest

against heteronomous religion is possible only on the basis

of an attitude that is itself fundamentally religious. The

rejection of religion or the denial of God in ultimate

seriousness is itself the affirmation of ultimate
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l3tconcern.--- To quote Tillich at Ìength:

The situation of doubt, even of doubt about cod,

need not separate us from God.. There is faith in
every serious doubt, nameÌy, the faith in the truth
as such, even if the only truth we can express is
our lack of truth. But if this is experienced in
its depth and as an ultimate concern, the divine is
present; and he who doubts in such an attitude is
"justifíed" in his thinking. So the paradox got

hold of me that he who seriously denies God,

affirms him, without it I could not have remained

a theologian, There is, I soon realized, no place

beside the divine, there is no possible atheism,

there is no v¿al1 between the religious and the

nonreligious. The holy embraces both itself and

the secul-ar. Being religious is being

uncondi t ional.I y concerned, whether this concern

expresses itself in secular or ( in the narrower

sense ) rerigious for*" .132

IV. The Necessity of Religion and the Question of Its

Surv ivaf

In Tillich's judgement, a Iife without an ultimate
' 1f t

concern is not worth living."' This implies that a life

without an ultimate concern is conceivable, and seems !o
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qualify TiIlich's contention that being religious, or having

the experience of an ultimate concern, is a universal

characteristic of human existence grounded in the human
.. .- I34spirit itseff. *"- In order to clarify this apparent

ambivalence in TiIIich's thought, this chapter concl-udes

with a discussion of his views regarding the future of

rel-igion.

In an essay originally published in 1958, Tillich
speaks of the loss of the dimension of depth, or of ultimate

concern, as the decisive factor in the modern human

predicament in the !.fest. He expresses his awareness of the

profound danger that the modern wor.l-d holds for the human

spirit, namely, ehe erosion of the dimension of tife that is

concerned with the ultimate rneaning of existence, without

which the hunan being is reduced to a mere object. His

explanation of the loss of the religious dimension focuses

upon the predominance of finite and relative concerns in
autonomous, secular soc iety. In particular, Tillich
attributes human estrangement from the self and the \^¡orld to

the scientific, technical, and industrial forces of modern

society, which are oriented toward progress on the

horizontal plane of existence and reduce the awareness of

the vertical pIane, or transcendent dimension of Iife. The

perpetual preoccupation with technical developments and

empirical progress in society and with immediate and

transitory personaJ- goals--the constant activity of daily
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Iife--diminishes the time available for detachment from

finite reality and the immanent course of the individual's
existence. Without moments of rest and meditation in which

the individuaÌ can reflect upon ¿he meaning of ]ife,
religion as ultimate concern recedes from human

I tr
experl.ence.

According to TiIIich's analysis, the Ioss of the

transcendent dimension of Iífe necessarily entails the

disappearance of the rel igious symbols that have given

expression to this dimension of human existence. The

symbols themsel-ves become transposed to the horizontal
plane of existence largely through the attempts of

theologians and religious participants to defend these

synbol-s--the creation of the worl-d and the idea of God, for
example--as Iiteral descriptions of events or supernatural

beings. When these symbols are understood as belonging to

the horizontal- plane, they become absurd and easily
discredited by scientific and historicaf criticism. With

the decline of the transcendent dimension and its symbols,

human beings become subjugated further to t.he technical

control and manipulation that characterizes progress on the
. 13 6norrzontat pIane.

In ¿he light of these developments, Tillich analyses

t.he revival of interest in religion observed especially in

America. In Tillich's view, it is strictly a revival of

relígion in the narrow sense, concerned only ivith
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streng¿hening religion as an institutional sphere and

failing to consider the extremity of the spiritual crisis in
modern society. He sharply criticizes this revival- as being

a false, desperate, and futile attempt to regain the

transcendent dimension of Iife, and even as representing the

consecration of conditions in which the true meaning of

religion has already been lost. Condemning the

"propagandistic methods and primitive theological

fundamentalism" of its representatives, TilIich judges this
revival of religion as superficial in its response to the

threats posed by secular modernity and as further
endangering the preservation of real religious existen...137

Two decades earlier, Tillich expressed the opinion

that religion, as a conditioned human creation directed

toward a transcendent object, would not survive. He thought

it likely that religion, as a separate realm, would dissolve

and some of its contents be appropriated within the confines

of secular humanism, or that it would be suppressed by the

victory of totalitari.r, "yst"rns.l38
While tillich's recognition of the erosion of the

reJ.igious realm and the diminution of the dimension of depth

causes him concern, it does not lead him to adopt a

despairing attitude toward the future of religion, There

are at least two reasons for his maintenance of a hopefuJ-

at t. i tude . The first arises from his ontological

anthropology. Being human, according to TiIlich, means
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"being between" finitude and infinity, as is implied in the

question regarding the ul-timate meaning of existence. As

Iong as this human nature survives, religion as ultimate

concern wiII survive, even if the separate religious realm
I ?Oshould disappear.'-' "ReIigion," asserts TiIIich, "as the

relation of man to the ultimate in being and meaning is an

efement in man's very nalure and beyond the alternative of

survivaL and non-sur.ri.rr"I . - 140

The second reason for TiIIich's hope for the endurance

of religion in its fundamental meaning arises from his

interpretation of secular culture in terms of its religious
significance. this interpretation results in the beLief

that faith, in the Western world, has not been lost, but
- 141secularized.t'- If secularization holds dangers for the

preservation of the substance of religion, it is,
nonetheless, in the secular realm that TiLLich still
discerns the cLearest expressions of ultimate concern, even

if those expressions are negative depictions of the

contemporary human condition, of despair, and of protest in
the face of meaningla=".r.==.142 cuLtural representations of

the spiritual "void" that characterizes modern experience in
the Iatter half of the twentieth century offer negative

testimony to
. r43tnem.

the concern for ultimacy that underlies

In the depths of an experience that inclines us toward

despair, TÍllich finds a foundatÍon for hope. The radical
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awareness of our separation from ultimate meaning is,
according to Tillich, atready a state of being grasped by

the Unconditional , In spite of the loss of the religious
dimension of depth, "its power is present, and most present

in those who are av/are of the loss and are striving to

regain it with uftimate ".rio.r".,."". 
"144
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Hodgson, and J,M. Stewar!, ed. Peter C. Hodg son ,one -vo lumeed. (Berkeley: University of California press, 1988), pp.
77-80, wherein Hegel states, "The object of religion, like
that of philosophy, is the eternal truth, cod and nothing
but cod and the explication of God." (p, 78)

,<

method, see
l6-r9.

For Til lich's discussion of the cosmological-The Two Types of Philosophy of ReIigion," pp.

26 TiIlich, "The Two Types of philosophy of
Religion,' p. 26.

On p. 23 of this essay, TiIIich argues that this
"awareness of the Unconditional is itself uncondiiional, and
therefore beyond the division of the psychological
functions . "

27

ReIigion,
Philosophy of

For another discussion of methodoLogy, this time
arguing the complementarity of phenome no logic a I and

Til1ich, "The Two Types of
pp. 26-27 .
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and Truth: A Symposium, pp. 6-7. See ãl so --TffffõI-s
@gicar intuition as an immediate
approach to the substance of religion in "Eschatology and
History, " trans . Elsa L , Talmey, in The Interpretation of
$"!o_.y, pp , 266-7 O

28 See Tillich, -The Philosophy of Religion, - pp.
30-34. See also the discussion of John E. Smith, "The
fmpact of Tillich's Inlerpretation of Religion," in The
Thought of Paul TiIIich, ed. James Luther Adams, Wilhe.Lm_-
@ Shinn (San Francisco: Harper and
Row, 1985 ) , pp. 242-43,

The question of the relationship between philosophy
and theology in Tilfich's thought is a complex one. His
theoJ.ogy has an explicitly philosophical character, while
his phiJ-osophy of religion has identifiable theological
roots. The distinction enunciated by Smith in the essay
cited above, an elaboration of Tillich's own
differentiation, is a useful one for separating Tillich's
philosophy of religion from his theology, although TilLich
sometimes writes as both a philosopher and theologian,
shifting from one position to the other, in the same work,
The question of the relationship between the two appears
again, however, in TiIlich's theology in connection with his
"method of correlation, " which should not be confused with
or opposed to his method in philosophy of religion.
Regarding Tillich's theological method, see Paul Tillich,
Systematic Theotogy, I (Chicago: the University of Chicago
Press, 1951), 59-66t and PauL Till-ich, Systematic Theology,
II (Chicago: The University of Chicago Þre ss;-T3571;-I-:T6.
For instructive interpretations of his method of
correlation and the relation betvreen philosophy and
theology viewed from the standpoint of the theologian, see
GiIkey, pp. 36-45¡ David Tracy, "TiIlich and Contemporary
Theology, " in The Thought of PauI Tillich, pp. 26L-67 i and
John Dillenber@ian of culture, "
in PauI Tillich: Retrospect and Future, pp. 37-38.

29

ne1 ig ions
Religions,
1966 ) , p.

Paul TilIich, 'The Significance of the History of
for the Systematic Theologian, " in the Future of
ed. Jerald c. Brauer (New York: U aÏþê?-ãìã--T-oril

88.
?n TiIlich, My Search for Absolutes, pp. l-32-33.
For further dffic and the struggle

against demonization, see TiIlich, "The Philosophy of
ReIigion," pp. 85-88, in which Tillich locates the origin of
the demonic in the abyss element of the HoIy and refers to
1t as "¿he sacred antidivÍne r " and as an ecstatic

ontological- approaches in trying to find the referent of
religious symbolism, see Paul Tillich, "The Meaning and
Justification of Religious Symbols, " in Religious Experience
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-breakthrough in the direction of the destructive" in
contrast to a "breakthrough in the direction of grace." See
also PauI TilIich, -The Demonic: A Contribution to the
Interpretation of History," trans. Efsa L, Talmey, in The
Interpretation of History, pp. 77-96, 99-IO7; D. MacKenZTã
@ rillich in Dialogue (London: ScM
Press, sz, Jr. "The
Demonic as a Principle in Tilfich's Doctrine of cod:
Til-lich and Beyond, " in Theonomy and Autonomyr esp. pp.
I36-37, 143-50.

31 See Tillich, Dynamics of Faith, p. L2.
rn pp. 12-16, Til-TÏ¡l-fE¡uEsEE-ìdol-atry in relarion

to the divine and demonic aspects of the HoIy, and argues
that idol-atrous faith has as its object the Holy in its
demonic, or destructive, aspect; the ambiguity of the HoIy
contains the possibility of idolatry.

32 Paul TilIich, "The Nature of Religious Language, "
in Theology of Culture, p. 60,---a¡-çiZf;-- -tmpact of Tiltich's Interpretation of
ReIigion, " pp. 244-45, correctly observes, there is a l-ack
of clarity in Tillich's distinction between idolatrous and
demonic perversions of religion. Smith suggests that there
is a "destructiveness and horror manifest in the truly
demonic," as, for example, in nazism, that is not manifest
in all idolatry. While Til-lich might have approved of
Smith's distinction, it appears that he did not provide
discrete definitions of the two concepts.

33 See Til-Iich, My Search for Absot-utes, p. f40.
34 PauI TiIIich, "ReIigion and Secular Culture," in

The Protestant Era, p. 63.
35 S." Tillich, -On The Boundary, - pp. 24-26t Paul

TiIlich, "Church and Culture," trans. Elsa L, Talmey, in The
fnterpretation of History, pp. 236-37; and oitlenberger,-þT
?.)

36 See Paul TiIIich, "Authority and ReveIation, "
qarvqrd oivinity School Bulfetin, 49 No.8 (1952),28,

nkea with idolatry ¡ or
demonization.

37 For Tillich's discussion of types of authority,
see 'Authority and Revelation," pp. 28-29, See also paul
TilIich, "The Prophetic E.lement in the Christian Message and
the Authoritarian PersonaIity," Mccormick Ouarterly, I7, No.
I (1963), 16-18; and Paul tiIIic6, t,ove, fower, añã Justice:
94_91_9Cf_gC1__éIgU_9es and Ethicalffi
Oxford University press, 1954), pp, 87-90.
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40

Christian
l8-20.

41

Christian
25-26 ,
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TiIlich, -Authority and Revelation, " p. 31.

TilIich, "Authority and Revelation, " p. 36.

See TilIich, "The Prophetic Element in the
Message and the Authoritarian personality, " pp.

See TiIlich, "The Prophetic Element in the
Message and the Authoritarian personality," pp.

42 s"" paul- TiIfich, "ReIigion and the IntelIectuals,.,
p. 256,

43 pu.r1 Tillich, -Freed.orn and the Ul-timate Concern, "
in Re_ligion in _Ameríca: Original Essavs on Retiqion in'a
Free Soc íéEy_,--êãl213:-

l¿.'^ Paul Tillich, "Can Religion Survive?" in In Albert
Schweitzer's Realm, ed. A.A. Roback (Cambridge, --MãEE;Ì-
Sõi:ÃrF-Þu6iîêh-ers, Ls62) , p. 3I0.

*'Paul TiIlich, "Conformity, " in Readings in Human
Relations, ed. Keith Davis and william C-l--sEõEEl-2-na e¿.(New York: McGraw-Hill_ , 1964), p. 42L (This essay
originally appeared in Social Research, (Autumn 1957), pp.
3s4-60,) -

For TilIich's discussion of patternizing forces in our
society, see pp. 4I8-42L

4^ See paul fillich, "Christianity and Modern
Society," trans. John C, Modschiedler and Victor Nuovo, in
Pol-iticat Expectation, ed. James Luther Adams ()-97Li rpt.
f,-anhaml--Eo-l---TñiTêïEîty press of Ameríca, 1983 ) , pp. 4-5 .[-anh am] Press of Ameríca, l-983), pp. 4-5.

For specific historical analyses of the fãilure of
religion, Christianity in particular, to resist thereligion, Christianity in particular, to resist theprevailing social trends, see paul TilIich, The Reliqiousprevaalrng soclaÌ trends, see paul TilIich, The Religious
Situation, trans. H. Richard Niebuhr (1932; rpt, - Wew--orl:
t ÏîÏnÇ age Books-Meridian, 1956), pp. L55-21g; and paul
Tillich, The World Situation (1945, rot. philadetoh¡i a:Tillich, The World Situatiorr (1945¡ rpt, ehiladetphia:
Fortress, , pp, Jö-44.

47 S.. TilIich, "Religion and Secular Cul-ture ,- p. 63t
TilIich, Systematic Theglogy, I, 83-85; and paul TiItich,"Kairos,"@, pp. 5o-53.

48 S.. paul tillich, 'The Lost Dimension in Religion,-
in Issues in Christian Thought, ed. John B. Harrington (¡¡ew
vor@ r:. (This essay oiiginatty
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appeared in Saturday Evening Post, l-4 June 1958.) See also
Pauf Tillicfr@ension in Man's Spiritual
Líf e , " i" I¡eel"g_y._sÉ_ lrr].-!"se , pp . 5-9 .

49 Purrl Tillich, -A View of the present Situation:
Religions, Quasi-ReIigions, and Their Encounters, " in
Christianity and the Encounter of t¡e Vlgrf d Retigions,
eiãmþEon iumEîa
University Press, t9 63 ) p . 4 . See also paul TilIich,"Aspects of a Religious Analysis of Culture," in Theology of
Culture, p. 40; and Brown, pp. 7-16, 19-28- Smitfr, -The rmpact -of Tillich's Interpretation of
Religion, " p. 243, suggests that TiIlich understands"religíon as the dimensíon of depth in human fife and.
culture" and "faith as ultimate concern. " While this
distinction offers a conceptual refinement of this aspect of
Tillich's thought, Till-ich himself does not draw such a
distinction consistent.Ly, but frequently discusses religion
and faith in nearly identicat terms, Compare, for example,
this chapter's epígraph with Dynamics of Faith, p. t, where
Tillich writes, "Faith is tÎ-e s t at ircJ-ãf--Eeîn g ultimately
concerned. . This suggests that TiIlich, consistent
with his Protestant heritage, views faith as the core of
religion. In BibIicaI Religion and the Search for Ultimate
Realíty, p. 5I
for religious existence." Since the fundamental meaning of
religion and the meaning of faith coincide for TiIIich, the
two terms can be used virtuall-y interchangeably.

50 Paul Til-Iich, The Courage to Be ( New Haven: yale
University Press, 10SZ l,-p-.-TEC,

51 _'- See TiIIich, "Church and Culture, " p, 222. See
also Tillich, -The Philosophy of Religion," pp. 59-60.

52 S." TiIlich, -The Lost Dimension in Religion, " p.
13; Tillich, "Can Religion Survíve?" p. 3I2t TiIIich, My
Search for Absol-utes, pp. 130-31; and Bror,l¡n, pp, 4-7

53 See TiIIich, -ReIigion as a Dimension in Man's
Spiritual Life," p, 8; and TiIIich, "Aspects of a Religious
Analysis of Culture ," pp. 4I-42,

q¿' ' See Brown, pp . 17 5-8 2 .

q. q.-" See Tillich, Dynamics of Faith, pp. l-tl. See also
Brown, pp. 7-I5

For a brief discussion of the meaning and possible
sources of Tillich's definition of religious faith,
emphasizing its connections with Luther and German idealism,
see Wilhelm Pauck, "To Be or Not to Be: Tillich on the
Meaning of Life," in The Thought of paul TiIlich, pp.
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39-40.
Tillich's discussi.on of rel igion as u lt imat e concernjs not far removed, as he hi.mself !uggests, from Fri.edr jch

Schleiermacher's definition of reLigion as -the feeÌing ofabsoLute dependence, - when the latter is propêrly
understood. See TiIlich, Systematic Theology, I, I5,- 4I-_42,

<A-" ril-Iich, Dynamics of Faith, p. 96.
57 Su" TiII;, Dynamj cs of Faith, p.lt; and Brown,pp. 24-27, 49-5I
Not only are preliminary and ulLimate concerns not Lobe confused, but the faith based upon the Iatter is not

destroyed by the lack of fulfiLlment of the former, and as
evidence for this assertion, TilLich points to !he history
of . the J_ewish people. In py]ramics of FaiLh, p. Il9 , hewrites , 'They are, i n the h i=Eort- oE-anïj;A;' the documentof the ultimate and unconditional character of faith,-

" See Tillich, !y_Sgrn]!s of Fairh, pp. 12, 105-11 .

These are internal--ionseQìences for the self. AsTi.lli.ch notes on p. 115, external consequences of idolatrousfaith take the form of ianatacism ánd the absence oftolerance and love for others outside the idolatrous faith.
TiI lich, Morality and Beyond, Re I igiousvol e (llew Yð?Eì-Tãïþeï-ãìã-nõõ, re63)f pp.

see also Tillich, Dynamics of Faith, p. 57, where the
human being is- charactefEeã-s--EfãE-TeIng vrho atrempts roreach beyond finitude to that which is uttimate

Cf . Victor E . Frankl , The Unconscious God ( ori.q .Austrian ed., 1948; New rc Squaie
Press-Simon & Schuster,1985), pp, 13, 77-79. Frãnkl definesreligion in the broadest sense as the .search for ultimate
meaning,- and argues that the human being is charaõEõifZEãby self-transcendence and the search for meaning,

60 S.. Tillich, Biblical Religion and the search for
9+l*e!e-¡"slrl¡, pp.
II, 9; and Brown, p. 44.
. TiIIich's emphatic distinction between the concept andthe content of ultimate concern (see, for example, Þro*n,pp. .19-28) permits him to ctaim the universality -of religionin its fundamental meaning without ignoring the idotatíousperversions or false expressions oi ultímate concern.IdoIatry, that which does not represent true ultimateconcern, still presupposes the latter as its basis; thenegative presupposes the positive which it distorts. At theroot of this conception ties the Christian principle of Lhefall, the human estrangement from an originat condition of

goodness which, however, is not a compLete separatlon from,

<q
Paul

Perspectives,
r 7-18 .
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bul a disruption of, the original unity bet\deen humanity and
the true content of ultimate concern. This is implied in
Dynamics of Faith, p. IL2, where TiIIich writes, "one is
üTEimãTãÏy concelned only about something to which one
essentially beÌongs and from which one is existentially
separated. "

See also DiIIenberger, p, 31, who expresses Tillich's
distinction bet\,reen true and false ultimate concerns as a
distinction between those which "bear the character of
uIÈimacy" versus those which "f unctio-ñ-Tith the character of
ultimacy. "

Ã1"' See Tillich, My Search for Absolutes, pp. I25, L27.
rn "The conquest@eligion in the

Philosophy of Religion," p, I43, TiIIich argues that the
Holy is not a value, but "rather that which gives the values
their value, the conditionality of their validity and the
absoluteness of their reLation to reality," In Systenatic
Theology, T, 2I5, TiIIich writes, "The holy is t h-elu aTiÇ
of that which concerns man ultimately. OnIy that wh-fõñ--i6
holy can give man ultimate concern, and only that which
gives man ultimate concern has the quality of holiness."

62-see
and Til l ich,

63

Tillich, My Search for Absolutes, pp. 126-28;oynamicsoffi
-- See TiIl-j.ch, My Search for Absolutes, pp. L29-30,

and rillich, oynamics ô?-EêfEEl-EÞ-l--If_T6-. 
-

Ilrch, Dynamlcs of Faj_th, pp. l3-Ì6.
In the latLer passage, and a.Iso in Systematic

Theology, T, 2L6-2I7, Tillich discusses the ñIstorical
development of the concept of the HoIy and its eventual
identification with moraÌ perfection through the elimination
of the demonic or destructive el-ement originally contained
within it. He suggests that this development needs to be
reversed in order to recover the pov/er and profundity
intended by the original concept. At the same time,
however, TiIIich emphasizes the importance of the prophetic
use of justice as the criterion by which to judge idoLatrous
or demonic holiness--an occurrence that simultaneously plays
a crucial role in what Tillich views as the historical
weakening of the concept of the Holy. It thus appears that
Tillich wishes to renew the concept of the ttoly as the
signifier of that which transcends the finite, containing
both divine and demonic possibilities, and that he wishes to
preserve the criterion of justice agaiñEE demonic forms of
holiness, thereby removing on.ly the connotation of moral
perfection. Ho\^rever, the question remains regarding whe¿her
these two concepts of holiness--the Holy as that which
contains demonic possibilities and the Holy as determined by
the principle of justice--can be reconciled. Tillich's
distinction, in ¡ynamics of Faithr p. 56, between "the
holiness of being" and "the holiness of \^rhat ought to be"

See Till-ich,
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summarizes the confLict without resolving it.
It is also in Dynamics of Faith, pp. I3-16, that

TiIIich refers to thê-- Hõft---s---EÏe"" entirely other," a
designation of central importance in Horkheimer's theory of
religion.

64 TiIIich, My Search for Absolutes, p. L29,
65

rillich,
ReaIity,

See Ti lIich, - Author i !y

66 tilticfr, -The Philosophy of Religion," p. 105.
See pp, 105-09 for Titlich's further discussion of a

theonomous interpretation of revelation.
67 _....'1rrrrcn, Ihe Philosophy of Religion," pp. 82-85;

and Til-Iich, 'The conquest of the Concept of Religion in the
Philosophy of ReLigion," pp. 142-44.

68 tillictr, "The conquest of the concept of Religion
in the Philosophy of Religion, " p. L25 . See also pp.
r37-38, 140.

Regarding TiIlich's use of the term "UnconditionaI, "
see Ja¡nes Luther Adams, "Introduction: The Storms of Our
Times and Starry Night," in The Thought of PauI TiIIich, pp.
4-7; adamsl-lñEÏõãüõEion, what îl-nêff qf on?-ppl-T3Js.

69 S.u TiIlich, "Authority and Revelation, - pp. 31-32.
For a much more extensive discussion of revelation,

see Tillich, Systematic Theology, I, 7I-159, in which the
focus is tne ffieason and revelation, and
revelation is presented as the fulfillment and reintegration
of reason. In this regard, see also TiIlich, Dynarnics of
Faith, pp . 74-80 i and smith, "The rmpact ot---Tf tTic ñ s
TïEëÏpretation of ReIigion, " pp, 253-55.

'" Tillich, -The conques¿ of the concept of Religion
in the Philosophy of Religion," pp. 126-27.

For related discussions of faith as a centered act of
the whole personality in contrast to common distortions of
the meaning of faith, see TiIIich, Dynamics of Faith, pp.
4-g , 30-4 0 ; and smith , " The r mp acl----õf----TiÏ ich ' s
Interpretation of Religion," pp. 246-50.

7L PauI TiIlich, -ReaIism and Faith,- in
Protestant Era. Þ. 76.

Fór á discussion of the concept of ecstasy, see
89-90 of the same essay.

72 ri:-lich, o

Biblical- Reliqion and
and RevelaLion, " p, 27; and

the Search for Ul timate

The

pp.

amics of Faith, p. 16.
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'' rillich, "The Philosophy of ReIigion," pp. 76-77.
See also Tillich's discussion, pp. 77-7e, in which he

presents theonomous faith as the resolution of the
opposition between autonomous and heteronomous tendencies,
the former being directed only to\^rard the unity of the
conditj.oned without intending the t.ranscendencJ of the
Unconditional, and the ]atter being directed toward
conditioned forms viewed as uncond.itioned.

74 S"" Tillich, eyn-enìlç! !É iqith, pp. I6-18; TiIIich,
" The Two Types of PhiTæõ¡lç-rct-- nefigion, " pp . 27 -28; anð,
Tillich, -The Philosophy of ReIigion," p. IO9.

?<'- rillich, Dynamics of Faith, p. 22. Regarding the
preceding points, s-ãã-TÏTTïðñ-'ã--dTFcussions in óynarniós of
Faith, pp. I8-22; " The
pp. 28-29; and BibIi.cal

of Philosophy of-nãfTgfon,'
and the Search for Ultimate

Real ity, pp. 60:
For anothanother discussion of faith and doubt, see

Dynamics of Faith, pp. 99-105. Here Tillich relates
.efta-inEy -ãñã uncertainiy in faith to the tension between
the self's participation in and separation from the object
of ultimate concern, and argues that doubt cannot be
eliminated through repression on the basis of an unshakable
conviction, but must be accepted by the courage that also
arises from faith. TiIlich, þ, I7, defines this courage as"the daring self-affirmation of one's own being in spiie of
the powers of 'nonbeing' which are the heritage of
everything finite." In the affirmation of a faith that
encompasses doubt within itself, Tillich has applied the
doctrine of justification to the act of faith itself.

76 titLictr, My Search for AbsoLutes, p. 132.
Tirrich imme@ Ètrat this insighr

could only have developed on the basis of a particular,
self-transcending, and critical religion, clearly implying
the prophetic tradition within his own heritage,

' Titlich, "The Conquest of the Concept of Religion
in the PhiLosophy of Religion," p. L46.

78 See TilIich, -The conquest of the concept of
Religion in the Philosophy of Religion," pp. 145-48; and
TiIIich, Dynamics of Faith, pp. 28-29.

?o' ti1lich, -The Conquest of the Concept of Religion
in the Philosophy of ReIigion," p. L47.

QA"" Tillich, Dynamics of Faith, p. 125. For Tillich's
discussions of the-prõãdTng þõints, !ee Dynamics of Faith,
pp. 57,122-25; and My Search for Absotutedl-þþì-TZT-Zil-

For various d@th methodolog tc al_
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and substantial, of inter-religious dialogue from a
Christian perspective, see the essays contained in TilJ"ich,
Christianity and the Encounter of the World Religions. For
i-nftflnati proach
to inter-religious encounter, see Joseph M. Kitagawa,"TiI1ich, Kraemer, and the Encounter of Religions," in The
@, esp. pp. 210-13; and rereñõã
Thomas , "On Ànother Boundary: Til-lich's Encounter with
World Religions, " in Theo and Auto pp. 193-211

81 S.. Tilfich, My Search for Absolutes, pp. 138-39.
82 PauI TilIich, -The StruggLe Between Time and

Space," in Theology of Culture, p. 38.
In tÏ'is---ãlla/, ---TfiIìãn contrasts monothei sm and

polytheism in terms of a confrontation between universaLjustice tinked with the category of tirne, or history, and
nationalistic injustice associated with the category of
space, and argues that Judaism witnesses to the God of
history who is not bound by the power of space. In this
regard, see also Paul TiIIich, "HistoricaL and
Non-Historical Interpretations of History: A Comparison, "
in The Protestant Era, pp. 18-30. For a discussion of types
of po fyEñêT sm ana monotheism, see Tillich, Systemãtic
Theology, I, 222-30

83 Pauf TiIlich, -Christian principles of. Judging
Non-Chrístian ReIigions," in Christianity and the Encounter
of the l^7orld Religions, pp, 3f -3L 

-

@ Fairh, p. 68, ritrich wrires, 'The
world histõFiããI-ãfGEFoñ-õE- the Jewish faith is ro judge rhe
sacramental self-certainty in Judaism itself, as weIL as in
a.Il other religions, and to pronounce an ultimate concern
which denies any claim for ultimacy that does not incLude
the demand of justice. "

"'rílIich My search for
also Brown, pp. IO5-õ6.

For an appreciative and critical Jewish assessment of
Titlich in relation to Judaism, see Albert H. Friedlander,'Tillich and Jewish Thought, " in The ht of P aul
Tillich, pp. 175-96. For an expositiol-õT-Tïi-I-jãñ's t t
on Judaism through an anafysis of his L952 Berlin lectures,
see Gfenn D. Earley, "Paul Tillich and Judaism: An Anatysis
of 'The Jewish Question--A Christian and German Problem, "'
i" I!S"lg*y- ul9_¡glglgry, pp. 213-4I.

-' See Paul TiIlich, "The Meaning of Anti-Semitism, "
Christianity and Society, 4, No. f (1938), 34-36i PauI
TÏ111-õf;--1ãã---lêwTsE-luestion: christian and German
Problem," Jewish Social Studies, 33, No. 4 (1971) , 260-6L,
269-70; ana-ffi1-e Between Time and Space,"

Absolutes, pp. 139-40 . See
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p.

35-39.
86 S". Tillich, Author's preface,

xxvi; and Tillich, "On the Boundary,
87 purrl Till-ich, "The protestant

Proletarian Situation, " in The Protestant
aLso, in the same volume,
Protestant Era?" p, 226,

70

The Protestant Era,
p'

Principle and the
Era, p. 239. See

"The End of thePauI T]-llrch,

Tillich regards the application of prophetic protest
to retigion and aIl other spheres of Iife as the most
important theological task, possible only through
participation in !he UnconditionaL as experienced in faitfr,
See Paul Tillich, "The Formative Power of protestantism, " in
The Protestant Era, pp. 206, 208-10. For a discussion of
Ife d-Ïstinctions a)the distinctions and relation between prophetic and rational
criticism. see PauI TilIich. "Protestanlism âs a crilir.¡lsee PauI TilIich, "Protestantism as a Criticalv!!etv!-¡¡rt

and Creative Principle, " in Political Expectation, pp.
10-18,

The Protestant Era,
of--EfãrrïsEõry of
p. 88.

88 S.u TiIIich, Äuthor's preface,
p. xliv; and Til-1ich, -The Significance
Religions for the Systematic Theologian, "

qo
"'See Paul TiIIich, "Christianity Judging rtself in

the Light of its Encounter with the World ReIigions," in
Christianity and the Encounter of the World Reliqions, Ð.Blt 

-o^'" Tillich, -The Nature of Religious Language,' p. 67.
See also Brown, pp. 135-36.

o1 See, for exam.ple, Ti1lich, "Christianity ,ludging
Itself in the Light of Its Encounter with the world
Rel igions, " pp, 81-82.

92

Sp iritual
See Tillich, "Religion as a Dimension in Man's
Li-f e,' pp. 8-9 .

o?'" Thus, one can understand TiLIich's insistence, as a
theologian, upon the importance of a theology of culture.
Regarding TiIIich's view of the task and. method of a
theology of culture, as well as some exemplary analyses
conducted f rorn this standpoint, see Tillich, "On the Idea of
a Theofogy of CuIture, " esp. pp. 163-81; TilIích, The
Religious Situation; and various essays in TiIIich, Theoloqy
of Culture.

94 Tillich, -.A.spects of a Religious Anal-ys i s of
Culture ," p. 42,

The abbreviated formulation of this relationship is
found often in Tillich's writÍngs. See , tor example¡
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TilIich, "The Philosophy of ReIigion," p. 73; TitIich, "On
the Boundary, " p.50; and TiIlich, "ReIigion and Secular
Culture ," p, 63.

o<" Tiltich, "The Philosophy of Religion," p. 74
It is apparent that TilIich uses the concepts of

heteronomy, autonomy, and theonomy both in his examination
of the cognitive and spiritual attitudes pertaining to the
human being, and also in his analysis of the organizing
principles and historical dynamics of societies, Whereas
the earlier discussion of these concepts in this chapter has
focused upon their application to the question of human
rationality, the following discussion is concerned with
their application in Tillich's soc i o-hi storic al analysis.

96 See Tillich, "The philosophy of Religion,., pp.
72-76i TitIich, 'The Conquest of the Concept of Religion- in
the Philosophy of Religion, " pp. 151-154; Tillich,
Systernatic Theology, I, 85-86; and James Luther Adams, paul
FiTIfEñ=E-FñffõEõFEy of culture, Science, and Religion (trew-
vork: ttarper a R

For interpretations of TiIIich's thought on re.ligion
and culture with reference to this triad of concepts, see
citkey, pp. 29-36; Dillenberger, pp. 32-33; and Smíth, "The
Impact of Tillich's Interpretation of Religion," pp. 255-57,

97 S.. TíI1ich, Author's preface, The protestant Erâ,
pp. xxxiii-xxxv; TiIIich,
TiIlich, " Basic Princ iple s
James L. Adams and Victor
pp. 62-66, 87-88,

. -53-5;---anã-Þarlaul"Kairos, " pp. 53,55;
of Religious SociaIism, " trans.

tation,Nuovo, in PoliticâI Ex

225-29,

Tillich's religious socia.Iism, which seeks to combine
the spiritual concern for truth with the material concern
for justice, will- not be extensively discussed here. What
is important to observe, however, is that TiIlich's socia.I
thought 

_ 
and potitical perspective are heavily influenced by,

and intimately connected with his theory of religion. For a
good representation of Tillich's sociaiist phiúsophy, see
esp. Pau.I TilIich, The Socialist Decision, trans. rrãnkIin
Sherman (orig. Ger@ton: University
Press of America, I977), and several of the essays contained
in TiIlich, PoIitical Expectation; and in TilIich, The
Protestant Era,

98 S". Paul TiIlich, -Church and culture," trans, EIsa
L, TaLmey, in The Interpretation of History, pp, 224-25.

99 See Tillich, "Church and Cutture," pp.
235-36.

See also "Aspects of a Religious Analysis of CuLture,"p. 50, in which Tillich srates that the church must subject
itself and secu.lar culture to prophetic criticism, and that
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it must accept prophetic critic j.sm originating outside
itsel-f . tt is in this conrext (p. 51) thai Titlich
introduces the concepts of the "manifest" and the "Iatent"
church in order to distinguish between the prophetic roles
within and outside of institutionalized religion. See, in
this regard, also TiJ-lich, "On the Boundary, " pp. 4B-49.

100 See Tillich, "on the rdea of
Cufture, " pp. I75-76,

10r _--- See Tillich, "Church and CuLture,
233-35; and n. 8 above.

a Theology of

pp. 224 , 227 ,

See al-so "The Philosophy of Religion, " p, 81, where
Tillich writes, "A meaning-fuLfilling act or ãn object is
sacred insofar as it is a bearer of the uncondítional-
meaning; it is secular insofar as it d.oes not give
expression to the unconditional meaning." This judgelnent
is, or course, applicable to both realms in the narrow
sense. In this regard, see also TilIich, Systematic
Theology, T, 2I7 -I8 ,

102 tittich, "on the Boundary, - p. 51.
103 titticrr, "on the Boundary, " p. 52.
'I n¿-"- The following discussíon draws upon Titlich, "A

view of the Present Situation: Religion, þuasi-ReIigions,
and Their Encounters, " pp. 5-tI , 14-L9; the discussions in
Brown, pp. 4-5, 20-39; and TiIIich, My Search for Absolutes,
pp. 134-36

105 See Pauf Tillich, "Relation of Metaphysics and
Theology, " Review of Metaphysics, 10, No. I (1056), 59,
\^/here he wr@xpresses itsetf in symbols
of its ultimate concern. -

It is interesting to find the concept of symbotization
ín connection with the terms "depth, "meaning, - and "cod'.
in a noveJ- that predates most of Titlich's wrilings on this
theme . See André Mal-raux, Man' s Fate (La Condition
Humaine ) , trans . Haakon t'1. Cheval-iëï--TT93?l rp - Nelv Tõ;F:
VinEage Books-Random House , 1969) , p. f81 , r^/here one
character says, -Everything is a symbol. To go from the
symbol to the thing symbolized is to explore the depth and
meaning of the wor.ld, it is to seek God."

f06 _-"" Regarding the preceding points, See TiJ_lich, "?he
Philosophy of Religion, " p. 7L; Tillich, Systematic
Theology-, T, 24I; TilIich, Dynamics of Fairh, pp. TT;-74-î5 iPauI Tiltich, "The nefïõfous -Syrn¡ofl- in neligious
Experience and Truth: A Symposium, p, 303; anã pauf
rc-Eõã- as A=Teõïeã- by Modern Knordledge, "
The Crane Review, I, No. 3 (1959), 88,
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In 'The Conquest of the Concept of Religion in thePhilosophy of Religion, " pp: I22-i3, Titlich 
"p."k" ofstatements about the Unconditional as being neãessaríIyparadoxical , for the reason that language cannot avoiãobjectifying thar which is nor an ón¡áct, rhat wiric¡rtranscends t'he antithesis of subject and object.

f07 S." TiIIich, -The Nature of Religious Language,.,pp. 53-54 .

108 s"" TilIich, "on the Boundary,.. pp. 46-48, andBrown, pp. 88-89, 9 6-98 ,

this regard, pauck, p. 4f, is correct in assertingthat Tillich sought to "deliteralize,, rather thandemythologize religious syrnbols; and Adams, paul till-ich;sPhilosophy of Cultu{Sr_ J s rg¡ee,r enq ReIigion, põì--Z:E õEes; ?,'i" .#";;-;"present the content and indispensabiJ.ity of religion to asecular audience in unconventional Ianguage,
109

Rel ig ious
41-43; and
s4-58.

See TilIich,
Symbols, " pp,
TiIlich,'The

-The Meaning and Justification of3-6; Tillich, Dynamics of Faith, pp.
Nature of nelïgiõus Ïãñg[ãge," þp.

t10 Trllich, "The Meaning andReligious Symbols ," p,5
Justification of

. Of course, not aI1 religious symbols are functionallyequivalent in representing thê Holy, and tillich addressesthis .point in discussions of ,,Lyp.s,,, or -IeveIs,. ofreligious symbols. See tiflicñ, -The Meaning andJustification of Religious Symbols, - pp. B-9; Tiltich, -tf,u
Religious Symbol," pp. 314-19; ana tiit_ich, .The ¡¡atúre ãfRelrgrous Language, " pp. 6l-65,

1f1 S." Tíllich, "The Nature of Retigious Language,,,pp. 58-60.
In a related _ discussion, Tillich defines myths ascollections of religious symbols, organized in nårrative

{":*, . describing divine-human encounters, and, whiLedefending their necessiry, criticizes their fiterafisiicinterpretation as idolatrãus, since such an i"t"rp..lãiiã.,places God on the level of finite reality. See'TiIIich,
Dynamics of Faith, pp, 48-54.

See Tillich, "The Religious Symbol-, .. p. 316; andTiIlich, -The Nature of Religious Language, - pp. 65_66.

See Tillich, "The Meaning and Justification ofReligious SymboIs, " p. 10; and ritlich, Dynamic" 
"l ï.ltn,pp. 96-97
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ReJ. igious
Symbol , " p.

74

See TiLLich, "The Meaning and Justification of
Symbols, " p. I0; and TiIlich, "The Religious

316 .

11E
Tillich, "The Meaning and Justification of

Religious Symbols, " pp. 10-11.
116 See TiIIich, Dynamics of Faith, pp. 97-98; and

TiIIich, 'The Nature of nGTigÏõus-Ïãñguage; " p. 67.
These tr,ro criteria of a symbol's truth are also

succinctly expressed in TilIich, Systematic Theology, I,
240. f n "The Meaning and Jus@ious
Symbols, " p. 11, TilIich adds to the second criterion a"positive quality," namely, the extent to which the symbol"includes the valuation in an ultimate perspective of the
individual persons," but this clearly seems to be a Iater
addition to his discussions that emphasize the negative
aspect of the "objective" criterion of a symbol's truth.

Regarding Tillich's usage of the term "symboI," see
also Gilkey, pp. 45-47.

117 _. . - .-*' Tillich writes, in "Church and Culture," p. 222,
"We caII this object of the silent belief in the ultimate
meaningfulness, this basis and abyss of al-l- meaning which
surpasses all that is conceivable, God,"

118 See TiIl-ich, Love, Po\,Ìer, and Justice, p , I09 ;Tillich, *The Nature ot @r-oz; and
TiIIich, Systematic Theology, I, 238-39.

cf . 
-ih-Ïs ãs p e õE--õE-Tf lLich's rhoughr with HegeI, p .

LI7 , who speaks of God as universal and absolutely
independent being,

119 _tt- Paul ril1ich, "A Christian-Buddhist Conversation, "
in Christianity an{ the Encounter of the WorÌd Religions, p.
67. 

-23s-J3l-lor- 
a

discussion of God as eeTi!î--
L20 See Ti1lich, Dynamícs of Faith, p. 10; and

ri I I ich , - rhe Nature of neITÇiõu3-ïãngüãÇãl-p . 62 .

fn "The Two Types of Philosophy of Religion, " pp.
24-25 , Tillich writes:

God is unconditioned, that makes him God; but the"unconditionaL" is not God, The word "God" is
fitled with the concrete symbols in which mankind
has expressed its ultimate concern--its being
grasped by something unconditional. And this
"something" is not just a thing, but the power of
being in which every being participates.

"t TilIich, -The Two Types of phÍlosophy of Re1igion,,,
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25.
Regarding the concept of God as a beì.ng and the

attempts to prove its existence, see also TiIlich, "The Idea
of God as Affected by Modern Knowledge, " pp. 84-86 ;TiILich, Systematic Theology, I, 235-37; and Tillich,"Religion ffin's Spiritual Life," pp. 4-5.

See also NeIs F.S. Ferré, "TilIich and the Nature of
Transcendence , " in Paul ti l Iich : Retrospect and Future ,esp. pp. 1O-I2, for on o-f
a transcendent being. On p. I0, Ferré writes, "The key to
TiILich's view of the transcendent is that there is no
transcendent realm, onLy transcendent meaning, "

722 s"" TilLich, 'The Nature of Relig j.ous Language, "
pp. 62-63 i and PauI TiIIich, "science and Theology: A
Discussion v/ith Einstein, " in Theology of Culture r pp,
L27 -32

For a discussion of Tillich's conception of cod in
connection with his philosophical method, see Roy D.
Morrison 1I, "TitIich, Einstein, and Kant: Method,
Epistemology, and the Personal God, " in Theonomy and
Autonomy, pp.35-65------TÏI I ich is welI aware of the danger that accompanies
the conceplion of the personal God; the suprapersonal
element may be Lost and God reduced to a being, no longer
identified with aeing and truth. TiIIich also Ii.nks this
process with the restriction of being to objective reality,
and the restriction of truth, in its existential sense, to
mere subjectivity, opinions, and emotions. See TilI ich"Religion and Secular Culturer" pp, 69-72,

I23 _....--- TiIlich, "Authority and Revelation, " p. 36.
124 '1'rJ-Itcn,

Ultimate ReaIity,
BibIical Religion and the Search for

p. 83.
I25 S"" Tillich¡ The Courage to Be, pp. 182-90.
SimilarLy, Ti I I iõE-Tere-=?sues thaË 

-theistic faith is
transcended by " absolute f ai.th, " or ultimate concern,
corresponding to the God above God,

I26 Adams, PauL TiIIich's Philosophy of Culture,
Science, and Religio s"ground" and"abyss" to Jacob Boehme,

1)1 EveIyn UnderhiII, Mysticism: A Study in the
Nature and Development of

p. 344 ,

L28 see Bernard McGinn, "Theological Summary, " in The
and Defense, byEssentlal Sermons C omme nt ar 1e s Treatlses,
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Meister Eckhart, trans. and ed. Edmund Coftedge and Bernard
McGinn, The Classics of Western Spirituality (New york:
Paulist Press, 1981), pp. 30-39. For examples of Eckhart's
distinction between the Godhead and the persons of cod, see,
in the same volume, pp. 96-97, I).9, I23, I25, 132-36, 146.

l ro"' Tillich, The Courage to Be, p. 185.
130 ---" See Tillich, -The Religious SymboI, " pp. 314-15;

and TiIÌich, "The Trdo Types of Philosophy of Religion," p.

'I ?t*-t See Titlich, Dynamics of Faith, pp. 45-46, 126-27;
Ti 1 I ich, "ReI i gion as a-õfñêiEfõ:.r--ïi--Mãn' é 

- spiritua L L íf e, "
p. 8; and Tilfich, "ReIigion and the Intelfectuals, " pp.
255-56 .

I ?t"' fillich, Author's Preface, The protestant Era,
xxix.

133 _--- See Brown, p. 186,
134 See nn. 59, 60 above. See also Joseph

Haroutunian, " The Question Tillich Left Us, " in paut
Tillich: Retrospect and Future, pp. 52-53 , for anoEñê?
T-n-AÏcatîon oE-TfïË am5îvaTence in riilich's rhought.

See Tiltich, "The Lost Dimension in ReIigion," pp.
Of relevance in this context are also TilIich,
of a Retigious Analysis of Cul-ture, " pp.43-45; and
Lich, 'The Effects of Space Exploration on Man's

and StaÈure, " in The Future of Re ì igions, pp ,

136 See TiIlich, -The Lost Dinension in ReIigion,pp. I5-16.
137 s." Tirrich,

12,18.

138 s"" Til r ich ,

I ?O'"' See Tillich, "Can Religion Survive?" pp. 311-I2;
and Tíllich, Dynamics of Faith, p, 76.

It is iõE-?Tê ar--ïow- tif f icn would reconcil-e rhis
belief with the view that religion as a special sphere is
necessary in order to preserve, through symbolization, the
substance of religion as ultimate concern. See Tillich
Dynamics of Faith, p. I2I; and n. 54 above.

140 ti:-tic¡r, "Can Religion Survive?" p. 312.
See also ?ilIich, "Christianity Judging Itself in the

p.

I35
12-I5.
"Aspects
Paul Til-.
Condi t ion
39-51.

The Lost Dimension in Religion," pp,

"Can Religion Survive?" pp. 307-10.
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Light of lts Encounter with the Worfd Religions t" þp. 96-97;
and TiIIich, Dynamics of Faith, p. L26, r,rhere he writes,
"Faith is an eEEEãTiãT-pols-î6lili ty of man, and therefore its
existence is necessary and universal."

This argument, of course, raises the question of the
permanence of human nature. Tillich's response to this
question cannot be discussed at Iength here, but Tillich's
charac teri z at ion of what is fundamentaf in human nature as
"finite freedom" does not permit a definitive resolution of
the question regarding the possibility of the complete foss
of ultimate concern. See, for example, Paul TiIlich, "Human
Nature Can Change," The American Journal- of Psychoana.Lysis,
12, No. 1(1952), 65- n
Human Nature,' The American Journa.I of Psychoan aLysís, 22,
No.2 (L962), tlf

141 S"" TiÌlich, Dynamics of Fäith, p. 69 .

See also Tillich, authõi-G Preface, The Prot.estant
Era, p , xxx, where he writes,
omnipresent; its presence , I ike
forgotten, neglected, denied. But
giving inexhaustible depth to life
to every cultural creation. "

r42
254 -55 t
Culture, "
I42-48 ,

r43

" Rel ision, -Tiïe--Eõã;-Ts
that of cod, can be
it is always effective,

and inexhaustible meaning

See Tillich, "Religion and the IntellectuaIs, " pp,
TilIich, "Aspects of a Religious Analysis of

pp. 46-47t and Til1ich, The Courage to Be, pp.

See Till-ich, "Retigion and Secul-ar Cufture, " p.
67

144 ti:-tich, "The Lost Dimension in Religion, - p. Ig.



Horkheimer's theory of Religíon:
The Longing for the Whotly Other

The life of most men is so wretched, the

deprivations and humiliations are so many, and

their efforts and success are for the most part so

disproportionate, that we can easily understand the
hope that the earthly order of things may not be

the onJ-y real- one.l

Max Horkheimer's thoughts on religion have engendered

controversy, misunderstandings, and polemica.t attacks.
Reporting on the contents of a meeting with him that
occurred shortly before Horkheimer's death in I973, H.C,F.
Mansill-a refers, in particular, to indignant accusations
from an activistic segment of the Ieft that Horkheimer had

become a convert to religion, and had withdrawn to
- theology" and a position of resignation divorced from
political praxis. He also notes Horkheimer,s astonishment
regarding the persistence of the attacks, deriving from
false interpretations of some of his later statements, in
the face of the carefuL explanations with which his views

had been expressed. 2 Appraising Horkheimer, s views on

religion from a more sympathetic position, Ernst Ludwig

Ehrlich finds sufficient grounds to clairn Horkheimer as a
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member of Iiberal Jewry, thereby indirec!Iy confirming the

suspicions of his antagonistic critics.3 In contrast to

these suggestions, Walter StroIz asserts that the

increasingly important experience of the questionable nature

of human existence in the face of suffering and death did

not open a way for Horkheimer into the faith-world of
4 __ -Judaism, - and RudoIf J. Siebert attempts to prove "that at

no point in his Iife did Horkheimer become a befiever."5
What these contradictory assessments of Horkheimer's

relationship to religion actually indicate is the ambiguity

and discriminating subtlety of a dialectical position that
developed significantly and became more explicit throughout

his life. The fact that relígious themes formed an

increasingly noticeable object' of concern for his critical
theory as he grew older, however, should not be mistakenly

equated with a religious conversion.6 Even his apparently

unambiguous profession of Judaism, which appears as an

incidental remark in a lecture delivered in 1965,7 and which

woul-d seem to present a stumbling block to the contentions

of Strolz and Siebert, must be interpreted in the context of

his thought as a whole and in connection with his much more

extensive statements on his reJ-ationship to religion in
particular,

Perhaps the most accurate characterization of

Horkheimer's position is provided by Helmut Gumnior and

Rudolf Ringguth when they refer to the inner strife of his



existence betr,reen the negative thought of
affirmative practice of a faithfuf Jew.8

within the totaLity of human experience.
purpose of the present chapter.

concern to cr-assif y Horkheimer as either a beriever or an

atheist is largely a matter of irrelevance, since, in his
own view, the actual opposition betvreen theism and atheism
has been rend.ered historicarry obso.Lete.9 what is much more

important for the study of religion in modern society is to
examine his critique and theory of religion, to identify the
formative influences on his theoretical approach, and,
especially, to erucidate his interpretation of the meaning

of religion and his assessment of its place and signíficance

80

a Marxist and the

In any case, the

Such is the

I. Formative Infl_uences and Methodological Approach

Horkheirner's theory of religion is influenced by many

significant thinkers from the period of the Enlightenment
and its aftermath. Siebert, for example, in what is one of
the most thorough studies of Horkheimer,s theory of
religion, emphasizes the particular influence of Georg

Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel , and diligently compares and

contrasts Horkheimer's thought with HegeI,s philosophy of
religion, f0 of at least equalÌy decisive importance,
however, are two fundamental roots of Horkheimer, s tirought
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that exert a formative influence upon his attitude toward,

and theory of religion, namely, certain contents of the

Jewish religious tradition and the left-i¡/ing Hegelian

critique of retigion formulated by Ludwig Feuerbach and Karl
Marx. White the latter may be more widely recognized, the

former has afso been acknowledged as a determinative impetus

to Horkheimer's thought . 
Ì1

To begin with a consideration of the Jewish root of
Horkheimer's thought, Ehrlich identifies an elemental Iink
between Judaism and Horkheimer's critical theory in their
common wilI-to-justice (Will-e zur Gerechtigkeit ) which, he

argues, also serves to explain Horkheimer's changing

relationship to Marxism in view of the latter's totalitarian
manifestatior,= .12 It is this will-to-justice that Gumnior

and Ringguth interpret as the early rnanifestation of a

"hidden theology" (theologia occulta) in Horkheimer.s
1acritical theory." Inextricably coupled with this element

of Horkheimer's thought is an acute sensitivity to human

pain and suffering. The paradigm of the indissoluble
connection between the two--the experience of suffering and

the hope for justice--is, for Horkheimer, the history of the

Jewish people. As he observes, -Through millenia of
persecution, the Jews held together for the sake of justice,

. Jewry was not a powerful state but the hope for
justice at the end of the world.-14 ,,Suf f ering and hope

have become inseparable for the Jewish p.opI. . - 15 That

which has become the characteristic theme of Jewish history
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is faithful Iy incorporated into, and ref lected by

Horkheimer's critical theory. Siebert, therefore, refers to
Horkheimer's theory as the perpetuation of "the Jewish

unhappy consciousness, " and identifies its impulse with "the

longing of the psalms and the prophets to overcome the pain

which is connected with evil ."Ì6 Horkheimer, himself, in a

passage from the early 1960s, alludes to such a function of
criticaÌ theory when he Iikens its adherents to Jev¿s who are

neither content to seek refuge in Lhe modern state of Israel
nor willing to be absorbed into other nations. -Those who

remain loyal to theorT" he writes, "ate remnants, like
those that cling to the Talmud and messianic hop"."17

The longing for justice and reconciliation, as will be

demonstrated beIow, constitutes the core of Horkheimer's

theory of religion. In their collaborative work, q L4gglfg
of Enlightenment, Horkheimer and his close friend, Theodor

W. Adorno, declare, "Reconciliation is the highest notion of
Judaism, and expectation IErwartung] is its whole

. ,, 18meaning."-" Horkheimer implicitly traces the anticipation
of reconcil-iation back to the beginning of the Jewish and

Christian scriptures when he remarks, "For Christians, the

main point to the story about paradise is original sin. For

Jews, it is the expulsion and the desire to return."19 As

he explicitly acknowledges in a letter penned near the end

of his life, 'The hope that earthly horror does not possess

the last v¡ord is, to be sure, a non-scientific wish."20 It
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is a religious yearning, which, in Horkheimer's case,

represents an element of the Jewish heritage that he

appropriates as the driving impulse of his critical theory.

While Horkheimer can no longer find comprehensible the

biblical concept of God which lies behind the commandments

that have traditionally provided the foundation for justice

in the Jewish and Christian religions, his longing for
justice is, nonetheless, intimately connected with another

essential constituent of Judaism, namel-y, the prohibition

found in the Decalogue against the representation of God in

images, and its consequence, ido1atry,21 Strolz considers

this prohibition as the source of the transcendent spirit of

contradiction that characterizes Jewish existence, and as

the delerminant of what he terms Horkheimer's "negative
)')

theology, "" Siebert, moreover, suggests t.hat Horkheimer

radical-izes this command beyond its original religious
. 23rneaning,'" a claim substantiated by Horkheimer's strict

refusal to designate the Transcendent except by the

deliberately cautious concept of the entirely, or whoIIy

Other (ein ganz Anderes). The importance of this negative

principle for Horkheimer and Adorno is revealed in the

following passage:

Jewish religion allows no word thaÈ woufd a.Lleviate

the despair of all that is mortaf. It associates

hope only with the prohibition against calling on
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what is faJ.se as God, against invoking the finite
as the infinite, l-ies as truth. The guarantee of

salvation lies in the rejection of any belief that
would replace it: it is knowledge obtained in the

denunciation of il-lusion. Admittedly, the negation

is not abstract, The contesting of every positive
\,rithout di.stinction, the stereotype formula of

vanity, as used by Buddhism, sets itself above the

prohibition against naming the Absol-ute with names:

just as far above as its contrary, pantheism; or

its caricature, bourgeois skepticism. Expfanations

of the world as all or nothing are mythologies, and

guaranteed roads to redemption are sublimated magic

practices. The self-satisfaction of knowing in
advance and the transfiguration of negativity into
redenption are untrue forms of resistance against

deception. The justness of the image is preserved

in the faithful pursuit of its prohibition.24

This passage is illuminative of both Horkheimer's

theory of retigion and the methodotogical approach of

critica] theory as formulated by Horkheimer and Ad.orno. The

idea of absol-ute justice is protected by the steadfast

opposition to any false absolutization of the finite. Às

Wiebrecht Ries observes, Horkheimer's "Jewish atheism, "

flnked wlth the historica.I background of the prohibition of
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images, assumes a boundary between the finite and the

tnfinite that is not to be trespassed. Finitude does not

enclose, but excLudes the Absolute. God is not revealed in
the world, but is absent from i-t,25 The postulation,
therefore, of a positive Absolute from the standpoint of

earthly existence is regarded as idolatry and as the

acceptance of human bondage, Moreover, a religion which

decides the question of ultimate human destiny in advance

and proclaims the certainty or accomplishment of a

reconciliation between human essence and existence is
ideology. 2 6 The hope for redemption is preserved and

expressed only through the critique of its idolatrous
substitute, which can be found r^/herever the prohibition
against naming God is violated. In this sense,

enlightenment, as critical theory, is understood by

Horkheimer and Adorno as the secularized form of Jewish

monotheism. 27

Horkheimer's attempt to preserve whât he values as the

truth of religion, the hope for an lnfinite that relativizes
the claims of the finite, becomes simultaneously, through

the appropriation of the prohibition against idolatry, a

component of the critique of ideology, whether the ideology

appears in religious or secufar f orm. The critique of

ídeology, as "secularized Jewish m.onotheism, " continues the

fight against idolatry in its political , as welI as

religious manifestations, and in doing so, makes explicit
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the resistance against political absolutes and unjust social
structures afready implicit in Judaism and the very

existence of the Jewish people in i¿s objective *"uni.,g,28
Thus, the Christian theologian, Jürgen Moftmann, recognizing
the iconoclastic character of Horkheimer's longing for truth
and justice, interprets his critical theory in fundamentally

religious terms. Appraising Horkhei¡ner's work, Moftmann

notes, "He has criticized the religious idols of religion,
and al-so the idols and the totalization which have appeared

in capitalism, in nationalism and in established Marxism as

¿rue images of earlier religious idols . " 29 Moltmann

continues:

IH]is criticaf theory is based on the
presupposition that we do not know what God is,
This is an old theological- principle: Deus

definiri nequit_. His critical theory is therefore
in essence a negative_ theology which prohibit_e

images: it is critical, to the degree that it
cannot be satisfied with any immanent idoLs and

righteousnesses Isic], but seeks a universaL beyond

contradiction into which the subjects of society
could enter without compulsion; it is negative, in
so far as it cannot allow the valídity of any

positive definitions of God, whether these are

dogmatic or seculari".d.3o
Àccordtng to Horkheimer's own accounts, the integra-
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thought was motivated by the

Considering the theol-ogic aJ-

recalls:
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religious contents into hís

concerns of his social ¿heory.

element in critical theory, he

Reflecting on political systems ¿aught us

that it was necessary, as Adorno has expressed it,
-not to think of claims to the Absolute as certain
and yet, not to deduct anything from the appeal to

the emphatic concept of truth."

The appeal to an entirefy other ( ein qanz

Anderes ) than this world had primarily a

social-philosophical i*petrrs, 3f

Furthermore, Horkheimer explicitly acknowledges the secular

significance of the prohibitive Jewish principle for his

social theory in an interview published in Der Spiegel in
1970, a few years before his death. In this interview, he

suggests that the biblical interdiction against the

depiction of cod in images means that absolute good cannot

be described, ând states that what stimulates him is the

challenge to apply this theological idea to a rational
1atheory of society . "'

The application of this principle to Horkheimer's

social theory can be readily discerned in his abstention

from speculations regarding the possible features of a free

and rational society and from the formul-ation of a posítive
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code of ethics. Not only is it impermissible, in his view,

to produce a positive objectification of God, but critical
theory Iikewise conscious.ly refrains from depicting the

highest good in social terms, or, in other words, from

projecting a positive utopia.33 In this respect, Horkheimer

and Adorno appear to be even more cautious than Marx,who at
least in one instance permits himself to envision Iife in a

communist utopia.." Horkheimer explai.ns, in the following
passage, critical theory's refusal to determine ¿he good in
immediate and positive terms,

The Jewish prohibition against portraying cod, or
Kant's against straying into the noumenal world

both recognize the absolute whose determination is
impossíbIe. This also applies to CriticaL Theory

when iÈ states that evif, primarily in the social-

sphere, but also in individuals, can be identified,
but that the good can not. The concept of the

negative--be it that of the relative or of
evil--contains the positive as its opposite.

Practically speaking, ¿he denunciation of an act as

evil at least suggests the direction a better one

woufd take. The insistence on the difference in
the truth of the two judgernents rests on many

elements. One of the most important of these lies
in the relation to history, to time generafly,
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Evil largely refers to ¿he present; the good has to

prove itself as such. To take confirmation for
granted exceeds the capacities of the person making

the judgement, represents the absolutization of a

hypothesis--and this quite apart from the

metaphys ic al impossibility r.¡hich such

absolutization invofves. The critical analysis of

society points to the prevailing injustice, The

attempt to overcome it has repeatedly led to

greater injusÈice, To torture a person to death is
purely and simply an outrage; to save him, if
possible, a human duty. If one wishes t'o define

the good as the attempt to abolish evíl-, it can be

determined. And this is the teaching of Critical
Theory. But the opposite--to define evil by the

good--wouId be an impossibility, even in
?Ê

mora-r r ty ,

As this quotation suggests, the princípl-e of the

prohibition of images affects not only the content of

critical theory--the judgements that it pronounces with

respect to society and human conduct--but its nethod as

welI. this principle is interpreted by Horkheirner and

Adorno as the original religious inception of the method of
"determinate negation, " the critical procedure which is

necessary for the movement of authentic enlightenment, and
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which they incorporate into a dialectical- and materialistic
.,.

mode of thought , '"
The Feuerbachi an-Marx i an root of Horkheimer,s theory

and critique of religion can be distinguished through a

brief comparision of Horkheímer's short essay, "Thoughts on

Religion, " originally published in 1935, and the opening

section of Marx's "Contribution to the Critique of Hegel ,s

Philosophy of Right: Introduction, " suppfemented by other
selected passages. Both thinkers interpret religion as a

human product of historical, social processes, as the
reflection in consciousness of secular, fundamentally
economic relations . Thus, for example, Marx views the

concept of God as signifying human se I f -es trangement in the
theoretical- real-m, mirroring the worker's alienation from

the product of his or her labour in the material r""l*.37
Similarly, Horkheimer traces the image of perfect justice
back to primitive exchange, suggesting that this religious
idea developed through the extension of economically
conditioned rules into the infinite.3S Understoood as an

intellectual outgrowth of materiaf, historical factors,
religion, for both Horkheimer and Marx, is a phenomenon that
will disappear in the course of history in accordance with
changes in the material realm--a process which Marx propels,
and which Horkheimer calmly ob="rve=.39

The evaluation of the nature of religion is
determined, for both men, by their shared. concern for the
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rea.l- emancipation of human beings. At this point, however,

important dif ferences emerge betr,,¡een the two thinkers,
These differences highlight Horkheimer's development of
Marx's conception in a Ìater historical context.40

While Marx, Iike Horkheimer, recognizes in religion a

colnbination of illusion and protest, unlike Horkheimer, he

does not develop the theme of religion as protest,4f
Religion, for Marx, is primarily illusion; more precisely,
it is human consciousness in both alienated and ideological
form- -aJ. ie nated , because object.ified products of the human

imagination, as r,iel- I as human qualities and potentialities,
confront the human being as independent powers whose

reification causes a divided consciousness, and ideological,
because these intel-lectual- constructions conceal and

perpeluate material forms of domination that could be

transcended through practical activity.42 Both of these

aspects of Marx's critique of religion can be found in the
folIowíng Iines:

Man, who has found in the fantastic reality of
heaven, where he sought a supernatural being, only
his own reflection, will no longer be tempted to
find only the semblance of himself--a non-human

being--where he seeks and must seek his true
reafity.

society.

. Man is the human world, the state,
This state, this society, produce
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religion which is an inverted world consciousness,

because they are an inverted world.

the general theory of this r"torf d,

sanction, its solemn complernent, its

of consolation and j ust if ication. 4 3

Religion is

its moral

general basis

Marx's critigue of religion, fotlowing Feuerbach,

seeks to translate "religious questions into self-conscious
-44human form. - ' ' Going beyond Feuerbach, Marx's critique

seeks the destruction of religion in order to direct

attention toward the criticism and destruction of enslaving

social conditions , rn this sense, "the criticism of

religion is the premise of alf .riticisrn. " 4 5 Marx

continues:

The abolition of religion as the illusory happiness

of men, is a demand for their real happiness, The

call to abandon their illusions about their

conditíon is a call to abandon a condition which

requires illusions. The criticism of religion is,

therefore, the embryonic criticism of this vale of

tëars of which rei. igion is the halo . . The

criticism of religion disillusions man so that he

will think, act and fashion his reality as a man

who has lost his illusions and regained his reason;

so that he wilf revolve about himself as his own
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true sun. Religion is only the illusory sun about

which man revolves so long as he does not revolve
about himself.46

For Horkheimer, however, Marx's conception of the

relations between society, religion, and the historical
movement toward Iiberation, assessed from a later historical-
vantage point, is too simplistic. While Horkheimer does not
overlook the ideological service that established religion
has rendered to corrupt earthly powers, he is more sensitive
than Marx to the essentially oppositionaf character of
religion as a human expression of discontent with earthly
destiny, He writes:

The concept of cod \^ras for a long time the place

where the idea was kept alive that there are other
norms besides those to which nature and society
give expression in their operation.
Dissatisfaction $iit.h earthly destiny is the

strongest motive for acceptance of a transcendental

being. If justice resides with cod, then it is not

to be found in the same measure in the h¡orId.

Religion is the record of the wishes, desires, and

accusations of countless generations , 
4 7

In Horkhei¡ner's .¡iew, then, religion cannot be s imp ly
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dismissed as a manifestation of alienated and ideological
consciousness without significance for the struggle for
human emancipation, for it is a.lso a historical record of
the legitimate hopes of a suffering humankind. .. In its
symbols, " he observes, "religion places an apparatus at the
disposal of tortured men through which they express their
suffering and their hop"."48

The fundamentaÌ hope for which religíon has served as

the repository is, in Horkheimer, s theory, the longing for
perfect justice. Horkheimer contends that the image of
compl-ete justice, although an iIlusion, cannot be eradicated
even with critical social theory,s replacement of religion
as the appropriate form for the ,,productive criticism
of the status q.ùo.'49 The materialist explanation of this
religious image as a transcendental projection of
economical]y determined rules d.oes not, thereby, lead to its
rejection. Rather, Horkheimer argues:

It]he urge to such a conceptual transcending of the
possible, to this impotent revolt against reality,
is part of man as he has been moufded by history,
l^¡hat distinguishes the progressive type of man from

the retrogressive is not the refusal of the idea
but the understanding of the limits set to its
fulfiltment. 50
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Just as Horkheimer is more attentive than Marx to the

progressive content of religion, he is much Iess sanguine

than Marx about the establishmenL of a just society in the

future, which, in any case, could not compensate for the

injustice of the past nor remove the natural causes of
. 51sufferinq. "- Speaking of the theoretical materialist, he

conf esses:

For aÌI the optimism he has about changing

si¿ua¿ions, for aIl that he treasures the happiness

which comes from sofidarity among men and work for
a changed society, he has a pessimistic streak as

r../eI L Past in justíce will_ never be made up; the

suffering of past generations receives no

compensation, 52

Horkheimer is therefore concerned to preserve in his

critical theory those elements of religion \,rhich testify to

the human longing for a happiness that transcends and

relativizes conditions of exístence, which, even if
qualitatively improved, can never bring the goal of such a

longing to realization. He thus concludes his concise essay

\,rith the f ollowing paragraph:

Mankind loses religion as it moves through history,

but the loss leaves its mark behind, Part of the
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drives and desires which religj.ous befief preserved.

and kept aIíve are detached from the inhibiting
religious form and become productive forces in
social practice. In the process even the
immoderation characteristic of shattered il.Iusions
acquires a positive form and is truly transformed.

fn a really free mind the concept of infinity is
preserved in an awareness of the finality of human

life and of the inalterable aloneness of men, and

it keeps society from indulging in a thoughtless
optimism, an inflation of its own kno\^rledge into a

new religion.53

As the foregoing passage indicates, Horkheimer,s
materialist interpretation of religion, which he received
from Feuerbach and Marx and did not abandon even in his
, \Llater years, " ' does not lead him to an indiscriminate
denunciation of reJ.igion as falsehood in its entirety, since
the concept of transcendence is to be retained for its
critical social- function in demarcating human limits. Nor

does it result in an underestimation of the significance of
religion as a factor in the process of social development,

His highJ-y differentiated, materialist anatysis of religion
is exemplified in his contribution to the fnstitute,s
Studien über Àutorität und Familie, where he explains:
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Religion indeed derives its whole content through

the psychic elaboration of earthly data, but in the

process it acquires its own specific form, which in

turn influences the psychic apparatus and destiny

of men and is a reality wi¿hin socíaf evolution as

a whole . "

What Horkheimer's theoretical- approach does rebut,

however, is the notion that spiritual phenomena constitute

an independent realm of value and auÈhority purportedly

inaccessible to reason. The fundamental- issue involved here

is the problem of truth. Horkheimer explicitly opposes the

schism in the bourgeois attitude tor^rard truth, expressed in

the preval-ent coincidence of epistemological relativism and

skepticism with respect to material reality on the one hand,

and dogmatic faith in the intuition of metaphysical entities

or essences on the other, orr more crudely, in the

juxtaposition of positivistic philosophy and inquiries into

spiritualist or supernatural phenomena. He finds

commonplace the fact that a scholar who may be highly

rigorous and critical in his or her own scientific fieÌd can

echo the most uncritical opinions regarding social

relationships that are assumed to be unalterable, and then

resort to a faith in some eternal or transcendent meaning as

compensation for the ostensibly intractable misery produced

by Èhe existing organization of society. The resul-¿ of this
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critical , rational methods, and "the rofe of human autonomy

in the preservation and rene\dal of social life" is eroded,56

This schism is particuJ.arly evident in the modern attitude
toward religion; the primitive matería1ism ruling economic

Iife is accompanied. by the extreme internal_ization of
religion, and Christianity's principle of opposition is
sacrificed to the dominant reatity.5T

In order to transcend this antinomy, Horkheimer adopts

the dialectical method of Hegel-, which he describes as

f ol-f ows :

Recognition of the conditional character of every

isotated víew and rejection of its absofute claim
to truth does not destroy ¿his conditional
knowledge; rather, it is incorporated into the

system of truth at any given time as a conditional ,

one-sided and isolated view, Through nothing but

this continuous delimitation and correction of
partiaf truths, the process itself evolves its
proper content of know.Ledge of limited insights in
their Iimits and connectio.r.5S

Especiatly important in Horkheimer's appropriation of
Hegel's method is the recognition of the historical nature

of knowledge and the principle of determinate negation, the
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driving force of the dialectic. As David HeId explains:

The process whereby consciousness attempts to come

to terms vrith the world around it involves

continuous negation; that is, continuous criticism
and reconstruction of the knowledge of subject and

object and of their relation to one another. The

development of consciousness through determinate

negatíon consists precisely in the experience of

. surmounting old forms of consciousness and in
incorporating these moments into a new reflective

- 59attrtude.

For Horkheirner, in contrast to Hegel, the dialectíc is
materialist and open-ended. A, conclusive theory of reality
and a suprahistorical concept of truth, derived from the

concept of cod, are rejected in favour of the view that
human truth, as the correspondence of cognition with its
object, is historical , and subject to redefinition and

correction through insights gained from experience and

pracÈice. Such an understanding of truth avoids the error
of dogmatism through its open-endedness and self-critique.
To quote Horkhe imer :

There is no eternaf riddl-e of the world, no world

secret the penetration of which once and for aIl
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would be the mission of thought, .When the

dialectic is freed of its connection \,rith the

exaggerated concept of isolated thought,

self-determining and complete in itself, the theory

defined by it necessarily Ioses the metaphysical-

character of final validity, the sanctity of a

revelation, and becomes an element, itself
transitory, intertwined in the fate of *".r.60

However, the inconclusive, or non-eternaI, nature of
truth does not entaif a skeptical relativism, the opposite
error of the dogmatism with whích it is linked. If the

relationship between concept and reality changes amid the

dynamics of history, this recognition does not invalidate
the knowledge gained from intellectuaj. and practical
activities; nor is the conviction surrendered that
cognitions recognized as valid in the whole context to which

they refer are true in general, and not merely for
particular individuafs and groups.

elaborates:

To the degree lhat the knowledge gained from

perception and inference, methodical inquiry and

historical events, daily work and politicat struggle,
meets the test of the availabLe means of cognition, it
is the truth. At the same time as it

As Horkheimer
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necessaril-y remains inconclusive and to that extent
" relative, " it is also absol-ute, since later
correction does not mean that a former truth was

formerly untrue. . The truth is al-so valid for him

who contradicts it, ignores it, or declares it
unimportant, Truth is decided not by what the

individual bel-ieves and thinks of himself, not by the

subject in itself, but by the relation of the

propositions to reality. .6L

Furthermore, since thought and being are not

identical , the furtherance of the truth is dependent upon

historical action and not simpl-y upon conceptuaì. i z at ion .

Rejecting the notion of the cognizant subject as passive

observer of a historical process that by itself guarantees

the advancement of the truth, Horkheimer declares:

Rather, the truth is advanced because the human

beings who possess it stand by it unbendingly,

apply it and carry it through, act according to it,
and bring it to power against the resistance of

reactionary, narrow, one-sided points of view. The

process of cognition incl-udes real historical wilt
and action just as much as it does learning from

experience and intellectuaJ" comprehension. The

latter cannot progress \.vithout the former.62
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These characteristics of Horkheimer's dialectical_ and

materialist theory, which has as its goal the promotion of a

more just and rational society, i11u¡i¡¿¡s his approach to
the subject of religion. "In dialectical thought,.. he

writes, "religious pheonomena too are related to knowledge

as a whole and judged at any given tíme in connection with
the analysis of the whol-e historical situation. " 63 The

specific implication of this for the truth claims of
religion, as of philosophy, is made clear in the folJ.owing

quotation:

The claim that Lhere is an absolute order and an

absolute demand made upon man always supposes a

cfaim to know the whole, the total-ity of things,
the infinite. But if our knowledge is in fact not

yet final , if there is an irreducibl_e tension
between concept and being, then no proposition can

claim the dignity of perfect knowledge. Knovrledge

of the infinite nust itsel-f be infinite, and a

knowledge which is admittedly imperfect is not a

knowledge of the absolute.64

If this approach threa¿ens religion by divesting it of its
c.Iaims to the possession of an absolute truth, it is not

without potentíally positive consequences for social life.
The attempt to extract conditiona.l truths from ultimate
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cfaims and to relate them, v,¡ithin the totality of knowledge

accessible a¿ a given time, to the historical situation
contains the promise of extending the influence of religious
iCeas more wideJ-y in the secu.Iar sphere anC society as a

whole.65 In a society in \,rhich religion asan ins¿itutional
sphere has been margina.Iized, this approach may have the

effect of l-iberating important religious elements from their
confinement in that sphere, from their intellectuaf
c ompartment aI i z ation and practical devitalization within
society, and thereby of rejuvenating them as effective
factors in the historicaf struggle to shape a more truly
human exi stence .

II. Critique of Religion

Horkheimer's critique of refigion is primarily
directed toward Christianity as that religion which has

become dominant in Western culture over the last two

thousand years. It refers to Christianity in general

terms, afthough distinctions between Catholicism and

Protestantism are occasionally made. This critique of

religion has as its focus bo¿h negative âspects of the

historical- development of religion and certain theological
trends and philosophical ínterpretations of religion. The

former events represent the betrayal of Christianity's
highest ideals in pracÈice; ¿he latter signify vain attempÈs
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Horkheimer condemns is the loss

potentiafly liberating .o.,¿..,t . 
6 6
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In both cases, vrhat

of Christianity's

The essence of Horkheimer's criticism of religion as a

historicaf power is succinctLy contained in the judgement,

"The history of the old religions and schools like that of

the modern parties and revolutions teaches us that the price

for survival is practical invofvement, the transformation of

ideas into domination, " 6T In Horkheimer's broad

consideration of the history of Christianity, the root issue

is precisely the changing relationship between its religious
ideas and demands and its attitude toward earth.Ly powers.

Horkheimer expresses admiration for r-he early Christian

movement whose members were persecuted for recognizing a

higher authority than politicaf po\^/er,68 Afa.r its initiat
period of suppressed existence, however, the history of

Christianity is viewed primarily as the history of the

recurrent betrayal of its founder. Horkheimer argues, for
example:

If it was possible for the primitive Christians to

fol-Iow the gospel wi¿hout unconscious resistance,

it was because they knew nothing except that heaven

was open to them. But the closer their doctrine

came to gaining absolute power, the more it had to

conform to the requirements of seff-preservation
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under existing conditions, to come to terms \tith

the law of this world--though its main ídea had

been the relativity of this Iaw--and to conclude

the pact iÈ has kept ever since, Darkness gained

in importance, As evil- became increas ingly

necessary for it to carry out its plans for this

wor1d, hel-I became increasingly important to it in

its thinking of the world beyond.69

Paradoxically, Christianity's conformity to the

requirements of sel f -pre servat ion has not been the Ieast

significant factor in its historical demise, In

Horkheimer's view, the attempt to reconcile the demands of

¿he Gospels wi¿h those of ear¿hly power has been a major

concern of theol-ogy, and corresponding to this effort has

been the reversal of its meaning and the enervation of its

poliÈica1ly dangerous norms. Speaking of earl-y

Christianity, Horkheimer observes, "The man at the stake' on

the gaftows, on the cross was the symbol of Christianity.-70

However, self-preservation, the adaptation to society,

required that the inspirational po\^¡er of this symbol be

neutralized, Concerning this, Horkheimer pointedly comments:

Through the centuries, the Catholic and Protestant

churches compensated the harn Christ and the

prophets may have caused society, had they become
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models, by usurping their more dangerous doctrine,

and thus kept men from imitating it ' from

discontinuing the worship of idols, from freeing

the prisoners, from loving men. The church

decorated haÌls of justice and torture chambers

with the image of the man that vras hanged as the

Ieader, and gave its blessings to that barbarism

Christ and the prophets J-cnged not to be a part of,

indeed to end, to flee and to redeem. The church

is the measure by which mankind undertook to

overcompensate for the experience of the hopeless

misery of its existence, misery as a means of
_ 7L

b Lessedness,

In this false reconciliation of divine and êarthly

principles, Horkheimer perceives the ídeological function of

religion in society,as well- as the degradation of religious

ideats , Thus, he writes:

In Catholicism God was already regarded as in

certain respects the creator of the earthly order,

while Protestantism attributed the world's course

directly to the will of the ÀlmiEhty. Not only was

t.he state of affairs on earth at any given moment

transf igured \,'/ith the radiance of divine justice,

but the latter was itse.If brought down to the level
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of the corrupt rel-ations which mark earthly Lífe,72

It is worth emphasizing here one of the aspects of

Horkheimer's critique of Christianity that is a fundamental

characteristic of his thought as a whole, namel-y, his

opposition to the identífication of humane ideas with the

determining forces of history, of goodness with power' and

¿ruth with empirical reality. "The good is good," asserts

Horkheimer, "not because it is victorious but because it
..7 3resists victory."'' This principle of Horkheimer's can be

connected \,/ith his interpretations of both Judaism and

christianity. Just as he finds in Jewish history and

religion the refusaf to acknowledge power as an argument of

t'he truth, he sees in Jesus' association of the good \,rith

the lowest and the humble a non-conformism that runs counter

to the theoJ-ogical tendency to identify the good \^7ith the
. 74nrgnest.

The greatest cul-tural- achievements of a civilization

shaped by Christianity cannot be disentangled from the

domination practiced in the name of this same religion. The

bÌoody Crusades, the Inquisition, and the witch-burnings are

only the most terribfe examples of this domination, the

apostasy of Christian claims in practice.T5 Accordingly,

Horkheimer remarks, "If the great had taken the conflíct of

christianity and Christendom as seriously as Kierkegaard did

in the end, there woufd exist no monument of Christian
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..7 6culture.

FoJ-Iowing Horkheimer's account, the representatives of

Christianity sought to reconcile or avoid the conflict'

scholasticism's attempt to harmonize the divine and earthly

realms provided ideological support for medievaf society,

if., at the same time, it endowed the life of each person

with a meaning. with the dissolution of the medieval order,

Protestantism intervened to save christianity by

acknowledging its opposition to worldliness, but in such a

way that its effective opposition \n¡as surrendered ' Faith

was segregated from reason, the business of everyday life

from reference to the beyond, and the final criterion of

moral conduc! was thrown into obscurity, consequently,

states Horkheiner I

In the end nobody knew what good works were. The

interest of the individual and the state became the

criterion of action in this world. Whether the troops

waded in the blood of peasants r^/ho had risen from

hunger, or whether a rnan sacrificed himself out of

political blindness to share his last bread with them,

one action was as "Christian" as the other' provided

each agent sincerely believed that he was fotlowing
- 77the word,

The privatization of religion and ethics, according to
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Horkheimer, rendered them aII the more susceptible to the

prevailing rationafi¿y of self-preservation. whife ¿he

Reformation introduced the idea of civif liberty, religion

survived. in the bourgeois era' Iargely due to the cha.Ilenge

of atheism, as an element of life that did not seriously

disturb the underlying fierce competition be¿ween

individuals and nations arising from the new economic

78system.'" In this regard, Horkheimer scathingly remarks,

"Bourgeois morality and religion are nowhere as tolerant as

when they judge the life of the rich, and nowhere as strict

as toward those that want to eliminate povetty."79 Among

the masses, privatized religion and morality served to

internalize external compulsion through the agency of

conscience, without, however, being able to retain the

latter's connection with truly transcendent contents ' 
80

Divested of its objective normative content, retigion became

"compatible with every activity and every public practice

that existed in this atheistic rearity . " 81 Especialry

threa¿ening to the independence and integrity of

Christianity during the last few centuries has been ¿he

idolatry of the state, religion's integration wi¿h, and

subservience to collectirr" po*er.82

Horkheimer's indictment of the ideological functíon of

Christianity is nowhere more severe than when he speaks of

its existence in capitalist sociely, To quote from a

passage that was penned only a few years before Europe's
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surrender to fasc i sn :

The gulf bet\.{een the moral criteria Europeans have

acknowledged since the advent of Christianity, and

their real conduct, is immeasurable. ' That

Christians remain unruffled when confronted $¡ith

the misery of others, that they do nothing to help

where injustice is done to the powerless but

themsel-ves torture children and animals; that they

caInly pass by the walls behind which misery and

despair take their course because their interests

must be furthered; that it is always a misfortune

to falt into their hands; that in view of a.II lhis,

they daily worship someone as their divine model

who, they believe, sacrificed himself for humanity,

this lie marks every step of European Iife.

It is not part of life in this civilization to take

religion seriously. Non-religious values such as

justice, freedom or truth are not taken seriously

either. only the powerful have to be

respected; the poor and powerless are worshipped in

religion, i . e. , ín spirit, but mistreated in

reatiÈy. One must worship the Lord on his

Cross and drag Him to the scaffold alive. ff

someone attacks christianity in his speeches, he

must be persecuted, but he must also be prevented
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betv¡een the

inexpedíent

God via the

1r1

it a reality. The comþromise

impJ-enentation of religion and its

abotition is Lhe reconciliation with
a1

aII-encompassing lie, "'

The general course of the historical development of

Christianity, culminating in the ideological form

characteristic of modern society, as outlined above,

constitutes a serious danger to what Horkheimer judges to be

the most importa¡t social contribution of Christianity,

namely, its principle of free subjectivity which has been

decisive for the historical- advancement and significance of

the individual in the Western h'orl-d and which represents a

chaJ. lenge to the authority of existing po*ut" ' 
84 His

recognition of the rea.I value of christianity is expressed

when he writes, " Non-conformi ty ' freedom, self-determined

obedience to Someone Other ¿han the status quo may be
OE

regarded as typically Christian realities 
"'"'

Thi s

religiously grounded freedom contains, in Horkheimer's view,

two essential elements that are united. one is the

voluntary imitation of Christianity's founder, which he

approves in the following passage:

What empirical freedom means in the person who has

been religiously educated (in the good sense) in

comparison with the freedom of the person never
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touched by such training, is the capacity f.or

dedication and for acting according !o the model

provided by the founder of Christianity; we see it

concretely in those who have been martyrs of

goodnu=".86

The second element' through which the first becomes

actualized, and which is already implied in the preceding

quotation, is the self-sacrificing love for other persons.

Concerning the commandnen! of .Love for others, Horkheimer

argue s :

In Christianity, the individual was to overcome and

sublate himself by devoting and surrendering

himsel-f to the neighbor and the lowliest out of

Iove for the Highest. To save egoism by pointing

to the "as thyself" at the end of the commandment

is merely a trick of sophistical theologians to

ingratiate themselves with the existing order of

things, The autonomy of the subject as the gospel

und.erstands it is the same as it" negation.87

Fotlowing from this interpretation of religiously rooted

freedom, its effect is non-conformity and resistance against

the predomínant course of society. Horkheimer asks:



What is religion in the good

not to let reatity stifle, the

the desire that the spell be

take the right lurn. we have

down to its every gesture
- 88raêso Lve .
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sense? To sustain,

impulse for change,

broken, that things

religion where lif e

is marked by thi s

rt is precisely this subjective freedom, ',riÈhout which

Christianity is inconceivabl-e and which Horkheimer regards

as the "highest of freedoms, " that is being extinguished in

the subrnergence of the individual's identity in the

colfectíve and by the social processes Iinked to a

technocratic rationatity that leads toward a fully regulated

world in which persons respond automatically to signals and

"o^^und=.89 
Horkheimer is concerned to preserve this

Christian substance as far as possibJ-e, and he is also aware

of other philosophical and theological responses to the

crises engendered for religion by the events of our century.

He is highly critical, however, of those responses which

appear ¿o be mainly attempts to perpetuate an outmoded

cultural form and which cannot real-Iy keep alive the

religious elements of resistance against the threats of

totalitarianism and mass manipulation.

one of these responses is the dogmatic assertion of

traditional Christianity. Conservatives seek to preserve

religious truth against enlightened, ratíonaI thought
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through fiteral adherence to the BibIe and lheological

tradition, but such a stance serves neither truth nor the

needs of the present, In Horkheimer's view, "Îhe trulh of

ideas is demonstrated not when they are held fast but when

they are driven further."90 At greater length, he argues:

It]he meaning behind spiritual attitudes can

survive only if it can find a new expression which

is adequate to changing historical reaJ-ity.

Fidelity to the old is not proved by repeating it

but by giving it new expression in word and deed at

each historical juncture. If it is to continue to

have its original meaning, the traditional must

ever anew take a form that is geared to the age and

appropriate to it while also contradicting it.

Fj-delity that does not take the changing world into

account is not fidelity at a1l.9l

Beyond his objection to the conservative attempt to

re-estabfish traditional Christianity on the grounds that it

is an errant, if, perhaps on the part of some persons, a

sincere endeavor to preserve religious truth' Horkheimer

also regards this as a false return to relígion for another

reason, Traditional Christianity in modern society cannot

avoid performing an ideological role in the service of

unjust social relations. Just as the resuscilation of
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religious belief in the beyond is used as a pal-Iiative for

the failure of bourgeois society to provide the economic

gratification that it promised, 92 so lhe revival- of

christianity in Germany after Naz ism represents the

substitution of one heteronomy for another, Regarding the

Iatter occurrence, Horkheimer comments:

Rather than quite consciously bringing to fruition

the Enlightenment into which retigion had passed,

rather than transforming the illusory freedom of

the revol-ution into justice, h'estern society has

given up, The return to religion does not mean

that it believes in heaven once again, but that it

l-acks belief in a better order for the world' that

it wants nothing but itself. To transform oneself

into something higher, to want oneself in another,

is the substance of reJ.igion, and this society lost

it when it made religion as something unchanging

its cause. Something unchanging can be exchanged

for another equally so, as happened in Germany with

Àrian Ieryan] Christianity, as happened in every

nationalism. After the debacle, the rightists in

cermany \^/ent back to being religious Christians,

but they hadn't chu.,g"d.9 3

Related to the rigidly conservative position of some
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is the attempt by others to artifi-cially revive old

metaphysical systems as the foundation for deteriorating

values, with the distinction that the Iatter attempt is

marked by the effort to harmonize traditional philosophy,

including Christian philosophical systems such as that of

Thomas Aquinas, with modern science. Apart from the

impossible conceptual difficulties involved, this process

converts religious and phil-osophical ideas into pragnatic

instruments for profane ends . 'The absolute, " states

Horkheimer, -becomes itself a means, objective reason a

scheme for subjective purposes, generaf as they ^uy b""'94

The uncritical adaptation of old phílosophies to the modern

situation only further destroys the spiritual ideas tha¿ it

wishes to rescue because it transforms them into an

expedient ideological device in the service of the dubious

purpose of dominating reaJ-ity ' It thus functions to promote

conformism to current trends and to bLock critical,

autonomous reason with the heteronomy of a dogmatic

absolute ,9 5 Against this type of endeavor, Horkheimer

asserts:

[] lntellectual loyaJ"ty, without which truth cannot

exist, consists both in preserving past insights

and contradicting and transforming them. Abstract

formulations of the highest values are always

adjustable to the practíce of stake and guillotine'
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Knowledge rea.IIy concerned with values does not

look to higher realms. It rather tries to
penetrâte the cultural pretences of its time, in
order to distinguish the features of a

frustrated humanity. Va1ues are to be disclosed by

uncovering the historical practice that destroys
.. 96tnem.

If Horkheimer's criticism of the retreat into
theological and philosophical conservatism is severe, his
indictment of the modern tiberal-ization of religion is
equally so, He asks whether any substance remains in
religion when even representatives of the church question

the traditional belief in an omnipotent and benevolent cod

as the origin and goal of Lhe universe, and supplant it with
the conception that the divine comes to expression only in a

community of people.97 Certain protestant theologians, in
particular, such as John A.T, Robinson, avoid any conflict
with science through the demythologization of traditíona1
beliefs and biblical stories, and interpreL the
"transcendent' as the ultimate depth and meaning of finite
relationships. They sacrifice theism for an anti-dogmatic

attituCe. Horkheimer's response to this type of theology

cuts to the root of the matter:

Truth--eterna.L truth outlasting human error--cannot
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as such be separated from theism. The only

alternative is positivism, with which the latest

theology is in accord irrespective of

contradicÈions. without God one wiII try in

vain to preserve absolute meaning. No matter how

independent a given form of expression may be

within its own sphere as in art or religion, and no

matter how distinct and how necessary in itself,

with the bel-ief in God it \,,/iII have to surrender

aIl claim to being something objecr-iveIy higher

than a practical convenience. while the

fatest Protestant theol-ogians still permit the

desperate to call themselves Christians, they

subvert the dogma whose truth alone would give

their words a meaning ' The death of God is also

the death of eternal truth.98

In Horkheimer's view, the mod.ern liberalization of

religion Ieads toward the end of religion. Liberaf theology

abandons ¿he attempt to unify faith and knowledge; instead,

iÈ adapts to the sociaf demands and views of the time. lt

cooperates with the current politics and makes concessions

to a science that can say no nore than that the earth is a

small batl with a mouldy cover suspended in an infinite

,-rnirur"".99 This type of theology forfeits christianity's

principle of opposition, Ieaving the individual at the mercy
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of purely immanent inteflectual and sociaf forces, and in

its effort to further the survival of retigion, it

unwittingly contributes to the Iatter's Iiquidation.

Regarding the theological responses to our present worId,

Horkheimer concludes:

Neither the claim of unchanged validity for the

traditionat nor its dissolution into symbolism

. can escape the nationa.Iist totaÌitarian threat

abroad today. This if for nc other reason ¿han

that each of these attitudes displays an intention

of continuing to exist in an age that has advanced

too far to turn the clock bu"k.loo

III. constructive Theory of ReJ-ígion

III. A. Normative Concept of ReJ-igion:

Religion as Longing for the Wholly Other

Horkheimer's theory of religion represents a critical

and faithful effort to preserve the essence of religion, at

least as expressed in the Jewish and Christian traditions,

in an age in which this essence is being forgotten and in

which the future of humankind appears bleak. The content of

his theory of religion is concisely summarized in the title

given to a series of interviews published in Ig7O, Die

Sehnsucht nach dem ganz Anderen. ReIigion, for Horkheimer,
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means the longing for the wholly other.l0l Furthermore,

theology, as the expression of this longing, becomes an

essential component of Horkheimer's social th.ory.102

Horkheimer's definition of religion as the tonging for

the wholly Other appears in substance at least as early as

1935, and is maintained in his final sta¿e*unt='I03 Gumnior

and Ringguth argue that' from the beginning, Horkheimer's

critical theory contains within it a desperate hope for the

deliverance of the hopeless' and that it is consumed by the

dialectic of the wholly other.l04 confirmation of this

interpretation can be found in a noteworthy excerpt from a

Ietter written to Horkheimer in 1935 by Adorno. In this

Ietter, Adorno affirmed the hidden theology that he detected

in one of Horkheimer's essays published in the preceding

year. According to Adorno' the consequences of Horkheimer's

-atheísm"--in which he bel-ieved less, the more fully that it

became explicated--coincided with those of his own

theological intentions, It r^'as particularly a passage

speaking of the historian as the deliverer ("die StetIe über

den Historiker als Retter" ) that grasped Adorno and

suggested to him, not the expression of a nev, faith in

revofutionary progress, but a veiled address to the hidden

God as the sole read.er of the history of human sr',f f "ring ' 
105

The concealed address to the absent God finds a leter

echo in the closing pages of Dialectic of Enlightenment,

where Horkheimer and ACorno wríte;
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It is not the portrayal of reality as hell on earth

but the slick challenge to break out of it that is

suspect. If there is anyone today to whom we can

pass the responsibilities for the message, we

bequeath it not to the "masses," and not to the

individual (who is powerless), but to an imaginary

witness--lest it perish with '.r".106

The appeal to an imaginary witness in this passage is the

antecedent to that which is expressed, in Horkheimer's later

writings, as the longing for the wholly Other.

In Horkheimer's view, religion is to be expfained with

reference to the social and natural conditions of human

existence--injustice, misery, and death. The longing for

perfect justice and happiness is a protest against these

conditions, and the appeal to a transcendent being or the

acceptance of a transcendent order of reality rests entirely
107upon human hopes,t- The materialist explanation of

religion does not negate these hopes, but it does invalidate

any assurance that they wilI ultimately be realized.

Horkheimer's theory of religion rescues the idea of the

Transcendent without claiming the Transcendent as a certain

reality.
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IT] B, The Question of cod and the Refusal of

Positive Symbol s

This characteristic mark of Horkheimer's thought is
clearly expressed in his discussion of the question

concerning the existence of cod, In dialecticaÌ thought,

this question is simultaneously important and unimportant,

It is important, because behind all genuinely human conduct

stands theology; it is unimportant, because there can be no

human knowledge of God, in spite of the dogmatic claims of

theology,108 Nevertheless, Horkheimer maintains that
v/ithout knowing anything of the Infinite, we can recognize

our own finitude in suffering and death, in our abandonment.

This consciousness, however, does not prove the existence of

God, but can only ca]-I forth the hope that there is a

positive Absolute, an affirmative presence that may fulfill
the longing for messianic redemptior,.l09

In view of the immense suffering and injustice in this
world, Horkheimer finds belief in the dogrna of lhe existence

of an omnipotent and benevolent God impossible. The

knowledge of human abandonment is possible only through the

thought of God, but not t.hrough any absolute certainty of

God, which would make the consciousness of our abandonment
. 110fraudulent. --" Horkheimer thus rejects every possible

theodicy, not only on epistemological grounds, but also

because of the depreciation of individual- suffering implicit
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lllln theodr-cres. dvidence of this can be found already in

Horkheimer's early work, where the futility of history is

seen through the finitude of people. In this regard, he

asserts, "Aber der Tod ist theoretisch auf keine Weise

'sinnvolf' zu machen; vielmehr erweist sich an ihm die

Ohnmacht aller sinngebenden Metaphysik und jeder
11)

Theodizee, -"t Indeed, the endeavor to bestow upon evil a

theological justification is what distinguishes religion in

the bad sense. It is the perverted form of the impulse for

change, observes Horkheimer, "as affirmation, prophecy, that

gilds reality in the very act of castigating it. rt is the

lie that some earthl-y or heavenly future gives eviI,

suffering, horror, u *"".ri.tg. " 113

The desolate solitariness of humankind is a recurrent

theme of the notes coI lected in D a\.^7n and DecI ine , and

Horkheimer finds unconvincing both the traditional arguments

for the existence of God and those of a modern, negative

theology which attempt to establish a positive Absolute

precisely on the basis of the recognition of the Iimitations

of human knowledge and Èhe contingency of this worId. He

writes, for example:

There is no metaphysics; a positive assertion about

an absolute is not possible. But statements about

the contingency, finiteness and pointlessness of

the vÍsibIe world can be made. The criteria of
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necessity, infinity, meaningfulness still implicit

in such negations, however, cannot then be taken to

guarantee the exis¿ence of the eternal in man's

mind., as Kant did, Those criteria are themselves

nothing but human ideas. Even the concept of an

absolutely just and benevol-ent authority before

which the darkness of this world, its viciousness

and f ilth \^roul-d pass away, and the kindness

unrecognized and tramp.Ied by men might s¿il"l

prevail and triumph, is a human thought which will

die and be scattered with those who conceived it.

. , Perhaps a powerless and tortured existence that

was ful-l- of kindness is not lost, perhaps it has an

eternal- tomorrow. we don't know. But neither can

rl'e know whether kindness may not walk in heÌl

instead of in paradise in the future, and whether

the government of eternity is not really as bad as

it appears here below, The contingency of ¿he

world and our knowledge of it, or the impossibility

of metaphysics, expresses itself in the fact that

alI statements that transcend the temporaÌ are

equally justified or equally unjustified. The

senselessness of the world belies metaphysics, or

rational interpretation. Kindness and justice

do not dwel] in the universe, the universe is

unfeeling and remorseless. Mankind is utterly
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a-Lone.

Horkheimer emphatically maintains that we cannot

predicate anything of God; in speaking of the Absolute we

can only declare that the world in which we Iive is a

relative one, This judgement is derived not only from

Horkheimer's radical appropriation of the principle of the

prohibition of images, but also from the recognitíon that

any representation of the Transcendent contradicts Immanuel

Kant's insight, which Horkheimer accepts, that afI

understanding is indebted to the intetlectual functions of

the subject and is therefore to be understood as a

questionable moment of appearan".,ll5 The hypostatization

of human concepts into rnetaphysical entities, whether of a

positive, or a negative character, as in the concept of

nothingness, is impermissible; for Horkheimer, the only

justifiable transcendence of empirical- reality J-íes in the

theologically rooted yearning for a wholly other than this

rorld.l16 ul¿imate truth cannot be transrated into human

speech.

Precisely at this point a significant disagreement

arises between Horkheimer and Tillich. According to

Horkheimer, while Tittich shares the conviction of orthodox

Jewish thought that God cannot be adequately known, and

while he and Tillich agree that critical conduct in relation

to reality as it exists is necessary for the appearance of
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truth, there remains a fundamental difference between them.

Horkheimer resol-utely maintains that God and the beyond

cannot be spoken of directly, while Tillich retains the

theofogical conviction that the beyond represents

justice--an article of faith that Horkheiner seriously

doubts and \n¡ith respect to which he can share only the

nostalgia, not Tillich's op t i*i srn . 
117

This simultaneous affirmation of, and opposition to

Tillich's Èhought on the part of Horkheimer is especially

pronounced in his evaluation of Tillich's symbolic

interpretion of religion' on the one hand, Horkheimer views

Titlich's attempt to save religion through its symbolic,

non-literalistic interpretation as an important step in the

struggle to preserve western culture, and as a more adequate

reconciliation of knowledge and proclamation than Martin

Luther's teaching on f.ith.118 on the other hand, however,

Horkheimer cannot follow Til-lich to the point of making

symbolic statements about God. He refuses to speak

symbolically unless he knows what the symbol represents.

"Ein Symbolr" he argues, "von dem man nicht ahnt, wofür es

Symbol ist, entbehrt des Wichtigsten, närnlich der
'I 10

Bedeutung, " ,-' since, according to Horkheimer, God is, in

principle, unknowabl-e - -t he meaning of the Absolute is

inaccessible--he can speak only of the Ionging that the

ground of the world nay be benevolent and omnipotent, and

that the horror of this world not be finaf, The symbolic
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interpretation of religion, which goes beyond the boundary

that Horkheimer heeds, achieves a reconciliation of

knowLedge and faith, but through the sacrifice of meaning,

which Horkheimer chal-lenges when he asks:

What is a symbol whose symbolic rneaning no one

knows? If a symbolic content can be the

object of thought, then it can be expressed;

otherwise a symbol becomes a sign of everything and

therefore of nothing.

Symbolic interpretation is an escape route which

the despairing take r^/it,hout admitting their despair

to themselv." . 
12 o

The diLemma encountered by Horkheimer is that he does

not wish to abandon lhe idea of the Absolute, and, at the

same time, he finds it inadmissible to articulate a positive

conception of the Absolute even in symbolic terms ' His only

recourse is to express a longing for the AbsoLute as the

negatíon of the earthly state of affairs, which, itself,

represents the negat ion of true humanity. In this respect'

critical theory resembles a protest at the wailing Wall,

voiced in conflict with God over a ruptured and corrupt

earthly existence, and yel, expressing the yearning for an

unimaginabre .ed".ptio.,. r21

For Horkheimer, in contrast to HegeI, the negation of
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the negation of our humanity is not automatically to be

construed as a posit i.ru.I22 rn his view,a theology which

assumes that justice wiIL prevaíI in the end aIlies itself

with positivisrn in making its peace with the v/orld as it
r23exlsts. ']'nls rs exactly what Horkheimer refuses to do.

He insists upon a rel-entless mindfulness of misery and evil

that refutes every claim to justice as long as a single

instance of injustice remains, upon facing with open eyes

the unreconciled in hi=tory.l24 rn this vei.n, he counsels:

To be conscious of the untold, horrible physical

and psychological pain, and particularly physical

torture which is suffered at every moment in

penitentiaries, hospitals, slaughterhouses, behind

walls and in full view the world over, to see all

this means to live with open eyes. without such

awareness, every decision is Lrlind, every sure step

is a misstep, every happiness untrue. But

happiness and lruth, like truth and grief, are one.

This is what Christianity means where it. is not

bet.rayed by its mindless adh"t.r,ts.125

Horkheimer's refusal to depict a positive Absolute and

acknowledge a guaranteed redemption reflects, in part, an

unswerving fidelity to an abanci.oned and suffering

humankind--a f idel-ity that is shaped by both the
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internaLization of historical, Jewish experience and Arthur

schopenhauer's ethic of .o*pu""ior,,126 True images of

redemption may be uncovered only in the resist-ance against

unredeemed reality. In the words of Horkheimer and Adorno:

There is only one expression for the truth: the

thought which denies injustice. But however

true it may be that there are no words which cannot

be used in the service of lies, goodness does not

appear through these words but only in the obduracy

of Èhought against the ruling power.

Uncompromising hatred for the terror wrought on the

least being provides the basis for the Iegitimate

gratitude felt by those who are spared. The appeal

to the sun is idoJ-atry. The sight of the burning

tree inspires a vision of the majesty of the day

which Iights the world without setting fire to it
t27ât the same trme,

In the full recognition of the negative in human existence

Lies the only genuine anticipation of a positive Absolute

that stilI remains soIeIY a hoPe.
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IT] True Religion and Human Solidarity against

Injustice

The denial of the certainty of the existence of God

does not, according to Horkheimer, signal the end of

religion and theology, Rather, theology remains vitally

important for Horkheimer, not as the knowledge of God' but

as the consciousness that the world is appearance and not

absolute truth or ultimate reality. In his concept of

theology, he attempts to preserve the hopes of religion by

divesting them of their dogrnatic fot*.12I He defines

theoLogy, not as a recourse to the traditional doctrine of

cod, but as a psychic foundation for the unappeasable

longing for jrr=tic".l29 For Horkheimer, theology is the

expression of the hope that earthly injustice may not be the

Iast \^¿ord, of the wish that the murderer may not triurnph

over the innocent lri.ti^.130

Concerning religion, however, Horkheimer never altered

his judgement that contemporary debates within the churches

could not return religion to its former position as a vital

reality in social life. without discrediting in any way the

efforts of some theologians to transform the churches into

critical social institutions, Horkheimer nonetheless

maintained that religion couLd not be secularized without

being J.ost. He reaffirmed in his Later lzears the following

words that he had penned in exile: "Good wiII, soLidarity
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with wretchedness, and the struggle for a better \¡torld have

now throv/n off their religious garb,-131 Nor could religion

recover its social function by retrieving its status as an

authority issuing commands and prohibitio.,".132

According to Horkheimer, what remains for religion at

this historical juncture is to make people conscious of the

fact that they are finite beings, Èhat they must suffer and

die, and that against these realities there exists the

Ionging that this earthly order may not be fintl .133

Accordingly, Horkheimer would Iike the existing confessions

to undertake an authentic liberalization of religion by

reflecting serior.isly upon the judgement that while

experienced reality is not uÌtimate, the Absolute is

unknown. This would entail a revision of the conception of

cod from an object of knowledge and possession to one of

human yearning and honor, and would express a hope rather
t34tnan a dogma.

Irrespective of the churches' response to Horkheimer's

counsel, religion as the longing for perfect justíce remains

a necessary component of human life because its goal can

never be realized within history. As Horkheimer writes,
"For even if a better society develops and e.Liminates the

present disorder, there will be no compensation for the

\dretchedness of past ages and no end to the distress in
.. 13snature,"--' Whether even religion understood in this sense

coul-d survive, ho\,tever, seemed to Horkheimer, in his later
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years, extremely uncertain in view of the danger to the

Ionging for a qualitativeJ-y better world constituted by

quantitative progress and the predominance of purely

positivistic thought. He was increasingly of the opinion

that one should not speak of the longing, but rather of the

fear that there rnay be no God, as if Lo strengthen

resistance against the supremacy of the finite through

accentuating the stress on the negative and the awareness of
136human aþandonment.

Horkheimer's pessinism, which contains both historical-

and metaphysical aspects, does not lead him to despair ' The

awareness of human abandonment and the longing that this may

not be final provide a motive for a possible human

solidarity. Because we aII must suffer and die, Horkheimer

posits an original human interest in creating a world in

which the lives of all would be better and less miserable,

and which would be more favourable for the development of

the human spirit. Even if a totally administered world

should develop out of the present historical forces, the

tonging for the AbsoLute may stiII linger, since the

satisfaction of material needs could bring the reality of

human finitude to consciousness in a partícul-ar way' and

thereby also produce a true, human solidarity.l3T In the

present, religion, as Horkheimer conceives it, embodies an

important unitive function and betongs necessarily to human

culture as a force of resistance against the wor.Id as it
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appears, As he declares, "Die Sehnsucht hingegen, daß die

rvirklichkeit der wel¿ mit alI ihrem Grauen kein Letztes sei,

vereint and verbindet aIl-e Menschen, die sich mit dem

Unrecht dieser !^felt nicht abf inden wollen und kö.,.,en. " 138

In Horkheimer's view, the solidarity of those who

share this Ionging supersedes the differences between

believers and unbelievers. The continuation of religious

customs, therefore, becomes a relatively unirnportant matter,

because the peopl-e who share this longing have the deeper

conviction that what prevails is unjust and the duty of a

common practice in keeping this longing ulitu.l39 several

decades earlier, Horkheimer expressed a similar judgement

when he wrote:

The complex of historical tasks which is decisive

for an itlusion-free and progressive attitude today

does not aiviae people primarity on the basis of

their religious preference. croups and individuals

may be characterized more quickly today on the

basis of their particular interest . . . or lack of

interest in just conditions which promote the free

development of human beings, in the abolition of

conditions of oppression which are dangerous to and

unworthy of mankind, than by their relation to
. 140reI fgron.
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III. D, Theism and Atheism

Horkheimer's endeavor to bridge the gulf between

believers and unbelievers in order to promote a solidarity

among alI persons who share the Ionging that injustice and

misery may not be the final verdict of history is connected

vrith his eval-ualion of the changing historicaf meanings of

the terms "theism" and "atheism,- He is as critical of the

latter as he is of the former when it no longer signifies

opposition to oppression buÈ becomes an innocuous belief

compatible with the existing order. Just as he rejects

religion as a false consolation for human abandonment in

this worId, he exposes the paIJ-iating effect of an atheism

that serves as a surrogate for religio.,.l4I The ritual

observances that have Iost their meaning in privatized

religion have their counterpart in the "pointless negation"

of an atheism that has lost the force of meaningful
t42dlssent. HorKneimer refuses to adopt the position of a

dognatic atheist, to proclaim atheism as a dogma--a refusal

that receives clarification in the following passage from

the early l-9 60s:

The opposition between theism and atheism has

ceased to be actual. Atheism was once a sign of

inner independence and incredible courage, and it

continues to be one in authoritarian or
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semi-authoritarian countries where it is regarded

as a symptom of the hated Iiberal spirit. But

under totalitarian rule of whatever denomination,

which is nowadays the universal threat, its place

tends to taken by honest lheism, Atheism includes

infinitely many different things. The term

"theism" on the other hand is definite enough to

al-Iow one to brand as a hypocrite whoever hates in

its name. Both of them have been responsible

for good and evil throughout the history of Europe,

and both of them have had their tyrants and their

martyrs. . . .Those who professed themselves to be

atheisls at a time when religion was still in power

tended to identify themselves more deep.Iy with the

theistic commandrnent to love one's neighbour and

indeed aIÌ crea¿ed things than most adherents and

felIow-travellers of the various denominations.

Such self l-essness, and such a sublimation of

self-Iove into love of others had its origin in

Europe in the Judaeo-Chr i s t ian idea that truth,

love and justice were one, an idea which found

expression in the teachings of the Messiah. The

necessary connection between the theistic tradition

and the overcoming of self-seeking becomes very

much clearer to a reflective thinker of our ti¡ne

than it v;as to the critics of relígion in by-gone
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days. The meanings of the two concepts do not

remain unaffected by history, and lheir changes are

inf initeJ.y varied. ,Nowadays atheism is in fact

the attitude of those v/ho foIlow whatever pov/er

happens to be dominant, no matter whether they pay

lip-service to a ret igion or whether they can

afford to disavow it openly. On the other hand,

those who resist the prevailing wind are trying to

hold on to what was once the spiritual basis of the

civilization to which they still b.long.143

The latter group, in Horkheimer's judgement, represents the

true guardíans of the essence of religion.

IV, The Necessity of Theology and the Question of

Its Disappearance

rf the essence of religion should finally become

extinguished from human consciousness, the consequences for

personal and social life would be momentous, for, in

Horkheimer's view, morality, meaning, and the limited

autonomy of the individual are inseparably connected with

the Ionging for the AbsoIute. Concerning the contempt for

reason as anything more than an instrnmental faculty and the

concomitant collapse of individuality and morality,

Horkheiner wror,e during the Second World war, "Morality has

survived insofar as men are conscious that the reality to
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which they yield is not the right- one."144 without the

yearning for an Other entailed by a self-transcending

concept of reason, this lingering remnant of morality must

necessarily perish. Horkheimer explains the implications

for morality of the strict instrumentalization of reason:

Justice, equality, happiness ' tolerance ' all the

concepts that were in preceding centuries

supposed to be inherent in or sanctioned by reason,

have lost their intellectual roots' They are stilt

aims and ends, but there is no rational agency

authorized to appraise and Link them to an

objective real ity . Endorsed by venerable

hj.storical documents, they may still enjoy a

certain prestige, and some are contained in the

supreme law of the greatest countries.

Nevertheless, they Iack any confirmation by reason

in its modern sense. Who can say that any one of

these ideals is more closely related to truth than

its opposite? According Èo the philosophy of the

average modern intel.LectuaI, there ís only one

authority, namely, science, conceived as the

classification of facts and the calcuLation of

probabiliLies. the statement that justice and

freedom are better in themselves than injustice and

oppression is scientifically unverifiable and
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useless. It has cone to sound as neaningless in

itself as \^/ould the statement that red is more

beautiful than blue, or that an egg is better than
145MI,LK .

In his final years, Horkheimer emphaticalJ-y repeats

t.hat, from the standpoint of positivism, one cannot derive

any ethics or moral politics, since positivistic thought

finds no transcendent authority to distinguish between good

and eviI. on the basis of posit-ivism, infamy can be as

rational as honesty, if criminal Iaw does not decree

otherwise. Al- l- attempts to establish morality upon the

foundation of earthly wisdom rest upon itlusions of harmony,

and this applies al-so to Kant's identification of the

cat.egorical imperative with practical reason. In

Horkheimer's view, alI genuinely human, or moral conduct, at

least in the west, is rooted in nothing else but the

cultural tradition, and in the final analysis, in the

scriptural word and theology' Consequently, even the most

skillful politics remains mere business, if it does not

preserve a theological moment in itself. The thought that

the neíghbour is to be loved l"oses its logical foundation

with the last trace of theorogy,l46 Reason without hope for

an Other that reLativizes the finite and a strictly

technologically determined progress abandons itsetf to the

instrumentalism perfected in Auschwitz, and all-ows the
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perpetuation of the human coldness without which the

extermination camps would not have been possible,I47

The grounding of moral conduct in theology does not,

of course, mean for Horkheimer that ethicat action can

appeal to God, for, in his view, it is impermissible to go

so far as to assert that ¿here is a God. Hence, humal,

beings can only act with the inner feeling, or subjective

Ionging, that there may be a cod who guarantees perfect
justice. Horkheimer identifies this tonging as one source

.. 148of morality. *-' A second source is to be found in an

analysis of .Iove and friendship. When one performs an

action for the benefit of another person, one's own Iife is
enriched by the happiness that this action brings forth in
the other. Again, the expectation of personal reward from a

higher authority is not necessary in order to qualify an

- I49action as moral . 
*'- These grounds of moraliLy contain

Horkheimer's corrective to the original. sin--the affirmation
of one's own self and the negation of other individuals.l50

According to Horkheimer, the reference to the

Transcendent is intended to surpass the scope of existing
reality and to help liberate reason from its
operationa.l--f unctional confinement.l5l At the same time, he

perceives the historical tendencies of the present age as

moving in the direction of a totally administered world in

which the theological, the serious considerat-ion of the

relationship between the Absolute and the relati¡¡e, wiII be
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abolished. If such a \,rorld should come to fruition, what we

cal-l "meaning" wiII also disappear, and sensefess' dull

activity will rule. Horkheimer already witnesses the

erosion of alI ideas that speak of transcendence--positivism

destroys every other type of reason--and argues that the

f urlhei: technical progress advances, the more endangered is

not only the belief, but also the true longing for the

other. Serious philosophy ancl theology are coming to an

end, and. one day will be regarded as a childhood concern of

the human species. In the process of r:enouncing alI

transcendent strivings and. alI hopes for a paradisiacal

future, however, the species is purging itseLf of spirit,

mind, and reason its"If.152

what is true of ethical conduct and the meaning

connected with a self-transcending concept of reason applies

also to hunan autonomy. With the Iiquidation of theology in

Horkheimer's sense of the term, the individual as a free and

responsible subject loses its theoretical support '

Horkheimer's diagnosis of modern social trends documents the

decline of the significance of tbe individual subject in

monopolistic-capitalistic societies and it-s oppression under

more overtly authoritarian t"gi.u". I53 In Horkheimer's

view, the true individual ís the one who identifies with the

persecuted, and who consciously defies conformity in order

to establish a human solidarity upon which the individuaL as

a real subj ect. d.p.r,ds . I54 This independence of the
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diminishing.

141

is constant Iy

of all the manifestations of the regression of freedom

that Horkheimer observes, he ::egards "as decisive the shift

of subjectivity from the individual to the collectivity,"

which he efaborates as foll-ows:

In every area of life, even those in which . ' a

man reacts as an individual, he thinks of himself

as a member' a representative, of a group '

What happens in society shows its fult effects in

those who are caught up in the process' Reality

forces then to experience their true significance

in the social- whole. The i-deas which can

relativize such experience are, in the last

analysis, inseparable from theology, and as they

fade, the world of numbers is becoming the only

valid one; the cultural era in which the individual

subject vras still unique has come to .n end.155

If Horkheimer is correct in his prognosis that the

individual is becoming nothing more than an atomized

component of a fuIIy regulated mass, a number in the

administrative system, then human autonomy wiIl have been a

transitory project, stillborn under the suffocation of the

merely immanent. where people stiII speak seriously,
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however, of ideas that contain transcendent projections,

they are concerned with the truth which theology once

signifíed and which science ignores. rn Horkheimer's words:

They are concerned, that is, with what lies under

or behind the world which Kan! regards as pure

phenomenon, with the Absolute which transcends the

reality whose existence depends on the mind. Man

is tol.d not to stray into such spheres. But if he

obeys the prohibition (which Kant himself

transgressed), he surrenders the very longing for

Iack of which he wiII, in the Iast analysis, lose

his vaunted 
^rraono*Y. 

f 56

The necessity of theology, in Horkheimer's sense, for

morality, meaning, and human autonomy reveals the

irreplaceable social function of this lheology--its

relativization of empirical existence and its opposition to

the absolutization of the finite, Only the longing for the

wholly other can ground resistance against the degeneration

of ethical conduct into action based upon pragmatic

calculation, against the eradication of the desire fot a

meaning t-hat transcends the merely given by a pervasive

positivistic mentality, and against the complete dissolution

of the individual's freedom in a fully regulated society or

in the idolatry of the collective' Thus, it shoul-d not be
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difficult to understand why critical theory contains, as

Horkheimer expressed it, at Ieast a t-hought of the

theoÌogical, of the other.157 critical theory does not,

lhereby, abandon the attempt to create a more rational and

just society, but it recognizes that a comparatively just

order in an increasingly regufated worfd is paid for with a

restriction of freedom and is not lhe ultimate. WhiIe

religious beliefs, such as the resurrection of the dead, the

]ast judgement, and eternal Life, are negated as dogmas,

they are retained as clemythologized ideas manifesting the

need of people for absolute justice and infinite

happiness--a need that becomes fully evident and stands in

marked contrast to bad earthly t.lutior,".f58

Just as Horkheimer affirmed the theofogical component

of criticaL theory, he Iikewise considered it to be an

essential constituent of any serious philosophy. rn a

Èelevised dialogue concerning the work of Tillich '
Horkheimer stated that he could not affirm any philosophy

that did not' carry within it a theological moment' As he

emphasized, it is a matter of recognizing that the world in

which we Iive is to be interpreted as a relative one, and

philosophicaÌ endeavors which are not consciorrs of this

principle are not really philosophical at a1L'159

without the thought of the Other, enlightenment turns

into its opposite. rn this vein, Horkheimer and Adorno

warn, "The denial of God contains an irremediable
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contradiction: it negates knowledge it"eIf . " 160 Horkheimer

returns to this insight in a later essay and elaborates,

"without the notion of truth and what guarantees it, there

can be no knowledge of its opposile, the abandonment of men,

because of which true philosophy is critical and

pessimistic; indeed, there cannot even be the sorrow without

which joy is impossible."I6l

In the judgment of Ries, the po\^/er, greatness, and

dignity of Ho::kheimer's, and Adorno's, negative philosophy

is constituted by the fact that it returns to philosophy the

passion of the religious, as grounded in the antinomy of

hope and doubt--a passion that had been disptaced by modern

thought and feeble-minded opti.i=*'162 Yet, because of the

very characteristics that Ries praises, Horkheimer's

philosophy has not received the serious recognition that it

deserves, at l-east in non-theological .it"I.=.163 rn his

interview with MansiILa, Horkheimer suggested that the

antagonistic reaction to his discussi.on of the

Transce ndent - -the criticisms from the orthodox left as well

as the reproach of positivistica3-ly oriented science on the

right--indicates, above all, how far the advance of a

strictl.y instrumentaÌ reason reaches and hov/ close we have

come to the end of truly serious philosophy. Accordingly,

he asserted that the task of critical theory at this

historicaL point must be to defend the positive moments of

the past, and, even if futile, to call to memory the goal- of
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Enlightenment.l64

In spite of, or rather,

to confront undeviatingl-y the

Horkheimer never despaired

Shortly after the Holocaust,

that arises out of negativity

145

first conceived by the

because of his determinat-ion

negative in human existence,

of the hope of resistance.

Horkheimer affirmed the hope

when he wrote:

The anonymous martyrs of the concentration camps

are the symbols of the humanity that is striving to

be born. The task of philosophy is to translate

what they have done into Ianguage that wiIl be

heard, even though their finite voices have been

si.Lenced by tyranny. f 65

As he watched vrith foreboding the advance of a neh¡ era in

the final decades of his Iife, his thoughts again returned

to those who have protested against the course of hist-ory:

There remains the hope that., in the period of world

history which is now beginning, the period of

docile masses governed by clocks, some men can

stiII be found to offer resistance, Iike the

victims of the past and, among them, the founder of
166cnr f stlanlty,
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But, through the same factors by which christianity
carries on the interdiction on na¿ural reJ-igion, it
again stresses idolatry, though in a spíritualized
fórm, To the precise degree that the absolute is
made to approximate to the finite, the finite is
absolutized. Christ, the spirit become fIesh, is
the deified sorcerer. , . Among pr imitive
peoples, the attempt to overcome immediate fear led
to ttte organized ritual and became the sanctified
rhythm of family and national Iife in Judaism. The
priests were appointed to see that the customs \,,/ere
f oLl-or^/ed. Their f unction in the order of
domination was apparent in theocratic practice;
Chrístianity, however, wanted to remain spiritual
even when it tended toward domination. It broke
with the idea of self-preservation by the ultirnate
sacrifice, that of lhe man-god, but by that very
action handed over devalued existence to profane
use: the law of Moses r^¡as abofished but that which
was Caesar's was rendered unto Caesar and that
which was cod's unto God. worl-dly authority is
conf irmed or usurped, and the christian faith
acquires the rights on salvation. The instinct of
self-pte=ervation must be overcome by imitating
chrisi. SacrificiaÌ love is stripped of naïveté
and isolated from natural- love, then set dovrn as
merit. The love mediated through devotion is said
to be direct, reconciling nature and the
supernatural . But here lies the falsehood: in the
deòeptivety positive meaning given to self-deniaI.

The sense is false because the Church Iives by
the fact that men see the path to redemption in
respect for its doctrine . , although it cannot
guarantee the ultimate objective. The fact that
irre spiritual promise of salvation is not
binding--this Jewish, negative component of
Christian doctrine which relativizes magic and
finally the church-- is quietly accepted by the
naïve believer, for whom christianity or
supernaturalism becomes a magic ritual, a natural
retigion, He believes only by forgetting his
faith. He persuades himself that he enjoys
knowl-edge and certainty, as if he were an
astrologer or spiritualist. This is not
necessarily worse than spiritualízed theology '
, But to the simple, religion itsel-f becomes a
substitute for religion. This fact has been half
recognized sínce the early days of Christianity,
but only the paradoxical Christians, the
anti-official philosophers, from Pascal by way of
Lessing and Kierkegaard to Barth, made it the
cornerstone of their theology ' With their
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ner^J-f ound awareness they were not on.Iy radical- but
patient . But the others, who rej ected this
knowledge and persuaded themselves with a heavy
conscience that Christianity was their own sure
possession, had to affirm their eternal satvation
against the worldly damnation of alI those who did
not make the dull sacrifice of reason' This is the
religious origin of anti-semitism. The adherents
of the religion of the Father are hated by those
who support the religion of the Son--hated as those
who kno\,/ betier. It is the hostility to spirit of
the spirit, gror^rn obdurate in the conviction of
salvation. For Christian anti-Semi¿es' truth is
the stumbl ing-block, truth which resists evil
without rationalizing it, and clings to the idea of
und.eserved sal-vaÈion against al-l- the rules of life
and salvation which are supposed to ensure that
bfessed state. Anti-Semitism is meant to confirm
that the ritual of faith and history is right by
executing it on those who deny its justice.

In this regard, see also Ehrlich, p, 459 1 and Gumnior and
Ringguth, p.88.

In an interesing passage, Horkheimer, Dahtn and
Decrine, p. I27 , p.rceineJ tha¿ christianity's çt[ãranEeeã
IEEõnõTfiation relativizes the suffering of God (not only
human suffering, the theological rationalization of which he
consistently opposes). He argues:

God's insufficiency . is acknowledged in
Juciaism when it speaks of God's feelings, wrath and
grief, and in christianity in the doctrine of God
as the son of man. Both posit the suffering, the
dependence of God, except that in christianity the
whole question has been settled in advance' one
rnight say that the resurrection--a perennially
accomplished fact--had rendered it theoretically
lnnocuous,

27 See Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of
Enlightenment, p. 1I4; and Gumnior and Ringguth' pp.86-87'

28 In tv/o paragraphs on anti-Semi¿ism from the 1950s,
Horkheimer, Dar,rn and DecIine, writes, -The Jews are the
enemy bec au sE--Eñê!---ÇTEIEEE- the spiritual God and thus
reLativize what puffs itself up as the absolute: idol
worship, the nation, the leader," (p.I31)

The justice which manifests itself in their nature
and without their wilf is a protest against both
the state capitalism in the East and the
monopolistic society in the West, Je\^7s are rooted
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in trade and Iiberalism, in the relations Lretween
individuafs, in the bourgeosie. To lvhatever extent
the life of any one among them may fail to conform
to this pattern, their existence points toward a
society of free and equal men, not to a peopJ-e's
community. (p. 165 )

See a.l-so Strolz , p. 26'
tozr Jürgen Moftmann, The Crucifíed God: The cross of

christ as tire Foundation
rne-a:õgJ, trans 'Press, I97 4) , p. 223,

30 Moltmann, p. 224

3I Horkheimer, Foreword, The Dialectical- I inat ion ,
p. xii.

32 bee was wir 'Sinn' nennen, wird verschwinden:
Sp iege Ì -ce spräch mit dem Philosophen Max Horkheimer, " An
inteiview with Georg WoIff and HeImut Gumnior, Der Spiegel,
5 Jan. I97O , p, 81 . See also Paul R. Mendes-Flohr ' 

" 'To
Brush History Against the Grain': the Eschatology of.the
Frankfurt Scñool and Ernst BIoch," Journal of the americqq
Academy of Religion, 51, No.4 ( 1983 );--635:3G '--=:r n--Ef e same--interv iew, p. 81, Horkheimer distinguishes
his appropriaÈion of the Jewish religious tradition from
that of Marx and Ernst BLoch; while for Èhe latter two
thinkers the messianic theme is of primary significance, for
Horkheimer it is the idea of the non-representability of God
that is most decisive.

33 See Max Horkheimer, "Traditional and critical
Theory, - in Critical Theory, pp.219-2I; and David HeId,
rnÈroduction to crftlõal t--Ìreory: Horkheiner to Habermas
ree;l-ere@¡ffi

34 critical theory's resistance to the temptation to
outline a positive conception of the rational society is
emphatically expressed in Adorno's response to the question
co-ncerning the -goat of an emancipated society: "There is
tenderness only in the coarsest demand: that no-one shalI
go hungry any more, Every other seeks to appfy to a
condition that ought to be determined by human needs, a mode
of human conduct adapted to production as an end in itself."

Theodor w, Adorno, Minima Moralia: Reflections from
Damaged Life, trans. E ;
F?ããÏTIi-ã-m- i'tain, 19 5I ; Engl ish ed. , I914 i rpt . London:
Verso-NLB, L978), p. I56.

compare this passage with Marx's speculation regarding
the communist society's abolition of the "fixation of social
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activity" resulting from the distribution of Iabour. Marx
here sketches a rather idyllic picture of life in an
eman c i pated society. See Karl l"larx, The German IdeologJ,
Part I, trans, S. Ryazanskaya, in The Maix-Engefs Reader 'ed. Robert C, Tucker, 2nd ed, (New York: W.W. Norton,
1978), p. 160.

35 Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline, pp. 236-37,
36 see Horkhe imer and Adorno, oialectic of

Enlightenment , p, .24---- see 
-arso 

Ries, p. 7O , who views this principle as
decisive for Horkheimer's determinate negation of every
positivity of traditionaf metaphysics and every
absolutization of a reified appearance of the finite worl-d.

37 see KarI Marx, Economic and Philosophic
Manuscripts of l-844, trans. ¡'lartiñ----MTTliqan;---fi--E
YsrtErysl:jscqg:' p,72
---Tor comménEË regarding the social, secular basis of
religion, see the foLJ-owíng selections in The Marx-Engels
Reader: KarI Marx, "Theses on Feuerbach' " pp. 144-45; and
¡qarx, tne German ldeol: , Part I, pp. 154-55, 158-59 .

38 see Max Horkheimer, -Thoughts on Rerigion,- in
critical Theory, p. 130.

39 cf. Horkheimer, "Thoughts on Religion, " p. l3l;
and Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts eE l!!1, pp.
I20-2I, in retic
humanism, " while communism is the Iatter's practical and
positive fulfillment. See also pp. 85, 92-93 of the same
work, \,Jhere Marx argues that atheism, while a necessary
first stage of communism, witt ítself become historically
unnecessary since human positive self-consciousness wiII no
.longer require its establishment through the mediating act
of the anullment of religion.

¿o See, in this regard, the discussions
pp. 235-40; Davis, pp. 134-36; and Siebert,
Critical Sociology of Religion, pp. I5-I6.

4I see Karr Marx, "Contribution to the Critique of
Hegel' s qþifosophy of Right : Introduction, " trans . T. B '
Bottomore, in The Marx-EngeIs Reader, p' 54 ' The same
paragraph in wrriõE-"retigÏous surfõ?i-ng" is characterized as
"an expression of" and 'þrotest against real suffering," in
whicE- reITÇT-on is de scr iËêã-ãE "the sigh of the oppressed
creature, " and "the sentiment of a heartless world, "
concludes vrith its denunciation as " the opium of the
peop le . "

in Carlebach,
Horkhe imer ' s
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42 For a helpfuf analysis of Marx's critique of
religion as alienation and ideology, see Richard comstock,
"The Marxist critique of Religion: A Persisting Ambiguity, "
Journal of the American Academy of ReIigion, 44 , No . 2

ues that in
spite of Marx's double-edged critique of religion and his
cònviction thaÈ reliqion has no positive role to play in
human liberation, his thought, as a result of the use of
Feuerbach's transformative method (or method of inversion),
does not escape the re¿ention of religious contents in his
utopian ideal of a human perfection yeÈ to be achieved.

For another examination of Marx's critique of
religion, which suqgests, as comstock also does, that the
Iater Marx was not entirely satisfied with his early method
of criticism, see Davis, pp. ).23-32.

43 Marx, "Contribution to the critique of Hegel's
Philosophy of Ríght ; Introduction, " pp . 53-54 .

---For 
ãããiEÏonaf comments on reÌigion, primarily as

alienation, see Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts
of I844, pp.-1 4,78,85, 107-08, IIL' f19; and Marx, "Theses
õã-FêIêrbach," p. L44. For a discussion of the production
of ideological consciousness, see Marx, The German Ideology,
Part I, pp.163-75.

44 KarI Marx , "For a Ruthless Criticism of Everything
Existing, " trans . Ronald Rogowski, in The Marx-Engels
Reader, p. 15,

45 Marx, "contribution to the critique of Hegel's
philosophy of Right: Introduction, " p. 53 .

------õn pl--E¡-õT-t hi s essay, Marx writes, "The criticism of
religion ends with the doctrine that man is the supreme
beiné for rnan. rt ends, therefore, wiEñ--Tlë-iãEE!õÏiõãT
ïñF-e:-la-Eflê-Eõ-õ v e r t h r ow a i I t h o s e c o n d i t i o n s i n wñ-ñ-h-ñãi-fE

c on te-mp t-i¡:a being '
See also Marx, -Theses on Feuerbach, " pp. 143-45.
46 Marx, "Contribution to the critique of Hegel's

$!t":Sprli'_98_¡jg¡!: Introductior¡" p . 54 .

- 
sèe a-Iso lt'larx, Econ o nic and Philosophic Manuscripts-

of 1844 , p. 1I9.
47 Horkheimer, "Thoughts on

also Horkheimer, Dawn and DecIine,
Compare the Iast sentence in

Marx, "For a Ruthless Criticism of
14, v/ho seems to suggest a similar
that religion is "the catalogue of
of mankind. "

ReIigion," p. L29. See
p. 220.
the paragraph quoted with
Everything Existing, " p.
judgement when he st ate s
the theoretical s trugg Ie s

48 Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline, p. 58.
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49 Horkheimer, -Thoughts on Religion,
50 Horkheimer, -Thoughts on Religion,

p. I29.

p, 130.

5I see Horkheimer, 'Thoughts on Religion ' 
" pp'

I29-30; and Ehrlich' P. 459'
in Dawn and oêcline, p ' 23)', Horkheimer refers to

u"rx' s-'anã--Enself--TèacEng 
- regarding the end of . human

ore-historv as - a patheti?alIf secularized Messianism'
infinit"ry- inferior to the authentic one"'

52 Max Horkheimer, "Ma¿erialism and Metaphysics"' in
Critical Theory, p. 26 ' See also Davis' p' I42 '

53 Horkheimer, "Thoughts on ReIigion," p' l3I'.
In connection with this passage ' sreÞert 

'-uorxhãimer's Sociology of Religiont ". PP' 131-32' refers.to
Horkheimer's attempi Ét ptt="t"é reiigiä''ts hope through 'its
"ã.riãiir"tion 

in ãraer Ëo retain it as a corrective against
the dialectic of enlightenment '

54 see' for example, Max Horkheimer, . 
"Bemerkung:1 i::' SozialPhilosoPhischei,iberalisierung der ReIrg:-on, tn .ffi

Studien: Aufsätze, Reden' und Vortr mat

ffiisitjit,t¡ udium, ed. werner Brede '
. ( Frankfurt am nî---F-íEañer Taschenbuch verl a9,

l98l), p. 133; and Siebert,
of Religion , P. 52.

Horkheimer's Critical Sociologl

55 Max Horkheimer, - Authority and the Family'" in
Cri¿ical ThegrYl P. 58 '

--rn a sîmilar vein, on P' 64, we read:

It would be a mistake to see in religious ideas
ãnything but medj ated images of the earthly
tãiáli"i"nip" which are impoled on men bv their
work. But it is also true, nonetheless' that these
ideas have ã- ¿ãii"it. social effect on the psychic
development of each individuaL

The materialistic theoretical appro.ach to culture in
;;;.r;f, 

- i"cLudins religion in pJrticular, is carefullv
åi.¡ãt"i.a by HorÉheirner in pp ' 47-68 of this essav'

56 See Max Horkheimer, "on the Problem of Truth'" in
The Essential Frankfurt Schoof neaQç¡, ed' Andrew Arato and

Eff-"-C.5EutãE-TÑE; Y"rk 
' 
--Útire. B""ks , 19 78 ) ' pp' 407 -I3 '

Horkheimer also obsãrves here 'Lhat the search for
m"unir,f å.,=,-ti.,g from the failure to app-Ìy reason t" :?:l::y
leads just aÃ well to the sub¡nission to a political
;;;;;."íiay as to the refuse of a faith' His alrusion is to
?ascism, and calÌs to mind TiIIich's analysis of



quasi-reIígions.
Concerning the comPatibilitY of

superstition and intuitionism, see
" Material-i sm and Metaphysics, " pp. 37-42.

57 see Horkheimer, "on the Problem of Truth," pp'
439 -42 .

58 Horkheimer, "on the Probl-em of Truth, " p' 4L4.
tn connection with this, Horkheimer recognizes an

affinity beLween German philosophy and Jewish religion.
they shàre not only the concern for reconciliation, but also
the judgement tha! the finite must be deciphered and idols
depoèea. The defiverance of the true lies in the
exãmination of the conditionaLity of Èhat which appears
true. See Gumnior and Ringguth, pp. 98, L23-24,

Heao, p . r / o .

uv Horkheimer, "on the Problem of Truth,
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positivism with
also Horkheimer,

p. 42r
61 Horkheimer, "on the Problem of Truth,- PP, 42I-23.
62 HorKnermer, "On the Problem of Truth, " p. 422.

For a ful-Ier discussion of Horkheimer's concept of truth,
see pp . 4L8-24 'For a helpful examination of Horkheimer's
appropriati.on of HegeI and Marx in the construction of his
epistemology and method, see Hetd, pp' I75-82. For another
discussion of Horkheimer's dialectical and materialist
theory of truth, see Gumnior and Ringguth, pp. 46-50.

63 Horkheimer, "on the Problem of Truth, " p. 442.

64 Horkheimer, "MateriaJ-ism and Metaphysics ,' p' 27.
While maintaining his view regarding the contradiction

between knowledge and theol-ogy, Horkheimer, three decades
later, also noted, in Dawn and Decline, p. 235, the
superiority of the Iatter to the former:

Theology is the opposite of knowledge, it derives
from Ievel-s of consciousness where perception was
complemented by instincts, impulses and emotions
which are no longer appropriate to conÈemporary
experience, which is served by machines. Knowledge
is ultimately governed by purposes. Theology wants
to be free of earthly ends. It is both lower and
higher than any form of knowledge.

65 cf. Max Horkheimer, Eclipse of Reason (Ig47i tpL.
New York: Continuum-Seabury, 1974 ) pp . 182-84 .
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66 Horkheimer's critique of religion represents a
particuJ-ar instance of his critique of ideology, conducted
according ¿o the method of immanent criticism, by which a
historicaf existent is confronted with the claims of its
conceptual principles. This criticism of the relation
between concept and real-ity is intended to salvage relative
Èruths from the destruction of false claims to ultimacy.
For a helpful discussion of Horkheimer's critique of
ideology, see Hel-d, pp' I83-87.

67 Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment,
pp. 214-15. see also p. 224 of. t@,
Da\,rn and DecIine, pp, I57-58 '

68 rn a discussion that took place in Lg65 
'Horkheimer al-so stated that, if his recollection was

accurate, he had always approved of Christianity insofar as
it had abided by the standard of sacrifice to the suffering
out of love. See Horkheimer, et al ,, "Erinnerungen an Paul
TiIIich,' p. 2L

69 Horkheimer, "Theism and Atheism,' p, 36'
70 Horkheirner, -Theism and Atheism, - p. 35,
77 Horkheimer, Dawn and DecIine, p. 222. see also

pp. 27-3I , 50-52, the-ãTTTãñõã-EêEleen the church and ¿he
ruling class is a fact that Horkheimer finds "all the more
revolting because it is directed against the one efement
that might serve the church as an excuse: suffering men,"
(Dawn and DecIine, p. 60. )

72 Horkheirner, "Thoughts on Rerigion," p. r29 '
7 3 Horkheimer, Dar^rn and Decline , p , 207 ,

rn this paragraþñl-as on p-l--715, Horkheimer, while
acknowledging the necessity of the state of IsraeL, is
critical of it in terms simil-ar to his criticism of
Christianity; temporal success compromises the principles
that represent opposition to an unjust reality.

For further discussions of Horkheimer's objection to
the identification of the good with power in history, see
Horkheimer and Adorno, oial-ectic of Enfightenment ' pp.
2 2 4 - 2 5 t Max Horkheime r, " sõlõþenEãüõi toa -ay, "--Tã--õiÏEique of
Instrunental Reason, pp. 63-83; Horkheimer, @PlS- óE
æiebert, Hq¡ElgjmeLs critical soc iology
õT neTióion, pp. 43, 5L-52, T

74 See Max Horkheimer, "The Arrest of Eichmann, " in
Critique of Instrumentaf Reason, p . L22 i Gumnior and

f r, "Erinnerungen an Paul
Tll-Iich, " p. 20i and Horkheimer, "Theism and AtheÍsm¡ " p.
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75

Horkhe ime r
pp, 131-32
49 -50 ,
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See Horkheimer, "Theism and Atheism, " pp. 36-37;
"Bemerkungen zur Liberalisierung der ReIigion,"

; and Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline, pp, 38, 42,

76 Horkheimer, -Theism and Atheism, p. 37.

77 Horkheiner, -Theis¡n and Atheism," p. 39. See also
Horkheimer, "Bemerkungen zur Liberalisierung der ReIigion,"
p. 132.

78 See Horkheimer, "Theism and Atheism, " pp, 39-43.
Concerning lhe neutralization of religion in the modern era,
see also Horkheimer, Eclipse of Reason, pp L2-L9 ; and
Horkheimer, -Bemerkungeñ-zur-IîberaTisTêi-ung der ReIigion, "
p. 132 .

79 Horkheimer, Dawn and Decl-ine , p, 54.
while Horkhe imei--viëÇã- tEe-lÏivat iz ation of retigion

in bourgeois society as an essentially negative occurrence
insofar as religion becomes mereJ-y an ideological cloak for
material self-interest, Marx sees this as a positive
development, since, in his interpretation, it signals the
stage of political emancipation and represents a great
progress toward the final form of human emancipation. See
Karl Marx, "on the Jewish Question," in The !'larl-lngels
Reader, p. 35 .

80 Max Horkheimer, "The End of Reason, " Studies
and Social Sciences, g (Ig4L), 373-74in Phi losophy

8t Horkheimer, "on the Problem of Truth t" ¡ P. 440.
See al-so Horkheimer, 'Theism and Atheismr " PP. 39-40.

In Dawn and Decline, p. 35' Horkheimer discusses the
rat ional i ããEfõ-n-õf-fffi-ani ty on the part of those who avoid
helping people in a concrete case because they cannot help
everyone in need and therefore consider futil-e the good that
they could do , - There is a resemblance, " he writes,
"between them and the devout: both preserve their good
conscience by pleading 'higher' considerations when they
abandon you to your helplessness."

82

43-45; and

83 Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline, pp. 88-91
Lt

168-69 , 206, 233i
135-38.

See Horkheimer, "Theism and Àtheism, " pp.40,
Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline, p. 233.

example, Horkheimer,
and Horkheimer, Ecl

Dawn and Decline pp,
SE Reason, pp.
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For a discussion of the importance of Christianity's
principle of free subjectivity, or subjective freedom, for
Horkheimer, see Siebert, Horkheimer's Critical Sociofogy of
Religion, pp. 31 , 33-44

It may be noted that , as in TiI lich' s case ,

Horkheimer's concern for individual freedom afso has a
biographicaf root. In Horkheirner's case, this involved
conffict with his father not only over his decision to
pursue an intellectual life rather than continue in the
iamily's manufacturing business, but also especially over
his romance and marriage with Rose Riekher, a gentile
secretary employed by his father and eight years older than
Horkheiner, In this regard, see the discussions in Gumnior
and Ringguth, pp. 18-20 , 24-27 ; Jay, The oialectical
tmaginaÈiõn, p. j5; and Martin Jay, Marx i sm-ãi-d---TõEãñt y-l-
The Adventures of a Concept fron Lukács to Habermas-Þress, -F¡Z-f, pp.-.lT
ff,

85 Horkheimer, "Threats to Freedom, " p. I49,
86 Horkheimer, 'Threats to Freed.om," p. 151.
In Dawn and Decline, p. 208' Horkheimer writes, "The

irni t at ion -îñ-íõ--IE-Tõ-ãí-st i ngui s h the Iif e of the Christian,
the worship of the divíne founder from which ímitation
arises, is cfearly a mimetic process. It constitubes the core
of Christian teaching. "

87 Horkheiner, Dawn and Decline, p. 229,
see also HorkheiñêÏl-Eé1Tþêã--õf Reason, pp. 136-38;

and Horkheimer, Die sehnsuch-t nach--ãêñlãñZ--Fnderen, p' 6?,
where he suggest of this
commandment, following the dissertation of one of his
stud.ents, would be, "Love your neighbour, he is as you"'

88 Horkheimer, Dawn and DecIine, p. r63. see also
the discussion in c umn iõl-ãiã-Þj n s guEf; pp. 128-29.

In Dawn and Ðecline, p. 134, Horkheimer finds even in
the ob s e rîãiõê---f rã1]lTou s rituals a critical , objective
meaning, "Èhe detachment from the pragmatic, from what has
effect and validity in this world," which testifies to "the
suspicion that the world as it is at any given moment may
not be right , "

89 see Horkheimer, " Thre ats
Horkheimer, Eclipse of Reason, esP,
Ringguth, pl---Ïo-€; ãñã'-Sfebert,
Sociology of ReIigion, pp. 66-71.

90 Max Horkheimer , " ArL
çrjlir_el_ q99ry., p. 287 .

to Freedom, " pp. 136-58;
pp. 128-6f ; Gumnior and
Horkheirner's Critical

Mass Culture, IN
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91

92

93 Horkheimer, Dawn and Decl-ine, p. 185 See also p.

Horkheimer, "Threats to Freedorn," pp' 155-56',

See Horkheimer, Da\^tn and Decline, p. 59

196.
94 Horkheimer, Eclipse of Reason, p. 62.
See also Horkheimer' Dawn and Decline, p. L23' where

he suggests that pr agmat iõñ-E-ãIñõEE-ãn inherent and
univerèà1 characteristic of religion; and pp, 196-97 of this
volume, regarding the observation that the same religion may
serve very different functíons in the lives of specifíc
individuals.

95 For more extensive díscussions of these points,
see Horkheimer, Eclipse of Reason, pp, 6I-70, 86-91; and
Horkheimer, " ArL ãã Mãs s-eulEurê]" pp. 284-86.

96 Horkheimer, 'Art and Mass culture," p. 286'
Apart from Horkheimer's objection to the revival of

metaphyèica.L systems observed in the preceding paragraph, it
should be noted that he rejects modern metaphysics as such,
not only on the ep i stemol ogic aJ. basis that, after Kant'
claims Co ontotogical knowledge are considered by him to be
unjustifiable, but also on the practical grounds that the
efiorts of metaphysical phiJ-osophers generally display an
indifference to human suffering and serve as an ideological
sanctification of an evil worId. Horkheimer writes, for
exampLe, in Dawn and Decl-ine, pp' 45-46:

Indeed, the fact that the flight toward the eternaf
is possible under existing class relationships wilI
constitute a certain vindication of them,
particularly when the metaphysician imputes
ãbsolute value to this flight' A socíety in which
the person may fuIfilI his high destiny in such
important respects cannot be altogether bad. At
Ìeast its improvement does not seem a particularJ-y
pressing matter.

I don't know to what extent metaphysicians are
right. Perhaps there is an especialJ.y apposite
metaphysicaÌ system or fragment somer^¡here. But I
do know that ordinarily metaphysicians are not
terribly impressed by \'rhat torments men'

See afso, in the same volume, pp. 34, 66-67, 99-I00' l1l-12'
Afso of relevance here is Mendes-FIohr's observation,

on p. 635, that the quest for ultimate, or transcendent
truth in the critical theory of Horkheimer and Adorno "was
conceiyçd not in metaphysical but in metachronic terms. "

See Horkheimer, Bemerkungen zur Liberal-isierung
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der Religion," p. 13J-.

98 Horkheimer, "Theism and Atheism, " pp. 47-48, In
this essay, dated 1963, Horkheimer criticizes the weakening
of the concept of God that he detects in the symbolic
interpretation practised by theologians Iike Robinson, but
it apþears that his critique also anticipates the emphatic
"cod-is-dead" theology, represented by theologians like
Thomas AItizer, which arouses controversy onfy a fer^7 years
later, See also Gumnior and Ringguth' p' 132, r^rho refer to
"God-is-dead" theology as an inverted dogmatism'

It is important to note that Tiltich's symbolic
interpretation of religious categories, which has provided
much of the inspiration tor the type of theology under
discussion, also falfs within Horkheimer's critique of the
Iiberalizatíon of religion. This point is addressed below'

99 see Horkheimer, " Bemerkungen
der Religion, " p. I34 ; and Horkheimer,
dem ganz Anderen, pp, 66-67 '------FeEle cÏi n g on the Iiberalization of religion in Dawn
and DecIine, pp, 222-23, Horkheimer even expresses sadness
õteFElã-ross of naive retigious faith, He writes:

Nor"/ that science and technology have destroyed
belief and paradise, not much remains of earthly
paradise either. The churches attempt to
adapt to a disiltusioned world, however, they
turn cod into a symbol, hope into a principle, and
paradise into a legend, But they do wish to
continue as an auxiliary to the law, they want to
carry on the work of religion as an aid to order in
society, But as the intent becomes apparent,
belief has already faded' f mourn the loss of
the superstitious belief in a Beyond. For the
society that gets along wilhout it, every step that
brings it cl-oser to paradise on earth will take it
further from the dream which makes earth bearable.
In pleasure in the comprehensive sense of that
term, the memory of paradise was stil-I present'

100 Horkheimer, -Threats to Freedom, - p. I56'
r01 The term' "the wholly other"' has prompted

interpreters to speculate on its origins, with the resul-t
that Horkheimer's use of the term has been connected with
both the Jewish and the Christian theological traditions '
Strolz , on p, 27 , is certainly correct in suggesting that
this Ionging for the non- repre se ntable God Iinks Horkhei¡ner
\,,7ith the Jewish prophets ; while EhrIich, p . 4 58, makes the
plausible but inconclusive argument that Horkheimer's
concept has been influenced , consciously or unconsciously,

zur Liberal is ierung
Die Sehnsucht nach
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by the Jewish philosopher of religion, Hermann Cohen. on
the other hand, Moltmann, p. 224' identifies this term as "a
formula from early diaÌectic theology"; and Mendes-FIohr, p.
635, finds an affinity between this concept of transcendence
and the conceptions of God in the thought of Rudoff Otto and
of Karl Barth.

ro2 b:-eoerr, Horkheimer's Critical Sociology of
Relision, p. L4, susgeEEl-TÏãEffi
EõZ-Ìõilheimer, the essence of the human' on pp. 29 and
43. 44, respectively, he refers to this essence as "the
longing foi complete justice" and as "freedom" which is
stiif a possibility, not yet realized in existence '
Horkhe.imer-'s social theory, concerned with justice and
freedom, asserts lhe necessity of the theoJ-ogical hope, the
hope for the reconcitiation between human existence and its
true essence, See also P. 2L.

103 cf. Horkheimer, -Thoughts on Religion," pp.
L29-3I; and Mansilla, p. 240'

one can find intimations of this longíng in
Horkheimer's own life already in the mid-1920s. Gumnior and
Ringguth, pp. I7-l-8 ' provide excerpts from Horkheimer's
,rnpuftisheô writings lhat express a vaguely defined longing
in- connection with his abhorrence of the idea of a life in
business and his desire for truth and justice.

104 see Gumnior and Ringguth, p. 84.
They also suggest, on the following page, that prior

to Horkhei¡ner's expression of. a longíng fot a human
solidarity that he assumed coufd be expJ-ained historically,
he had already conceived an infinite longing which could
only be understood as a longing for the Infinite.

105 An exceïpt from Adorno's letter, accompanied by
commentary, can be found in Gumnior and Ringguth, PP. 84-86;
and in Ries, pp.74-75' The essay to which Adorno's letter
refers ís "zi Bergsons Metaphysik der zeit," which can be
found in Max Horkheimer, Kritische Theorie : Eine
Dokumentation, ed. Alfred Scfrmi@
TFiããlTuiE-ãñ iutain: S, Fischer verlag, 1968), pp. 175-99.

I06 Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of
Enlightenment, p, 256, See also Gumnior a na---nflg g[EE-, p.
ETf-ãã-Eîes, p. 75.

107 see Horkheimer, "Thoughts on ReIigion," p. L29;
Horkheimer, "On the Probfen of Truth," p. 4L2t Horkheimer,
-Materialism and Metaphysics, " pp. 2I-23i and Horkheimer,
Dawn and Decline, pp. 42' I'73-74, 184-85.

In Dawn and Decline, p' I77, Horkheimer determines
truth of reÎigiõn -Eõ-Te-ils expression of human need:

Lhe
.' IL
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is not the truth of religion that dardns on the person in
need, it is the need that constitutes its truth, not only
individual, but social need as wel1"'

108 See Horkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz
59-60. see arso 3iê5ert@Anderen,

Sociõïõ Religioq, pp. I9-20, 52-53.
pp.
of

109 see Horkheimer, Die sehnsucht nach dem ganz
Anderen, pp. 56, 71, See afso
anõ niñgguth, pp. 131-32 .

rf0 bee norkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz
Anderen, pp, 56-57; and also SÏ-erert, gffi
Sõõiõfõgy of neligion, pp.17-18.
@4, characterizes Horkheimer's position
wefl when he writes:

He does not assert that there is an omnipotent,
righteous and gracious God, but he questions
radica.Lly whether any immanent substitute could
take its place, There is no theistic answer
to the question of suffering and injustice, but far
Iess is there any atheistic possibility of avoiding
this question and being content with the world'

111 see Jay, Marxism and rotality, p, 2l2i and
strolz, pp. 27,33, who,@kens Horkheimer
to Job,

II2 Max Horkheimer, Anfänge der bürgerlichen
Geschlcltsphilosophie ( 1930; rpt.. FrãñFim

-BüchereT-g 

68 ; quoted in Gumnior and Ringguth ' p .

45,
I13 Horkheirner, Dawn and Decline , p' 163.
compare ttris wi tn--HõÏEn-ef mõi-ã--õe f i ni t ion of religion

in the good sense, n. 88 of this chapter '

ll4 Horkheimer, Dawn and DecIine, pp. l0I-L03.
See also pp. 31, -93:Tõ-01--f€7-Ï n the same volume; Max

Horkheimer, "schopenhauers Denken im VerhäÌtnis zu
Wissenschaft und Religion," in Sozialphilosophísche Studien,
p. 146; and Ries, p, 7L.

Il5 see Horkheimer, Die sehnsucht nach dem ganz
Anderen, pp. 57-58, 75t H

lfnerafisierung der Religion," p. 135; and Ries ' P. 76.

L16 see Horkheimer, "schopenhauers Denken im
verhäftnis zu Wissenschaft und Religion," p' L45' \dhere he
writes :
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Noch fragwürdiger ist Metaphysik, deute sie das
Jenseits, das An-sich als ein Positives, das Gute,
oder als ein Negatives, das SchlechLe und das
Nichts. Menschliches Denken vermag die Tatsachen
der Wahrnehmung zv ordnen, nicht über sie
hinauszugehen, es sei denn aIs die aus dem
TheoJ-ogíshen stammende Sehnsucht nach einem anderen
afs diese WeIt.

See also pp. 151-52 of this essay.
117 See Horkheimer, et a1 , , "Erinnerungen an PauI

riLlich," pp. r9 , 23-24.
1r8 see Horkheimer, et al ., "Erinnerungen an Paur

TiIIich," pp. 2L-22i and Max Horkheimer , 'Ler-zLe Spur von
Theologie: Paul Tillichs vermächtnis, "

Paul TiIIichs, pp. L27-28, 130.
in Werk und Wirken

119 Max Horkheimer, "Meine Begegnung mit Paur
TiI lich: Eine Antwort in Form eines Briefes, " in
Impressionen und Reflexionen, vo1 . XIII of Gesammelte werke,
@enate arbrecht----( sEuEEÇãÏlì-
Evangelisches Verlagswerk, I972 ), p. 569.

120 Horkheimer, 'Threats to Freedom, " pp, 154-55,
See afso Horkheimer , "Letzte Spur von Theologie: Pau]
Tillichs Vermächtnis, " pp. I28-29. Beyond this criticism of
Tillich's work, Horkheimer also notes that Tillich's
ontological vocabulary could be reduced to a set of slogans
serving as ornamentation for existing reality. See
Horkheimer , 'LeEzLe Spur von Theologie: PauI TiIIichs
Vermächtnis r " pp. 131-32; and Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline,
p. 2r9 .

l2r cumnior and Ringguth, p. 85, write:

Absolute Negation, die den metaphysischen Sinn
destruiert, gleicht der Klage an jener Klagemauer
des zerstörÈen Tempels von Jerusalem, die noch in
Elend, Mangel , EnÈzweiung und Tod, die noch im
Hader mit Gott den Messias als Einheit von Herkunfc
und zukunft, aJ.s die Figur unausdenkbarer Er1ösung
ersehnt ,

t22 HegeI writes, for example, "This self-identity,
or negation of negation, is affirmative Being, is the other
of the Finite, is t h-ã-Tñfñ r-t e (emphasis added).
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich HegeL, Science of Logic, trans. W.H.
Johnston and L.c. Struthers ( l¡eñ-YõiFJ---l-ããMÏfTan, 1929 ) , r ,Johnston and L,c. Struthers (Ne\d York: MacMiIlan, L929), r.,
I49t quoted in Herbert Marcuse, Beasgn and Revolution:
Hegel and the Rise of SociaI Theory (

Beacon, I960), p, 138.
4Li rpt. Boston:



Horkheimer, Dawn and DecI ine
the same voÌume; and Adorno,

L27 HôrKne fmer
Enlightenment , p. 2I9 ,

r29 see Mansil-l-a, p

Faced 
'n 
ith the sciences and the entire present

situation, my ideâ of expressing the concept of an
omnipòlent and benevolent Being no longer as dogma
but as a longing that unites alI men so that the
horrible events, the injustice of history so far
wouLd noÈ be permitted to be the finaÌ, ultimate
fate of the vict-ims, seems to come cfose to the
solutíon of the problem.
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Dawn and Decline, pp. 20-2L,

p. 24. See afso pp. 17-18 in
Minima Moralia, pp, 25-26.

See also Siebert, Horkheimer's critical Sociolo
Religion, pp. 20-21

See Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline , p. t64. See
86-87.

L23

also pp,
L24 See Horkheimer,

Ries pp . 73-74.2I8-19; and

r25 Horkheimer, Da\,¿n and Decline , p. 222.
Horkheimer's t hou!Ë-t---Ïi--Eñis pa-ssage bear a certain

resemblance to those expressed by Albert Camus in his nove.L
The Plague (La Peste), trans. Stuart Gilbert (Harmondsworth,
EngÏãnã: peñguin, -Te00 ), p. 210, when one of the characters
is aware of a happiness that is conscious of evil: "Turning
to Tarrou, he caught a glinpse on his friend's face of the
same happiness, a happiaess that forgot nothing, not even
murder. "

r26 See Strolz, pp. 32-33; and Gumnior and Ringguth,
pp, 44-45.

It should be noted that, in Horkheimer's view, the
conscious empathy for suffering is more important than its
theoretical explanation, Thus, he wr:'.tes:

There are people who will not be disturbed about
the existence of evil because they have a theory
that accounts for it-, Here, r am also thinking of
some Marxísts who, in the face of wretchedness,
quickly proceed to show why it exists. Even
comprehension can be too quick,

and Adorno, Dialectic

r28 In this regard, Horkheimer, Dawn and Þecline , p.
239, reflecls upon the difference betõããñ--ZäETEãi--Theory
and the idea of faith as follows:

of

240. See also Horkheimer,



" Schopenhauers Denken
Religion, " p. L47,

im VerhäItn¡'-s

r66

zri Wissenschaft und

130 see Horkheirner, Die sehnsucht nach dem ganz
Anderen, pp. 6L-62

--- 
f n the same interview, pp. 62-63 ' Horkheimer

acknowledges that this Ionging is of Jewish and Christian
origin, but identifies a decisive difference between the two
religions, corresponding to their different emphases .on.the
community and thé individuaL; the martyrdom of Christians
was endured with a belief in a personal share in eternal
blessedness, while ¿hat of Je\^ts was borne for the welfare of
their people. Regarding the difference between Jewish and
christian attitudes tovtard. death and redernption in relation
to the relative irnportance of the community and the
individual in these religions, see al-so Horkheimer, Dawn and
DecIine, pp . 19 5-9 6; Hoikheimer, - Threats to rreedõñl-þl
Ï5¡; and ttorkheimer, "schopenhauers Denken im Verhäl-tnis zu
wissenschaft und Religion, " pp. 146-48.

t3t HorKnermer, "Thoughts on Religion," p. 130. See
also Horkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz Anderen, pp.
68-69.

Insofar as Horkheimer views the secularization, or
dissolution of the religious form of the human spirit's
d.evelopment as necessary for the reafization of the
religious spirit, he is in agreement r,rith Marx. (See Marx,
-On the Jewish Question, " p. 39. ) On the other hand,
Horkheimer's efforts to preserve aspects of theology and
religion in a secularized world indicate that he does not
view the process of secularization as an entirely
progressive one.

t32- see norkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz

å!9ersn, p,67,
133 see norkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem qanz

Anderen, p, 67 ¡ and also
"EõEFñëimer's sociology of Religion¡" pp ' 142-43.

I ?¿rJ¡r See Horkheimer, -Bemerkungen zur Liberalisierung
der ReIigion," pp. 135-36; and "Was wir 'Sinn' nennen, wird
verschwinden: Sp iegel -Ge spr äch mit dem Philosophen l"lax
Horkheimer, " p. 8I.

135 HorKnermer, "Thoughts on Religion, " p. 130. See
also Horkheiner, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz Anderen ' p, 69t
and Horkheimer, D

I36 see Horkheimer, Die sehnsucht nach dem g elg
Anderen, pp, 75-76; and also Rm



r37 see Horkhe imer,
Anderen, pp.55-56' 88.
---------Eor khe ime r expresses the
motive for solidarítY also in
Today, " p. 82, where he refers
solidarity shared by men and all

r67

Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz

i.dea of abandonment as a
his essay "Schopenhauer

to iÈ as "the motive for
beings. " He continues:

No need is ever compensated in any Beyond. The
urge to mitigate it ín this world spríngs from the
ináUirity to look at it--fn full- awareness of this
curse and to tolerate it when there is a chance to
stop it. The merciless struc¿ure of eternity
could generate a community of the abandoned, just
as injustice and terror in society resul,t in the
community of those who resist.

r38 Horxnelmer, "Bemerkungen zur l,iberalisierung der
Religion, " pp. 135-36.

139 HorKhermer, "Bemerkungen zur Liberalisiering der
Religion, " p. 136.

Gumnior and Ringguth, pp. 126 ' l-28' argue that after
the destruction of the Jewish-German relationship,
Horkheimer speaks of a relationship of solidarity bet\^/een
Jews and true christians, and that, in his view, the latter
constitute a new, potential, persecuLed minority.

t40 HorKnermer, "On the Problem of Truth," p, 443.
rn this regard, see Siebert, Horkheiner's Critical

Socioloqy of nellgion,pp. 5-9, fot ffi
@etween Horkheimer and Adorno and the
õhristian inteflectuals, Eugen Kogon and I^¡alter Dirks, and
their attempts to build bridges between enlightenment and
rel-igion. See afso pp. 50, 54, and 64 in the same volume
for additional references to Horkheimer's appreciation of,
and solidarity with cerÈain Christians on the basis of their
longing for justice and their opposition to ideologies and
fasc i sm,

141 See Horkheimer, Dawn and Ðecliner PP_._ 65-66,
where he speaks of the t e nde nE!--Eõ-lãEã-ã--ñêF religion out
of atheism, one that fetishizes human wretchedness and
desola¿ion,

L42 rn Dar,rn and Decline , p. 223, Horkheimer writes:

A person who denounces the catholic cuft as crude
superstition will usually decline to join others as
they cross themseÌves during public or private
ceremonies--for reasons of belief. He thus
ritualizes the omission, the omitted gesture, as
much as the believers. When the stakes \^rere stilL



addressed itself to the reign of terror. Ref usal-
then, like the refusal to give the Hi¿ler salute in
the Third Reich, was a signal for everyone who
wanted something better. The smaller the number of
sanctions that enforce a belief, the more pointless
its negation becomes .

143 HorKnermer, "Theism and Atheism, " pp' 49-50.
See al-so Ries, pp. 7l-72; and Moltmann, p. 224, who

writes, " In Horkheimer we find a protesting faith which
takes us beyond the crude opposition of theism and atheism."

144 __''' Horkheimer, "The End of Reason," p. 376.
Somer^rhat later, in Dawn and Decline , p' 162,

Horkheimer observes the c o iIõfEêlõã-õF-TEõñEic aI progress
and moral regression and writes, -The evil person has
forgotten \^rhat longing is. He only knows its opposite,
assent to what is. -

I45 Horkheimer, Eclipse of Reason, pp, 23-24.
For further ¿i scuséfõns--õE--Eñê--con s eque nc e s of the

formalization of reason for personal and polilical morality,
see atso esp. pp. 24-32 of this volume; and Gumnior and
Ringguth, pp. I00 ff.

L46 See Horkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz
Anderen, pp. 60-61; Horkheime
pauT-Tiffichs Vermächtnis, " pp. 129-30; and Horkheimer, Dawn
and Decline , pp. 220, 226' 232-33.

In this regard, Davis, p. L37 ' is correct in noting
that, for Horkheimer, "¿heology is the opposite of
pos it ivi sm. "

r47 See Ríes, p. 72; and MansiIIa, p ' 240.
r48 see

Anderen, pp. 69 ,

r49 $ee norkheimer,
Anderen, pp, 72-73.

smouldering, it was different.
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Resistance

of this motive for moral
early stage in his work. In
he writes:

Horkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz
72.

Die Sehnsucht nach dem anz

tlorkheimer's awarene s s
conduc¿ can be discerned at an
Dawn and Decline , pp. 101-02,

The difference between a good and a bad Iife
applies exclusively to the present ' And
friendliness, decency, justice are al-so instinctual
satisfactions for the person that practices them.
They become i.Ilusions when they are understood as
earthÌy means toward an eternal end, or as symbol-s
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with a deeper significance. Neilher life nor
knowledge have such significance. Not the
afterlife of individual existence in a Beyond but
the solidarity with men who will corne after us in
lhis world prornpts our interest in the future.

I50 see Horkheimer, Die sehnsucht nach dem ganz
Anderen, pp, 64-66, for his d
Efe--Jewísh and Christian teaching of originat sin and his
indebtedness to Schopenhauer's interpretation of it.

l5l see Mansill a, p ' 240.
L52 See Horkheimer, Die Sehnsucht nach dem ganz

Anderen, pp. 88-89; Uorkhe im
VeÏããfEn i s zrr vlissenschaf¿ und ReJ-igion, " pp. I53-54;
Horkheimer, Dawn and DecIine, pp. 182-83, 235, and Gumnior
and R i nssut h,ÞÞ:lr-T-Z;-fff - I 8 .

153 rn Dawn and Decline, p. 227 ' f.ot example,
Horkheimer writesJ-

the 1aw of the epoch is the affirmation of the
nation in both East and West' and that neans either
the affirmation of the already existing
totafitarianism or the affirmation of what is
tending in that direction. Practical philosophy
not only presupposes the autonomous subject but
gave it the ultimate decision. Today, that
decision ís so narrowly prescribed that speculative
Èhought is no Ionger required. The most the
subject can do is switch sides or synpathize with
the opposite camp. The decision to do so requires
politicizing, not philosophy, which has attained to
a new, ultimate degree of abstractness, Instead of
taking ¿he place of theofogy, philosophy f o1l-ows
its course.

See also pp. I'1- 4-7 5 of this volume; Horkheimer,
"schopenhauers Denken irn verhäl-tnis zrt wissenschaft und
ReJ-igion, " pp. 149-50, 153; and Horkheimer, "Threats to
Freedom, " passim,

see
Horkheimer, Ecl i

Horkheimer, Dawn and Decline, p. 227 i and
e of Reason, p, _161,

155 Horkheimer, "Threats to Freedom, "
See also Horkheimer, "Schopenhauer Todayr " PP'

ts6 Max norkheimer, " The SouI, " in
I nslrumenta.I Reason, p. 61'

pp. 156-57.
80-81.

Critique of



L57 A(1or no
concluding entry in

The only philosophy which can be responsibly
practised in face of despair is the attempt to
contemplaÈe alI things as Èhey would present
themselves from the standpoint of redemption.
Knowl-edge has no IighÈ but that shed on the world
by redemption; all efse is reconstruction, mere
technique. Perspectives must be fashioned Èhat
displace and estrange the world, reveaf it to be'
with its rifts and crevices, as indigent and
distorted as it will appear one day in the
messianic I ight '

Acknowledging the ímpossibility of a theoretical standpoint
unmarked by the distortion that it seeks to escape, he
continues:

The more passionatel-y thought denies its
conditionality for the sake of the unconditional,
the more unconsciously, and so calamitously, it is
delivered up to the world. Even its olrn
irnpossibility it must at last comprehend for the
sake of the possible ' But beside the demand thus
placed on thought, the question of the reality or
unreality of redemption itself hardfy matters.

See aLso Ries, pp. 80-81.
158 see Horkheiner, Die sehnsucht nach dem ganz

And.eren r pp, 76-77; tlorkheim
ãñã-EIñn ior and Ringguth, p. 86.

t59 see norxheimer, et aI', "Erinnerungen an PauI
TilIich, - p. 16.

and Decline , pp. I20 
':-EIË--TEeoTõqica.l- ef ement
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confirms Horkheimer's intention in the
Minima Moralia, p. 247, when he writes:

See al so Horkheimer , Da\^rn
on--EEê-- tEeologicaJ- elementI59-60, for further reflections

ín philosophy.
160 Horkheimer

Enl-ightenment, p. 115.
161 Max Horkheimer,

Vernunft ( FrankfurÈ am Main:

and Adorno, oíalectic of

Zur Kritik der instrumentellen

7E:-T¡ quoted in Moltmann, p' 224.
Compare this translation, which seems preferabl-e

because of. its greater clarity and consistency in the
context of the passage from which it is taken, with that
found in Horkheimer , "schopenhauer Today, " p' 80, where the
syntax makes the pronoun 'íl' the subject of the verb
"guarantees" rather than its object. See also Gumníor and
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Ringguth, p, I321for the quotation in the originaÌ cerman.
r62 See Rj.es, p, 70.
t63 Horkheimer's thought has received serious

attention on the part of at l-east some, primarily German,
Christian theologians. See, for example, Moltmann, passim;
Davis, passim; and the references in Siebert, Horkheimer's
Critical Sociology of Religion, êsp. pp. 5-9 , 6 4=65---

164 see Mansilla, p. 240.
Horkheimer aLso confirms in this interview that the

hope for the Transcendent is identical with the old aim of
idealistic philosophy to bring enlightenment to practical
realization.

l6s HOrKne]-mer,
r66 HorKne rmer ,

Eclipse of Reason, p. 161.

"Theism and Atheism," Þ, 49



Religion

The Teachings

the l4odern world:

Tí11ich and Horkheime¡

l-n

of

This is a generation to which even a God dying in

history is more significant than one who dwe1.Is,

unmoving, in eternity.l

A Klee painting named -AngeLus Novus" shows an

angel looking as though he is about to move away

from sornething he is fixedly contemplating. His

eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings are

spread. This is how one pictures the angel of

history, His face is turned toward the past '

Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one

single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon

wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet' The

angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make

whole what has been smashed. But a storm is

blowing from Paradise; it has got caught in his

wings with such violence that the angel can no

longer close them. This storm irresistibly propels

him into the future to which his back is turned,

while the pile of debris before him grows skyward'

This storm is what we call ptogt""".2

These two quotations from EnÍI Fackenheim and Wafter
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Benjarnin provide a fitting characterization of the spiritual

predicament in which the heirs of Western civilization find

themselves at this historical juncture. At the least, it

could be argued that the sad and anxious experience of loss

suggested by these statements resonates in the rninds of

people who consider with equal seriousness the contents of

the Jewish and Christian religions and the historical events

and trends that belong to the most technologically advanced

societies.3 The irnages of a God dying in history and of the

angel of history who is powerless to amend history's

destructive progress offer acute revelations of the modern

spiritual attitude, an attitude of pessimism toward both

history and its redemption. The radical questioning of a

religious faith characterized by its commitment to the God

of history remains a disquieting experience today, in spite

of the fact that the -death of God" has been a familiar

theme in modern thought for at least a century. That this

is so testi.f ies to a desperation accompanying the suspicion

of human abandonment, of having to live in our world without

the presence of God.4

The roots of the present spirilual predicament are

both deep and complex, and cannot be explored here. It may

simply be noted that, anong other factors, the radical doubt

that has characterized modern philosophy and' to a large

extent, permeated the contemporary mind;5 ah" historical

process of secularization, marked by the slructural
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differentiation of secular and religious instilutional

spheres, diminishing lhe authority of reJ-igion in society,

and by the predominance of a functional rationality

concerned with exercising control over a disenchanted or

desacralized world; 6 and the cataclysmic event of

totalitarianism and its continuíng threat in our centuryT

have aIl played a role in challenging, and provoking a

necessary re-examination of, religious life and thought.

Both Tillich and Horkheimer were, of course, acutely aware

of the threats to the human being constituted by the

negative aspects that they recognized as belonging to the

development of western modernity, and both observed the

erosion of traditional religious life as part of this

historical process. In agreement upon the necessity of

religion for a truly human existence' they sought, each in

hís own way, to interpret religion in a manner appropríate

to their historical situation and thereby to preserve the

essence of retigion as an indispensable component of human

Iife and consciousness. The teachings of both men serve as

valuable guides for thought as we consider the meaning and

significance of religion in the closing decades of our

century. This chapter is therefore devoted to a comparative

critique of the theories of Tillich and Horkheimer, based

upon the discussion of these theories in the preceding

chapÈers.
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Comparative Critique of Tiltich's and Horkheimer's

Theories of Retigion

The foJ-fowing critique of Tillich's and Horkheimer's

theories proceeds according to a systematic comparison and

confrontation of central aspects of these theories which, at

lhe same time, are examined in relation to certain features

of the present spiritual situation in modern, or, as Hans

Küng would suggest, postmodern, Western societies.S The

concerns which notivate this critique can be formulated as

lr^¡o questions. First, what do these theories contribute to

our understanding of religion in the period of late

modernity or postmodernity? Second, what elements of

religion can and must be preserved for the sake of human

fife at this historical juncture? In the attempt to answer

these questions through a criticaf examination of Tillich's

and Horkheimer's theories the interests of both befievers

and unbelievers are at stake, since the future of religion

and the future of Western societies cannot be considered in

isolation from each other, as both Til]ich and Horkheimer

have recognized, notwithstanding the fundamentaÌ differences

between their assessments of this relationship.

A. Method, Religious Experience and Truth

one of the most crucial disagreements betr'reen
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tillich's and. Horkheimer's theories is found in an

examination of their methodological approaches to the study

and interpretation of religion. This disagreernent is

essentially a conflict between tillich's deliteralization

and Horkheimer's demythologization of bibfical and

theological ideas and symbols. Stated more precisely,

til"lich, in the Iight of modern philosophy and science,

attempts to bridge the chasm between religious and secular

consciousness--the former characterized by a sense of the

sacred and an or'ientation loward transcendence, the latter

by a pragmatic attitude and ernpirical orientation--by

interpreting religious categories and contents in symbolic

Lerms wi thout , however, undermining religious

experience--the revelatory experience of the 'Hofy" --or

calling into question the reality of the final and

transcendent referent of religion connoted by the term

-Goð,." In contrast to this approach, Horkheimer interprets

religious ideas and images in the historical and materialist

categories of a revised Marxism lhat seeks to explain these

contents as determined by the natura] and socio-historical

conditions of human existence and denies the possibility of

human experience or knowledge of the Absofute ¡ thereby

leaving the question of the reality of God undecided and a

matter of doubt and hope. In both cases' it is.presupposed

that the effects of the rise of modern science and the

secularization of society have irrevocably undermined the
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traditional and naïve faith that clings unquestioningLy to

the beliefs and dogmas of the Western religious traditions,

even if such a faith sti.ll survives in semi-isolated

religious communities that try to shieLd their religious

Iife from the intrusion of doubt. Accordingly, Tilìich and

Horkheimer find inescapable the re interpret at ion of religion

if its important contents are not to be completely forgotten

in the modern wor ld .

while TiIIich reocognizes the unavoidability of doubt

in religious Life, he does not wish to sacrifice the genuine

experience of the HoIy which' on the basis of his own early

experiences, determines his method in the philosophy of

rel igion, ri I I ich' s method, therefore , despite its

different formulations, presupposes the Unconditional as a

reality which itself cannot be subj ected to doubt . In

agreement with Augustine, Tillich postulates the identity of

the philosophical and the religious Absolute; God, Being,

and ultimate truth are one. Moreover, claims TiLrich, it is

possible to have an immediate awareness of the

UncondítionaL, whether this experience be described in

existential, mysticaL, or other terns ' and this awareness is

itseLf considered to be unconditional.9

1t is this unconditional and immediate experience of

the Unconditional that, in TiILjch's phiLosophy of religion,

functions as the safeguard of reLigious truth' The reaLity

of the Holy is guaranteed because the revelatory experience
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in which it is encountered furnishes faith with a certainty

that has Èhe character of sel f-evidence, even if the

concrete content of revelation and faith is open to doubt

and uncertai.,ty ' 
l0 tíllich's recourse to the ontological

approach permits him to assu¡ne the reality of God, not as a

being but as unconditional- Being,and his postulation of an

immediate, intuitive awareness of the Unconditional means

tha¿ the Holy is, in principle, accessible to human

l1
experience. tt The obvious merits of this approach are that

the reality of God as the final referent of religion is nol

precluded or avoided from the start, and that the

possibility of human experience of the HoIy is kept open'

Furthermore, this approach provides the basis for Tillich's

effort to analyse the religious dimension. of human

existence-- the aspect of depth or transcendence that cuts

through the horizontal plane of life and does not exist

beside other spheres of human activity--and to discern its

manifestations in the various spheres of secular society '

Despite these characteristics of Tiffich's

methodological approach, which make possible the formula!ion

of positive statements about God and Iend support to living

religious faith, this approach appears problematic to the

modern secular rnind precisely because of those

characteristics that provide the basis for its principal

merits. ln the first place, the unconditionat and immediate

awareness of the Uncondit.ional can only be self-validating'
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The truth of the experiential basis of religion, the truth

of the claim that religious life arises from an actual

encounter between the human and the divine, can be nei¿her

proven nor refuted by an observer who stands outsíde the

correlative revelatory situation. IntelIectual honesty

demands that lhe philosopher of religion consider the

revelatory awareness of the Holy as a possibility, the

certainty of which exists only for the person who has

experienced it and cannol be present to the person who has

not shared this experience. The clairn of

awareness of the Unconditional is a testimony

an

of

immedi ate

retigious

faith that provides the latter with explanatory support'

without, however, being abte to produce this faith in

others, The secular person can comprehend inteÌIectually

the explanation of the genesis of religious faith, but' in

the absence of a similar religious experience, must Ieave

open the question of the truth cfaim involved, namely,

whether the experience ís really an experience of the
1)

HoIy . --

It should be noted Ehat this question is no closer to

being resolved if one abandons the notion of pure immediacy

in favour of an approach that considers atf meaningful

experiences of Èhe Holy to be mediated and interpreted, as

John E. Smith does, or if one complements Tillich's idea of

immediate and unconditional av¿areness of the Holy with his

theory of symbolic mediation.13 Adopting an approach to the
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interpretation of religion !hat emphasizes the mediated

rather than immediate character of religious experience has

the advantage of increasing the communicability of the

experience to those outside the revelatory situation,

because the experience now explicitly refers lo elements of

empirical, immanent reality that mediate the experience ' On

the other hand, this approach introduces a new problem, and

not only for the secular observer but for the religious

participant as weIl. If the experience of the Holy is

considered to be mediated, the question arises regarding

whether, and if so, how the Holy is present in and beyond

the mediating elements of the experience ' In the absence of

a revel-atory experience ' the secular person must still leave

open the question of the truth cl-aim of this experience'

Now, however, because of the recognition of mediating

elements in the experience, the possibilities of

interpreting the experience v¡ithout reference to the

Unconditional seem to multiply and become more plausible as

explanations ' This is also true for the religious

participant insofar as the self-evident certa.inty of the

Unconditionaf claimed by TilJ-ich for immediate experience is

undermined by the presence of mediating elements' No longer

solely an awareness of the Unconditional, the presence of

the Unconditionaf in the experience may now become a matter

of doubt for the religious participant in a way that need

not occur if the possiblity of mystical immediacy ís Ieft
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open.

The second probfematic aspect of rillich's

methodologicaf approach is the presuppostion of the reality

of God, or the Unconditional . This presupposition is

problematic because Lhe doubt that has arisen in the modern

period, as articulated by Hannah Arendt, is so universal and

radical that it affects even the claim of the reality of the

Unconditional, and not only the symbols and attributes

according to which the Unconditionaf is represented and

interpreled. tiflich's contention that the Unconditionaf

itself, as an ontologicat and religious reality, can never

be subjected to doubt is a reflection of his own experience,

and his formulation of a method that avoids separating the

questions of the nature and truth of religion into empirical

and speculative ones represents the attempt to express this

experience in the terms of a philosophy of religion.

Hovrever, it requires only Èhat the reality of the

Unconditional be a subject of doubt for others in order to

render this contention questionable. f4 rt then appears thal

tillich's acknor^/l edgement of doubt in the religious Iife

does not go far enough, for it precludes in advance a doubt

so deep that it penetrates to the level of what TiIlich

considers to be ultimate realíty.I5

one of the primary concerns of Tillich's phii-osophy of

religion is to avoid the philosophical etimination of God

and revelation from the start. The concern is a valj-d one,
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but it is questionable whether it is necessary, for that

reason, to presuppose the reality of God' or the Ultimate--a

presupposition that does not fulty take into account the

doubt experienced by modern secul-ar consciousness ' A

reformulation of Tillich's approach that would recognize

this doubt in its full significance would seem to be

demanded in the present spiritual situation ' one coul-d

begin this task by rephrasing Tillich's statement as

follows: The possibilíty, rather than the reality, of God

is the presupposition of the question of God'16 Revised in

this manner, it seems that Tilfich's approach could achieve

a more adequate mediation between religious and secul-ar

consciousness ' since it wouId, in principle, recognize

radical, secular doubt \'tithout sacrificing the possibility

of God '

If Tillich's methodological approach to the

interpretation of religion presupposes the reality and human

experience of the Unconditional which have become

problematic for the modern secular mind, Horkheimer's

approach expresses the skepticism of secufar consciousness

with respect to both the reality of the Unconditional and

the possibility of metaphysical knowledge' Horkheimer's

radicalizalion of the Jewish prohibition of images, his

acceptance of Kant's critique of knowÌedge, and his revision

of Hegel's dialecticaÌ method share a common epistemologicaJ-

consequence. AII of lhese elements of his method preclude
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the possibility of knowing and naming the Absolute. An

untraversabfe chasm separates the finite human mind

entangled in the dynamics of an unconcluded history from

knor,./Ìedge of the who1e, or the Inf inite, whether this be

understood in religious or philosophical terms. Human

knowledge of the Absolute is denied in principle.fT The

preclusion of metaphysícaI knowledge does not refute the

possibility of the Absofute' or God' but it feaves the

real-ity and nature of the Absolute undetermined, since no

positive statements can be made regarding it. The final

referent of religion is simply not an object of human

cognition, whatever it may be in itself.

In Horkheimer's view, the assumed inability of the

human mínd to penetrate the level of uLtimate reality does

not render reIígion devoid of truth nor its study futile.

on the contrary, it redirects attention toward religion as a

social and historical phenomenon containing both ideological

and utopian features. Horkheimer distinguishes these

features through his historical--material-ist interpretation

of religion with the intention of preserving religion's

conditional truths in a secular theory of society. As in

the case of Feuerbach, whose method of interpretation

transforms theology into anthropology, Horkheimer views the

content of religion as the "psychic e.Iaboration of earthly

data. -18 When Feuerbach's methodological principle is

incorporated into Marx's socio-hístorical analysls \..7ith 1ts
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interest in human emancipation from relations of domination,

it becomes possible to interpret religion as a spiritualized

historicat record of the material suffering, needs, and

desires of humankind. 19 Horkheimer's methodo Iogic a1

approach is therefore one that demythologizes religious

symbols following the initiatives of Feuerbach and Marx, but

this demythologization is simultaneously intended to rescue

the critical and utopian elements of religion--expressing

dissatisfaction with earthly destiny and the hope for

perfect justice and reconciliation--for a social theory lhat

is seen as the replacement of religion in its opposition to

earthly injustice at a time when religious consciousness is

dectining under the impact of secularization ' Horkheimer

attempts to ensure that the Ioss of religion does, indeed,

Ieave its mark behind.20

Because Horkheimer's analysis of the symbolic and

ideational contents of religion is undertaken with the

purpose of differentiating these contents according to their

ideological role in stabilizing relations of domination

versus their emancipatory potential in challenging these

relations, his approach offers the possibility of clarifying

and preserving the critical and utopian elements of religion

in a social theory motivated by an interest in creating a

more just society. rn this way, important theological

el-ements can be freed from their confinement in a religious

sphere lhat has been institutionally and inteLlectuaJ-Iy
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marginalized in modern society. lf the process of

secularization is irreversible, this procedure provides

perhaps the only hope for retaining theologicaÌ insights and

recovering their effectiveness as a factor in directing

soclal -tf te.

Since, in Horkheimer's theory, the reality and nâ¿ure

of the Absolute is situated outside the Limits of human

knowledge, the question of the truth of religion becomes a

purely anthropocentric one. Sociological explanation

replaces metaphysical speculation and theologicat dogmatics

as the approach for determining religious truth. In a

Feuerbachian type of inversion, Horkheimer maintains that it

is individual and sociaf need that conslitutes the truth of

religion, and not independent religious truth that

illuminates the person ir, .,eed.21 Religion contains truth

insofar as it expresses human need--specifically, for

Horkheimer, the need for justice and reconciliation--through

its ideas and symbols. This need, and therefore the truth

of religion, can be determined by a social theory concerned

with human suffering and emancipation.

The strengths of Horkheimer's approach are

considerable, especially for the philosophical and

sociological study of religion. His approach implicitly

presupposes the modern secular doubt that extends to the

reality and knowledge of the AbsoIute, and thus begins by

acknowledging the spiritual pred.icament of the twentieth
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cenÈury. The extremity of this doubt is not diminished by a

priori Iimitations, such as that maintained by TiIIich'

which permit theologicaf affirmations. Ât the same time,

however, the metaphysicat skepticísm reflec!ed in

Horkheimer's approach does not entail a positivistic

rejection of, or Índifference to the truth claims of

religion. Rather, philosophical and. socio-hi storical

analysis is undertaken in order to salvage conditional

truths from absolute claims that are, for many persons' no

l"onger convincing. The transposition of theological motifs

into the framework of social theory has tvio principal

consequences, Extracted from a religious realm that is

deerned to be receding under the impact of secularization,

religious ideas can be retained in a form that is stil1

widely comprehensible and may still have practical effecl in

a secularized society, Furthermore' the normative character

of Horkheimer's approach provides a model for the sludy of

religion that unites theorelical comprehension with

practicaJ- intent. It challenges the philosophy of religion

to be more than a logical and historical compendium of the

categories and contents of religious thought, and the

sociology of religion to go beyond a descriptive analysis of

patterns of religious practice. In other words, it provides

a model for the study of religion that embodies within

itself a reffective, historical consciousness that rnakes it

possible to distinguÌsh those eJ-emenls of the rellglous past
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that need to be preserved for the sake of life in the

increasingly secularized present.

The secul-âr orientation of Horkheimer's approach to

the study of religion, with its emphasis upon the crítique

of ideology, contains fruitful consequences for aII scholars

concerned with religion and society. However, this same

approach is marked by a serious deficiency because of its

predominantly materialist presuppositions, Because al-l-

religious contents are demythologized and rationalized, the

question of an authentic divine-human encounter is precluded

from the start. Whil-e Horkheimer's concept of rationatity

is, of course, much more comprehensive than the instrumental

reason whose predominance he criticizes, it is not

comprehensive enough to include potential knowledge of the

Absolute within its scope. The highest truth claims of

religion, pertaining to the reality and knowledge of the

Absolute, cannot be adequatel-y considered within an

exclusively materialist dialectíc since, on the basis of

this orientation, mystical immediacy, Iike metaphysicat

speculation, is suspect. At best, religious assertions

regarding the telos of the individual, history, and nature

are considered to be pre-rational yearnings that can be

perpetuated only in the form of hope without the certitude

that pertains to knowledge, That these hopes can be

incorporated into a secu.Iar socia.l theory and thereby

revitalized, Horkheimer has persuasively demonstrated'
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Moreover, his analysis of the degeneration of reLigious

faith into superstitious belief, fanaticism, and

persecution, resulting from the repression of doubt, must

not be forgotten. However, it remains questionable whether

his ovrn epistemological and methodological approach is

sufficient by itself and v/hether it is the only valid one.

A theory of religion that seeks to do justice to its

subject matter must at l-east leave open the question of the

possibility of human knowLedge of the AbsoIute, however

partial and conditioned such knowledge is considered to be.

This does nol mean that claims to such knowledge are exempt

from critique; criteria are necessary, for religious

participants as well as scholars, to distinguish true from

false claims of rel igious experience . rt does mean,

however, that such claims cannot be considered false in

principle, and therefore dismissed as being v,¡ithout

significance for a theory of religion in the period of late

modernity, Doubt regarding experiential knowledge of the

Absolute is not yet certainty of its impossibility' The

philosophical rationafization of religion prominent since

the Enlightenment need.s to be ba.Ianced by a consideration of

rnystibal- traditions if the complexity of religion is to be

adequately examined for its contemporary significan"".22

The an¿ipathy to\,rard mysiical , religious experience begs the

question of its claim to knowl-edge. rn order for this claim

to be considered seríously, the possibility must be conceded
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that there are different ways to knowledge ' Accordingly,

Horkheimer's approach to the study of religion would have to

be fundamentally revised and expanded in order to permit

consideration on a theoretical leveI of possibilities that

the secular theorist admits to be outside his or her

personal experience.

I.B, critique of False Religion

Fundamental convergencies can be found between

Titlich's and. Horkhe j.mer's critiques of religion. while

Tillich's criti.que tends to be more phiLosophically abstract

and Horkheimer's more historically specific, common

criticisms can be discerned. Tillich's discussion of faLse

religion in connection with the concepts of "demonization"

and the recurrence of idolatry has its paral IeI in

Horkheimer's argument concerning the idofatrous and

ideological perversion of religion, the false reconciLiation

of divine and earthly principles, for the sake of reLigion's

self-preservation and self-aggrandizement in the world'23

Simitarly, both Tillich and Horkheimer oppose heteronomous,

conservative and authoritarian tendencies in religion, as

weIl as its liberal assimilation and subservience to secular
_ 24cu lture.

Before analysing the importance of these criticisms,

i.t is worth emphasizing lhat these points of agreement
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between Tillich and Horkheimer arise from two different

theories that are religious and secular in their respective

orientations ' This suggests that ' despite terminological

and conceptual differences between the two theories' there

are, at a rudimentary leve1, certain criteria of true

retigion that are shared by both the religious and the

secular theorist. If this consensus can be demonstrated'

then a crucial area of agreement for the study of religion

from diverse theoretical and personal- orientations will

appear to be a promising possibility'

Hans Küng has postul-ated three criteria for the

determination of true religion, the first two of which may

be helpful in comparing the presuppositions behind Tilfich's

and Horkheimer's critiques of rerigion'25 The first of

these is what Küng cal1s the "general ethical criterion 
"'

which expresses the genuinely human element of religion' If

religion cannot be restricted to this human element ' the

Iatter is, nonetheless, an indispensable part of true

religion. To summarize concisely Küng's positive and

negative formulations of this criterion, insofar as a

religion "protects, hea.Is and fulfills human beings" in

their identíty and existence, it is true and good, and "can

with reason invoke 'the divine'" ; insofar as a retigion

"oppresses, injures, and destroys human beings in their

physical and psychic, individua.L and social humanness' " il

is false and bad, and "cannot with reason invoke 'the
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that this criterion isr¿ is readily evident

implicitly present in the critiques of both Tillich and

Horkheimer. When Tillich speaks of the demonization of

religion and its consequences--the suppression of doubt and

criticism, and the brutality of reJ-igious wars--when he

attacks the hypostatized authority of heteronomous religion

that destroys a person's autonomous self-affirmation, and

when he cond.emns the adaptation of religion to lhe

manipulative trends of mod.ern society, he is judging as

false and unethical a religion that damages human beings

instead of healing them.27 Similarly, when Horkheirner

decries the church's participation in political domination

and physical oppression, and its sanctification of unjust

conditions, when he refers to the crusades, the Inquisition,

and witch-burnings, and when he exposes r-he hypocritical

religiosity and morality of bourgeois society, he is gíving

testimony to this same human and ethical criterion of true
.Q

rel j.gron .

Küng's second criterion is what he designates as a

-general religious criterion," which refers to the original

or canonical el-ements of a religion that constitute its

normative standard and determine its authenticity. This

criterion is used to judge a particular reLigion according

to the doctrine and practice prescribed by its sacred texts

and also, in some cases' according to the model provided by
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again, both Tillich

and Horkheimer in their critiques of religion and their

interpretations of specific religions utilize this type of

criterion, and both also derive from it a general principte

that they consider normative for aII true religion'

As has been noted, TiIlich's determination of the

truth of religion makes an appeal to what he regards as

normative and canonicaf contents of Judaism and

Christianity, uis view of Judaism as the religion that

expresses most radically the monotheistic struggle of God

against idolatry and injustice, and his interpretation of

Jesus' crucifixion as representing christianity's negation

of lhe finite for the sake of the rnfinite are not only

considered normative standards by which to judge these two

religions, but also form the basis for the general religious

principle that Tillich advocates for determining the truth

of any religion. This is the radicaf distinclion that is

rnaintained between the Absolute, toward which religion in

its fundamental meaning as uftimate concern is directed, and

religion as a particufar historical and symbolic expression

of this concern. A religion is true insofar as it

relati v¡zes itself and affirms the Unconditionaf as such;

insofar as it fails to do this, it succumbs to the

temptation of idotatry and is u.,trr.,".30

rn Horkheimer's critique of refigion, reference is

also made to intrinsic, normative contents of a religion
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Thus, for
example, Horkheimer's conception of Judaism as a religion
opposed to idolatry and injustice is determined by the

Decalogue's prohibition of images and the hope for
reconcifiation and justice expressed especially in the texts

. 31of the prophets. -' l,ikewise, his immanent critique of

Christianity measures Christianity's perversions according

to the model of self-sacrificing love and the spirit of

ethical freedom and non-confornity exemplified by its
32founder."- Moreover, for Horkheimer, as for Tillich, the

general religious criterion by which to judge the truth of a

religion, inffuenced by his normative interpretations of

Judaism and, to a Iesser extent, Christianity, is its
adherence to the boundary between the Absolute and the

relative.

It is evident, then, that Tillich and Horkheimer share

certaín criteria for the evafuation of religion and the

distinction of its true and false ¡nanifestations. Without

claiming too much for this agreement, or intending to

obscure the differences betf^¡een the two thinkers, the

fundamental- consensus that emerges with respect to general

ethicaL and religious principles does indicate a basis in
the study of religion for open and honest mediation between

rel igious and secular viewpoints.33

Returning to TiIlich's and Horkheimer's criticisms of

false religion, these can be analyzed as three major types.
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The first, stemming from their insistence upon the boundary

between the AbsoJ-ute and the relative, is the critique of

idoJ-atry. The significance of this critique can hardly be

overstated, since it expresses opposition against not only

the self-absolutization of religions bul also Èotalitarian

political movements. rn Tillich's thought this connection

is made explicit, as his discussion of the demonization of

what he cafls "quasi-religions"extends his anaJ-ysis of the

demonic absolutization of religion, and his examination of

authori¿arian religion recognizes its compatibility with

fascism.34 rn Horkheimer's thought ' the connection becomes

apparent as he exposes the ideological perversion of

religion and its subservience to the state for the sake of

earthly power, and observes the interchange abi l ity of

religious and. political heteronomous authoriti.",35 An

acute awareness of the distinction betr^¡een the earthly and

the Transcend.ent permits both Tillich and Horkheimer to

detect the idolatrous nature of human systems when they are

invested lvith total authority, rdhether this occurs in the

religious or political sphere. The general religious

principle that condemns idolatry is a crucial point of

resistance against religiously or politically inspired

totafitarianisrn, and must be preserved'

TilIich's and Horkheimer's other rnajor criticisms of

false religion pertain to the relations between re.Iigion and

secular cuJ-ture, They reject both ¿he conservative defense
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of a heteronomous religion antagonistic to\^¡ard secularism

and the uncritical adaptation of religion to secular

society. Jb Neither option can preserve the truths of

religion in the period of advanced secularization '

The retreat into conservatism fails because it seeks

to avoid rather than acknowledge the deep and widespread

doubt in our society, and it cannot build bridges that

encourage communication between the religious and the

secular. rt reinforces the marginalization of religion and

must resort to authoritarian defenses against the struggle

for autonomy that it finds ¿hreatening. At best, it becomes

irreÌevant to lífe in the secul-ar world; at hTorst, it

performs an ideological role in supporting unjust social-

retations and mouJ-ding submissive, manipulable

personalities,

The liberal or pragmatic assimilation of religion to

secuLar culture also leads to the demise of religion in

modern society. It dilutes the claims of religion for the

sake of compromise with, and acceptance by secular culture,

but, in the process, it weakens the principl-es that could

offer unequivocal resistance against destructive social-

tendencies. Whether it is Tillich's critique of the attempt

to justify religion on the basis of its usefulness to

society and the duplication of capitalism's techniques of

mass persuasion in the religious sphere, or Horkheimer's

analysis of attempts to make religion more palatable through
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symbolic interpretation and acquiescence to contemporary

politics and science, what is at issue is the surrender of

religion as a source of freedom, non-conformity, and

opposition to harmf ul- trends in society. A reJ-igion that

accommodates itself to mundane reality loses the critical

distance and transcendent orientation that distinguish it

from the secular sphere and provide the prophetic impulse to

chaÌ.lenge injustice and change conditions for the better.

It would be fair to say that for both Tillich and

Horkheimer, true religion is neither conservative nor

Iiberal, but critica.L and dialectical . I^lith a consciousness

of the separation between the Abso]ute and the relative, it

must unc ompromi s ingl y condemn every form of idofatry ' with

an understanding of its historical congext, it must

communicate with secular society in terms of the latter's

ov¡n concerns and in a language comprehensibJ-e to the secular

mind, while retaining its prophetic independence and

opposition to the negative features of that society.

r. C. Normatíve Theoríes of ReJ.igion

rf Tillich's and Horkheimer's critiques of religion

reveal genera.I points of agreement, their normative theories

of religion, like their rnethodological approaches, discl-ose

decisive differences. Several major aspects of these

theories will be considered below.
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An appropriate starting point is their fundamentaL

definitions of rel igion. For TiI Iich , rel igion is

essentially the state of being grasped by an ultimate
11

.on."tn.'' In Horkheimer's theory, religion is the Ionging

for the wholly other.38 Both of these definitions express

the idea of a relation between the human and the

Transcendent and they do so in language that is sufficiently

detached from the familiar vocabularies of specific

religious and theological traditions that they invite,

rather than repel, the engagement of a secular mind that has

become indifferent to, or suspicious of tradi tional

reLigious language.

However, the types of relaÈions that are expressed in

these definitions, and elaborated in the discussions of

TiIIich and Horkheimer, contain significant differences '

Tillich's concept of religion refers to a reveLatory or

faith experience that unites the subjective and the

objective, an act that evinces the individual's concern for

what is ultimate and the Ultimate itself that "grasps" the

individual in his or her attitude of seri.ousness ' There is

a moment of contact suggested here in which the Ultimate is

present to the individual , and in which the individual,

despite the doubt inherent in faith, knov¡s that the Ultimate

is, and that the ULtimate is a Iiving presence in Èhe

religious experience ' of this, according to Tillich' the

individual is unconditionally "uta^i.t.39
Tillich's
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definition of religion, rooted in the experience of faith,

asserts existential knowledge of the Uttimate.

For Horkheimer, on the contrary, there can be no such

cognitive certainty. His concept of religion refers, not to

faith, but to hope--a hope that appears atl the more

desperate for its lack of grounding in any positive

experience of revelation or il-lumination that would seem to

justif y it . In Horkheimer's théory, the relation bet\.^/een

the human and the Transcendent exists, at this point,

subjectively in the human mind a1one. Its objective

realization will occur only in the future, if at all. What

can be found in our world is the individual's concern for
what is ultimate; the Ultimate, itself, is not present here.

Thus, whereas the religious relationship is articulated by

Tillich in primariJ.y metaphysical terms, it is conceived by

Horkheimer as an exclusively metachronic ona.40

This distinction is a crucial one, and it is rooted in
the differences between Christian and Jewish, as well as

religious and secular orientations . TiIIich's contention

that a relationship between the human and the Ultímate is a

present reality in the finite worLd of our existence,

although it is not fully realized here, reflects not only

the general attitude of the religious participanÈ, but also

the specifically Christian conviction that this relationship
has received its definitive expression and promise of

abiding power through the event that he considers decisive
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in the history of retigion, the appearance of Jesus as the

Christ. Horkheimer, on the other hand, shares vrith

traditional Jewish thought the anticipation of the messianic

appearance in the future, but, from a secular standpoint,

would interpret even what Fackenheim caIIs the " root

experiences" of Judaism as manifestations of religious

interpretation and expectation, without the actual presence
L1of the Absol-ute . 't

Can there be an actual- relationship betr^reen the

Absolute and the human in the worId, or is the Absolute

accessible to the human being only as an idea and potential

object of anticipation? The answer to this question cannot

be determined scientifically, and it is also apparent that

consensus cannot be achieved on the basis of argument and

discussion, however much serious dialogue serves to promote

self-criticism and Èo remove obstacles to an accurate

understand.ing of the other's position. rn the end, it is

the indivj.dual who must give a personal answer to this

question, seeking to integrate his or her Iife experiences

into a coherent and meaningfuJ- interpretive framework.

Accordingly, only a few speculations will be ventured here

regarding the relevance of Tillich's and Horkheimer's

concepts of religion for spiritual Iife today.

Tiltich's definition of religion, with its suggestíon

of a real relationship between the Ultimate and the human

belng, undoubÈedly exerts a great influence on many
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practicing Christians in the established churches, but it

probably also contains a special appeal for persons who,

while having abandoned traditionaf religious practice and

questioned orthodox teachings and language 
'

retain an

orientation toward transcendent meaning. Attempting to

preserve an essentially religious interpretive framework to

structure their experiences, they will find support in

lilLich's concept of religion and the symbolic language

associated with it. Ho\,/ effectively retigion in the sense

of ultimate concern can be sustained in the absence of

communal religious practice remains uncertain, however' In

view of Tillich's o\^/n argument that the directedness toward

the Unconditional remains dependent upon the symbolic

structures of particular rel igions r 
4 2 rncreasrn9

secularization threatens not only traditional religious

Life, but also religious consciousness outside the church.

On the other hand, it is possible, as Küng suggests' that

religion may achieve a renewed importance in the postmodern

world,*J If the predominance of the secular orientation

shou.Id be effectively challenged through a critique of its

limitations and the experience of disillusionment with

strictly finite concerns, Tillich's conception of religion

may play a role not only in supporting those persors who

retain a religious interpretive framework, but aÌso in

assisting others to recover the "dimension of depth" that

Tillich calls rel ig ion ,
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Horkheimer's concept of religion, expressing the

abandonment of human beings in the worl-d, strikes a

pessimistic chord that many people, reflecting upon the

events of our century and the prospects for the future of

life on our pÌanet, will recognize as true to our historicaf

situation. Unable to find any evidence of the presence of

the AbsoIute, and able to integraÈe their experiences only

within a secuÌar framework, they maY, nonetheless, be

inspired by Horkheimer's thought on religion to retain the

longing for redemption and the protest against earthly

conditions, rather than adopt an attitude of resignation '

Horkheimer, himself, feared the loss of religion even as the

Ionging for the wholly Other, in view of the technical

progress and positivistic thought associated with

secularizat ion,44 while this remains a possibility, it

should hardly be considered a foregone conclusion, For the

present at 1east, religion has not been entirely forgotten,

and, with Horkheimer as a guide in this period of

uncertainty, it may be more widely preserved in the form of

hope rather than faith.

rnextricably linked with tillich's and Horkheimer's

interpretations of religion ís a second aspect of their

theories, namely, their responses to the question of God.

To contrast these responses as concisely as possible, one

could say that for rillich God is reaì-, while for Horkheimer

God is an idea. This disagreement lies at the heart of the
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conf .Lj.ct between religious and secular perspectives '

In Tillich's theory, the term God is the symbolic

expression for ultimate reality, or Being itself' It is

clear that, atthough he does not dismiss the symbol of a

personal God entirely ' Tillich wishes to avoid the

identification of God \'lith anthropomorphic conceptions of a

deity that can be taken in a literalistic sense' rt is also

apparent, however, that by utilizing the philosophical term

-Being," or variants such as the ground or po\¡/er of being'

he intends to establish the positive reality of God' God as

Being is not to be confused with any particular existing

thing, or with conceptions of God as a person, and yet this

Being is supposed. to be unconditionally real ' This is the

"God beyond Godr " the suprapersonal source and goal of

.* i 
= 
t"nc. . 

4 5

Without denying the impact of TiIIich's thought in the

ecclesia, his conception of God and his symbolic approach to

religious language as a whole seem to be suitably formulated

to attract and encourage persons r^¡ho have become disaffected

by traditional religious thought and Ianguage but are still

moved. by impulses that inspire the search for a transcendent

dimension of lif e ' where biblical I iter aI i srn and

ecclesiastical authoritarianism stifle the development of

the religious life, Tillich's deLiteralization of symbols

may liberate persons in their religious quest, incÌuding

those who have been isolated from their religious
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cornmunities through the conflict between their personal

experiences or intellectual development and the

restrictive approach of a narrow-minded traditionalism, It

is uncertain, however, what Lhe idea of God as Being--a God

who is real but cannot be said to exisl--actually means for

persons who lack Tillich's philosophical training. Can the

conception of cod in strch lerms actually provide a

meaningful interpretation of the final referent of religion

and sustain religious lif e?

Answers to this question wiII vary according to the

personal experiences and perspectives of the respondents.

Different persons will find one or another religious

conception as corresponding more closely than olhers to

their own experiences and as being more helpful than others

in shaping an interpretive framework that adequately

synthesizes these experiences. Regardless of the degree of

meaningfulness that one might ascribe or deny to Tillich's

conception of God as Being, the intentions behind it are

valid. As Smith observes, the reference to God's being or

reality in Til lich's thought is intended to avoid the

problems that apply to the concept of existence in relation

to cod. Not only does the latter concept imply that God is

a finite existent within a system, but it suggests a

distinction between lhe existence and essence of

God--elements that remain thoroughly united if God is

understood as the creative ground of both,46 Tillich thus
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seeks to place discourse about God on a new level, one tha¿,

by avoiding the identification of God with a particular

being, may prompt a reconsideration of religion in secular

circl-es and promote the recovery of religious consciousness

where it has previousl-y been lost. At the same time, a

cautionary note should be sounded. The term "God," because

of the concrete associations that it has acquired in the

history of Western religion, provides a meaning-Iaden

reference point for any religious-secular dialogue that the

term -Being- cannot replace, but only interpret. Nor does

this interpretation automatically remove secular doubt;

rather, it avoids misconceptions that make such doubt, for

many persons, the only honest response '

In the theory of Horkheiner' the tern "God" designates

an idea that embodies the suffering and hopes of humankind,

not a reality that can be known under the conditions of

finitude. whether there is a reality that corresponds to

this idea is a question that cannot be decided on the basis

of earthly existence. Reffecting upon the horrors of this

existence, Horkheimer fears that there is no God, but he

does not abandon the hope for God' The essence of his

theory expresses this hope as the Ionging for the wholly
47utner.

In referring to God by the phrase -the wholly other"

Horkheimer adopts the method of a negative theology ' This

designation is negative in a two-fold sense. First of a.Il,
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it continues the intention of Judaism to preserve the

absolute otherness of God. God is not to be named or

represented by the eLements of finite reality, since God

cannot be adequately comprehended or defined in human

categories, Furthermore, the phrase is negative not only in

a theological , but also in a socio-historicaL context. God

as the whoJ.Iy Other, while remaining undefined in a positíve

sense, represents the implicit antithesis of the misery and

unjust conditions that we know in this world.

Like Tillich's use of the term "Being," Horkheimer's

concept of "the whoLly Other " refers to Èhe final referent

of religion in Ianguage that avoids the habitually repeatecì

phrases of daiLy religious practíce. Yet, Christians as

well as Jews would. recognize Horkheimer's concept of God as

derived from the biblicaL teachings that emphasize God's

absolute transcendence and non-iden¿ity with the worfd'

although many, to be sure, would dispute his claim that God

is absent from the worl-d and cannot be known. Except for

those r^¡ho have made atheism a dogma, secularists who doubt

cod because of the unredeemed history of human suffering and

the apparent victory of evil over good would find his

discussion of God understandable and, perhaps, would share

his hope for justice and reconciliation in spite of the

course of history thus far.

WhiIe Tillich's concept of God emphasizes the

metaphysical aspect of the idea, Horkheimer's emphasizes the
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in ernphas í s is

significant, and may well reflect, in part, the respective

Christian and Jewish roots of the two thinkers. However,

this difference is not an absolute one that permits no

contact between the two positions . Tillich's concept of

Being is not a static one and Being does not remain only an

object of contemplation; it encompasses a historical dynamic

in which its power breaks through the horizontal movement of

history and into the lives of individuaLs and communities in

revelatory moments. conversely, Horkheimer's metahistorical

concept of God also implies a metaphysical aspect, however

strongly he repudiates traditionaÌ metaphysics; that which

is, or may be beyond history is also beyond the physical

world. This analysis does not obviate the fundamental

distinction between the two concepts, but it suggests that

they may not be as far apart as they initially appear to be.

Furthermore, whether one is more incLined to agree with

Tillich's or Horkheimer's position, both interpretations of

God provide important points of reference for

rel igious-secuLar dialogue'

A third aspect of Tillich's and Horkheimer's theories

of religion that has significance for the understanding of

religion in a secular age ís the question of faith and

atheism. On one leveI, tiLlich generously affirms the

legitimacy of atheism as a protest against theistic idoi atry

and. heteronomous authority, Hovtever, this atheistic protest
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is not really atheistic at aIl when considered in the light

of TiLLich's fundamental. definition of religion, that of

ultimate concern. Now the protest is viewed as religious,

since, according to TilIich, ultimate concern is a universal

characteristic of human existence and God can be denied only

on the basis of Èhis concern. Atheists inescapably express

religious faith in spite of themselves and against their
. - - 48wlI -t ,

While one can appreciate TiIIich's attempt to offer a

positive evaluation of atheism and, in doing so' to remove

barriers belween believers and unbelievers, his approach to

this question is not entirely satisfactory ' It is

problematic in two respects. The first of these concerns

the practical implications for religious-secular dialogue of

the clain that atheism is impossible on a fundamental level

since serious denial of God expresses, paradoxically, the

affirmation of God. Whether this claim represents more than

the extrapolation of TiLlich's own experience is unclear,

but insofar as he interprets the doubt of not only the God

of theism, but also of the UnconditionaL itsel'f as the

expression of religious concern' he is converting atheists

into religious persons by definition' The unity that thus

exists between believers and unbelievers is theoreticaLly

imposed from the religi6us side, rather than the potential

result of dialogue between the two parties' The denial of

the possibility of atheism, wiLh its implication that the
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religious theorist kno\^/s the secularist at a deeper level

than the secularist knows himself or herself, suggests that

the self-consciousness of the secuLarist is not granted the

same degree of validity as that of the religious

participant, This characteristic of the predete rmj.nat ion of

unity may welÌ Iessen the likelihood of its actual

achievernent through communicative efforts, in the same way

that an atheist's attempt to nullify in advance the real

validity of another's religious self-understanding would

tend to discourage rather than promote open communication.

The second problematic feature of TilIich's approach

¿o atheism is the justifiability of the claim of

universality for religi.ous experience, a claim that

functions as the premise for his denial of real atheism.

Even if one accepts TilIich's view that the radical doubt of

God or the Unconditional is essentiaJ-Iy religious because of

lhe serious attitude in which it is expressed, is the

crucial element of seriousness necessarily universal? An

attitude of indifference toward transcendent concerns is

conceivable under ¿he impact of secularization, and, in the

view of some observers, this attitude may well be the
49prevailing one,=' Indeed, tillich's own comments regarding

the loss of the religious dimension of depth in modern

society and the predominance of finite and relative concerns

suggest precisely the occurrence of this phenomenon, and

therefore seem to contradict his claim that an atheistic
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orientation is fundamentally impossible ' 
50

At the same tirne, however, there is an important

element of validity in Tillich's approach, and this consisls

in the effort ¿o discern the essence of relígion in the

secular, as well as the religious sphere, which remains

perhaps his most distinc!ive and creative contribution to

the theory of religion. The insights derived from such an

analysis and the breadth of its application appear to be too

important simply to be abandoned. TiIIich's analysis of

quasi-religions in the political rea1m, for example,

provides an illustration of the illuminating capacity of

this approa"h.5l In view of the marginalization of religion

as an institution in secular society, TiIIich's suggestion

that religious impulses have been transferred to the secular

sphere provides scholars with a promising point of departure

for the study of religion at this stage in our history'

Horkheimer's treatment of faith and atheism al-so seeks

to build bridges between believers and unbelievers, but it

does not attempt to convert one group into the other by

definition. Proceeding from a historical analysis rather

than a philosophical assumption, Horkheimer recognizes that

both groups have been responsible for good and for evil, and

he judges lhem in terms of their courageous non-conformity

and opposition to earthly injustice versus their

acquiescence to wha!ever powers happen !o be dominant '
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While he is inclined to think that, under the threat of

totalitarianism, theism offers a greater promise of

resistance than atheism, perhaps because of the dominance of

secular groups in most contemporary states, his concern is

to promote a solidarity of aIt persons who recognize

prevailing conditions as unjust and wish to change them.

The longing that the evil of earthly reality not be ultimate

is to transcend the differences between reJ-igious and

secular persons and to unite them in a common ptucti.e.52

Horkheimer's discussion of religious faith and atheism

displays an ecumenical attitude from a secular perspective '

oistinctions between the two are not denied, but reLativized

in relation to the shared responsibility of believers and

unbelievers in struggling to create a more humane society.

the task that he assigns to both groups is to preserve the

religious impulse for change grounded in the longing for the

wholly Other.

Horkheimer's effort to build solidarity between

believers and unbel-ievers through the recognition of common

interests enÈails the necessity of open and honest

communication bet\,{een the two parties. one can expect

antagonistic reactions to this proposed solidarity from both

sides, however, Fundamentalists who believe that religious

truth can be protected only through complete opposition to

secufar society and dogmatic atheists who regard aII

religion as false wil-I resist what they \douf d regard as a

compromlse \^rtth the other side. Nevertheless, Horkheimer's
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theory may stimulate the consciences of believers and

unbelievers aIike, Thoughtful believers can recognize that

if they claim more for reJ-igion than does Horkheimer, their

faith at least includes the Ionging for a still

unconsummated redemption and entails the resolve to act in

accordance with that hope. critical unbelievers are

encouraged to acknowledge that their conviction of

humankind's abandonment does no! inval-idate the desire for

justice, freedom and reconciliation that has formed the core

of Western religion; rather, ít accentuates the urgency of

ameliorating earthly misery and oppression ' Horkheimer's

thought supports the kind of solidarity that can already be

witnessed in various manifestations, even if the forces

against it appear to be stronget' 53

FinaIly, this section concludes with a consideration

of Tillich's and Horkheimer's views on religion in a secular

society and its prospects for the future ' TilIich's

analysis of the relation between religion and secular

culture exhibits, from a religious orientation, a critical

and appreciative attitude toward the secular real-m. Under

the conditions of human estrangement from the ultimate

ground of meaning, both religious and secular institutional-

spheres are seen as necessary and serve to criticize the

distortions of essential human Iife to which each of them is

prone--religion's heteronomous and authoritarian claims to

possess absolute !ruth and meaning, and secular culture's
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pursuit of au¿onomous self-sufficiency and disregard of the

transcendent dimension of tife. It is TiIIich's hope that

this mutual criticism nay prepare the conditions for the

appearance of a new theonomous society, a society oriented

toward the Unconditional and in which the meaning of the

Unconditional suffuses every aspect of finite reality. rn

the meantime, it appears to be the privilege and task of the

theorist i-o discern the import of unconditiona.L meaning in

the secular, as well as the religious real*.54

In view of the impact of secularization, it is

especially the secular realm that interests Tillich and

stimulates his efforts to interpret its religious

significance. Not only does he find the manifestation of

the unconditionat character of religion to be more powerfuL

when it appears in the secular sphere, but it is upon

secular cufture that he stakes his hope for the preservation

of religion as ultimate concern. It is true that TiILich

recognizes the threat to relígion posed by the advance of

secularization, and his speculations on the future of

religion exhibit tess confidence and thoroughness than is

characteristic of his thought ' However, it is from the

negative cognitions and protesting attitude arising from

secular consciousness' as well as from his interpretation of

human nature as caught in the tension between finitude and

infinity, that he derives his hope for the endurance of the

religious orientation, the directedness toward unconditionaL
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meanr-ng,

Horkheimer's view of the relation between religion and

secular society emphasizes, from a secular perspective, the

necessary and irreplaceable role of religion in human life.

In his judgment, morality, meaning, and the individual's

autonomy can only be grounded in the Ionging for the wholly

other, not in a positivistic secularism ' Horkheimer

seriously doubts that religion can survive as an

institu tional sphere; the advance of secularization is

deemed to be irreversible. In order to resist the

manipulated, meaningless, and standardized mode of existence

¿hat he foresees in a totally administered society, however,

he attempts to preserve in secular consciousness the

religious impulses thaÈ can relativize earthly existence and

challenge the idolatrous elevation of the finite' It is the

duty of the critica.L Lheorist, at this historical juncLure,

to secure the mindfulness of the reLigious hope for perfect

justice and happiness, as well as the Enlightenment's goal

of a free, rationaL and responsi¡Le Life.56

In considering the future of society, Horkheimer fears

that the process of secularization will dissolve not onLy

lhe institutional sphere of religion, but also the essence

of religion, the yearning for the Absolute. He does voice

the faint hope that this yearning may endure even in the

fully bureaucratic and regulated society that he

anticipates, if the satisfaction of material needs serves to
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produce an acute awareness of human f init-ude and the absence

of ulLimate fulfilment. Yet, the tenuity of this hope

provides littLe solace' Rather, Horkheimer accentuates the

negative features of a religionless society in order to

provoke human efforts against the complete disappearance of

the Transcendent from ¿hought u.rd ."mory ' 
57

It is significant that both Tillich and Horkheimer

identify the secular realm as lhe l-ocus for the resurgence

or preservation of religious motivations. Expecting the

demise of religion as an institutional sphere, Horkheimer

wishes to retain and transpose religious ideas into secular

consciousness, and thereby to prevent the final triumph of

the positivistic rationalization of thought and the

unreflective subservience of individuals to the orders of a

fully regulated social system. Ar^rare of the serious erosion

of the religious dimension of Iife and critical of

superficial attempts at revival in the religious sphere,

Tillich finds in the works of secular persons negative

expressions of. ultimate concern that may presage the

recovery of a positive religious awareness and orientation'

For both thinkers, the future of the essence of religion

depends on its manifestation in secular consciousness.

In spite of the differences between their prognoses

for the survival of the essence of religion--TiIlich remains

more confident than Horkheimer lhat the direcledness toward

the Transcendent wiII survive the decline of religion as an
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institutional sphere--their agreement upon the central

importance of the relation between the religious and the

secul-ar is instructive for a theory of religion in the

postmodern worId. !'\¡hether Tillich or Horkheirner wiII be

proven to be more correct in his interpretation of the

historical trajectory of this relation must presently be

left an unresolved question. The strong arguments that can

be made on either side appear, finally, to be rooted in

attitudes of faith and doubt regarding the presence of the

AbsoLute in the wor1d. The affirmation of this presence

speaks in favour of the likelihood of human beings

continuing to be grasped by and directed toward it, even if

lhe experience is not always understood in explicitly

religious terms, If, however this presence is denied in the

world and religious hopes rest entirely upon the mnemonic

and critical efforts of the human mind, then the threat to

transcendent impulses constituted by the preoccupation with

technicaÌ progress and strictly immanent concerns becomes

more grave.

For the theorist of reIigion, the contradiction

represented by these attitudes does not obviate the

possibility of mediation between them, regardless of the

personal conviction of the theorist, oespite TiIIich's

discernment of Iatent religious content in the secular

sphere, the aporetic f,èatures of his own thought regarding

the survival of religion5S súggest that there is no real
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guarantee that the negative protests against meaninglessness

voiced by secular consciousness wilt produce a new positive

orientation toward the Transcendent and a shift toward a

theonomous society. The survival of religion as ultimate

concern presupposes the participation of both the

Unconditional and the human ín a revelatory experience. If

the manifestation of the Unconditionaf cannot be control-led

by the human through an experience that can be attained

through an act of witI, and if the historical transformation

of human consciousness dimínishes its receptivity to such an

experience to the degree that the Unconditional itself is

doubted, then it is possible that the experience of ultimate

concern may itself disappear, Surely, Tillich's whole

attempt to reinterpret religion in terms comprehensible lo

the modern secular mind is motivated, in part' by the

recognition of the precariousness of authentic religious

consciousness due to the contradiction betv/een increasingly

scientific thought patterns and the literalistic

interpretation frequently accompanying the teaching of

traditional religious ideas.59 The scope and persistence of

his efforts attest to the urgency that he accords this task,

which Horkheimer identifies with nothing less than the

struggle to preserve the positive moments of Western

- 60culture, As the experience of ultimate concern recedes

in secularized society, at least insofar as it is

interpreted as a posltive relation between the human and
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the Transcendent, Tillich speaks of the loss of the

religious dimension in Iife, diagnoses and tries to

alleviate the widespread anxíety of meaninglessness arisíng

from this loss, and occasionally refers, not to the positive

experience of the presence of the UnconditionaL, but to the

experience of a spiritual void and the necessity of waiting

and looking toward the future for a positive manifestation

of the Absolute,6f

If TiIIich's analysis provides no certitude of the

survival of religion , neither does Horkheimer's speculation

regarding its disappearance augur an inevitable occurrence.

Horkheimer's presupposition of the absence of the wholly

Other as a reality in our world may represent the

experiential situation of an increasing majoritf in

secularized. society, but it does not disprove the

possibility of a genuine religious consciousness and faith

even at this stage in Western history ' Moreover,

Horkheimer, Iike TiIIich, would have to adnit that where the

question of the ultimate meaning or meaninglessness of

existence is stilL raised, a residue of religious longing

remains in the secular mind. While Horkheimer fears that

this residue may soon be lost, his attempt to preserve it

connects him more closely with believers who share his

critical attitude to\dard the world as it exists than it does

v/íth unbelievers who remain indifferent to the loss of

religion and complacent about the ominous course that modern
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The appeal to the wholIYs oc ie t.y has been forrowing'62

other as a negative concept, as Horkheimer notes ' was

motivated by the interests of a critical and secular social

theory, Although he never asserts the reality of this

other, he is not content for it to remain only an idea, but

seriously hopes for the redemption that its religious origin
63s]-gnrr ].es .

II. Conclusion: Toward. a Theory of Religion for the

Postmodern WorId

With a consciousness of themselves as living in the

period of late modernity, both TiILich and Horkheimer sought

to articulate a theory of religion appropriate to the

conditions of their èime and ¿o defend the essential

substance of religion which they considered necessary for a

truly human existence. If we are now enteríng a new stage

in Western history, which can provisionally be called

"postmodern, " this certainly does not imply a severance of

our connection with modernity. Il does irnply, however, the

occurrence of a critical re-examination, diffuse and

multi-faceted, of the course of modernity, a critique to

which TiIIich and Horkheimer have both contributed ' Just as

the developments associated with modernity remain with us

whife the events of our century, such as the unprecedented

capacity of the human specíes to destroy our world through
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nuclear annihifation or the synergetic effect of

environmental- abuses, rup{.-ure the continuity of wes¿ern

history and challenge i¿s inteÌl-ectual and moral

foundations, so the teachings of TiIIich and Horkheimer

offer valuabl-e points of reference as we consider our

present situation and the future prospects of Iife in our

worId.

Not the least of Till-ich's and Horkheimer's

contributions resides in their theories of religion. The

efforts to und.erstand and shape social life in the

postmodern worId, prernised upon a thorough critique of the

dominant tendencies of modernity, requires lhe active

participation of scholars in many fields, including

religion. As schol-ars engage in the construction of a

theory of. religion appropriate to a changing historical

context, they can benefit from the work of Tillich and

Horkheimer. The comparative critique of their theories in

this chapter has attempted to indicate the major strengths

and weaknesses of ¿hese theories with respect to the

normative interpretation of rel igion ín our historical

situation. In spite of the specific criticisms tha! have

been made, and apart from the particular insights that these

theories offer, they are exemplary in the effort to mediate,

from the standpoint of conflicting orienlations, between the

religious and the secul-ar, and, in a deeper unill', to

retain, as a genuinely human impulse, the thought of the



Transcendent against the despair of our finite existence

the experience of spiritual destitution prevalenè in
century,
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I n*il L. Fackenheim, "These Twenty Years: A
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Press, 19681 , p.3.
2 wula"t Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of

History, " in Illuminations, trans. Harry Zohn, ed' Hannah
Arendt (New Yo?11-3õlõõIêì-Books' 1969)' pp. 257-58.

This contention is only seemingly contradicted by
the opening paragraphs found in John E. Smith-, Experignçe
and Gôd (London: oxford university Press, 1968 ) , pp' 3-4 

'wñere smittr observes that the predominant attitude toward
religion in recent decades "has been chiefly one of
indiiference, - He accounts for this attitude as the result
of a mutuaf failure of communication between religious and
secular consciousness, betvJeen an understanding of what the
-religious dimension of Life" actually means and .an
underÉtanding of "the modern world, its potitical and social
institution", it= technoLogical organization, and the basic
intellectua.I framework that determines the thinking of the
secular mind, " WhiIe the wídespread attitude of
indifference toward religion is a problem in itself and
needs to be ad.dressed, it remains prelíminary to the
difficul-ties--equalIy serious, if not more so--that arise in
the genuine confrontation between the historical contents of
reli!ion and the modern world, as in the thought,of Tillich
and úorkheimer, and. which are accompanied by attitudes that
are anything but indifferent.

4 of relevance in this context is Rudolf Siebert's
observation that the Western Enlightenment tradition has
neither fulfilled nor removed the human need for consolation
in the face of the horrors of our time' See Rudolf J'
Siebert, The Critical Theory of Religion, The Frankfurt
s;h;;t:

Yõrx , -ãmsteraam:
Mouton, 1985), p' xi.

5 cf. Hannah Arendt, The Human condition (Chicago:
The University of Chicago press,-Tl5€i, pp. 273-80; and
Hannah Â,rendt, "What is Authority? " in Between Past and
Future: Eiqht Exercises in Political Thought ( 1968; rpt'
Harmdãswdtf;Englãã: -Þenguin , L977 ) , pp. 94-95 .

6 cf. José Casanova, "The Politics of the Religious
Revival, - TeLos, No. 59 (Spring 1984), pp. 4-6; Smith,
Experience ãñd-G od_, PP' 59.-60, ,I80-98; Jürgen Habermas,
Reãson ãnã--EEã-fat ionãl- i z at ion of Society, vol. 1 of Th9

-trans. 
Thomas Mccarthy
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(Boston: Beacon, 1984), PP. 346-50; and Mircea EIiade, The
Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of ReIigion, trans '
ffi@anovich,
1959), pp. 13,17' I78-79' 20I-I3.

7 cf. Hu.rnuh Àrend¿, "Tradition and the Modern Age,"
in Bet\deen Past and Future , pp, 26-27 .

I wh.t. the term "postmodern" is used in this chapter
it is intended in Küng's sense as a heuristic concept that
emphasizes the crisis of modernity and the uncertaínty of a
trãnsitional period in our history' It is not intended to
suggest an abandonment of modernity or the goals of the
nnLightenment in favour of a return to premodern conditions,
but io indicate the necessity of a criticaL examination of
modernity and the possibility of recovering dimensions of
experienõe or themès for reflection that havebeen largely
neglected. See Hans Küng, Theology for the Third Millenium:

an Ecumenical View, tra :

@. pp. r-1r, L75-77, 197-99.
o- See ch, l, pp. 9-14 and n' 26.

l0 --" See ch. I, pp, 29-30.
While at many points in agreement with TilIich, Smith,

in Experience and God, pp_, 5l-53' argues that experience of
coa mus t -ãTwãll-Eê- mediated and interpreted, and thus
rejects the immmediacy found in mysticism as well as in
TiIIich's theory. Howèver, this tenet of Smith's "radical
empiricism, " (p. 12) dissolves precisely the self-evident
ceit.i.tty that -TilIich claims for the realiLy of the Hoty in
the revelatory situation,

lf For a helpful discussion of the ontological
approach in philosoþhy of religion that examines this
argument for còd in the context of its religious intentions
and experiential basis, see Smith, Experience ald God, pp.
r22-34-. smith (p. L56 ) concurs wiEñ---TÏTÏiõE---tfãL the
onlological approach is essential, if not sufficient, for a
philosophy of religion that seeks to preserve the
possibility of encounter with God.

L2 ut , .umrr Fackenheim, God's Presence in History :

Jewish Affirmations and Philosopffi

-Harpãt--T 
Fackenheim

argues, in agreement with the line of argumentation
developed above, that faith and secularism are mutually
irrefutable, his representation of the secularist position,
although accurate with respect to some secularists, does not
recognize the possibility of a secularist who may be "open
to ifre possibility of a divine Presence even if that
Presence is not actual" (p' 44) rather than resort to a
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crude explanation of religious faith in psychological or
other tèrms, which Fackenheim Iabels "subjectivistic
reductionism. " At the root of Fackenheim's treatment
of secularism appears to be the radical opposition that he
asserts between "existence" and "experience" as concepts for
the interpretation of religion, in which the former is
defended ánd the latÈer denigrated as mere subjectivity.
See, for example, nmil Fackenheim, "In Praise of Abraham,
Our Father, " in Quest for Past and Future, P, 62. Ho\dever,
this way or@s and securar
interpretãtions of religion is not very helpful in
attemp¿ing to overcome the split betvreen religious and
seculãr óonsciousness. Not only is the limi¿ation of
experience to mere subjectivity inadequate, but it is also
aifficult to conceive of a religious existence wíthout some
sort of experiential basis. Conversely, a secular existence
that rern.i.ts open to the possibiLity of a religious
experience that has not yet occurred should be considered as
an actual option for persons outside the revelatory
situation. rËe choice is not necessarily between nihilism
and faith, as Fackenheim claims.

13 _rtegarorng Smith's position, see Experience and God,
pp. 22, 5t-a3. For rillich's view of the-Efr-5õTTE-ãéd-iãEìõn
of the HoIy, see ch. 1, PP. 42.-46 '

t4 - --' cf. Arendt, The Human Condition, pp. 275-77,
15 '1'rlrrcn acknowledges, of course, the doubt that

applies to the God of theism, but this God is not viewed as
ultimate reality. Beyond this God is the suprapersonal God,
or Being, the power of which is unconsciously affirmed even
in despair over meaninglessness, presumably- -short of
suicide, and this affirmation is essentialty religious. See
TiIIich, The Courage to Be, êsP. pp. 155-90.

Th i6-ãñfEt s-EIe prõElem of doubt to another leveL but
does not resolve it, unless one accepts TilIich's
ontological approach. It is stiII possible to doubt whether
there is anything ultimate at afl.

l6 at. Tillich's statement, ch. I, p. I3.
11-' See ch'. 2, pp. 8 3-8 5, 9 8-10 2.

18 S". cn,2, p,97' Cf. Ludwig Feuerbach, The Essence
of Christianity, trans ' George Eliot (New York: Harper
Torchbooks, 1957 ) .

19 _-' See ch. 2 , pp. 9 3-9 4.
t^'" See ch.2, pp. 95-96.
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religion which seeks to mediate between reLigious and
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mysLical opti on.

23 see ch. l, pp
respectively.

')l-- See ch. I, pp. 17-22, and ch. 2, pp. II3-1I9.

" See xüng, pp. 240-53. writing as an ecumenical
theologian, Küng formulates his third criLerion in such a
way that it addresses the Christian's approach to other
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the present comparative study of Tillich's and Horkheimer's
theories. Also,Küng's second criterion is extended somewhat
in its application to TiILich and Horkhei.mer in order Lo
reflect their greater concern, as phitosophers, with the
principles ascribed to aLI true religion rather than with
identifying the specific canonical elements of particuLar
religions, which has been more directly the task of the
theologian or scholar of comparative religion.

)Á,'" xüng, p. 244. For a more extensive discussion of
t hi s cr j. t er i.on , see pp . 240-45 .

27 s.. ch.I, pp. L5-22.
28 s.. ch. 2,
29 see Küng,

3o s.. ch. r, pp.
31 _See cn. ¿, pp.
32 s". .h 2, pp. I03-I3

I5-17, and ch. 2, pp. 104 -111,

pp. I04 -111

pp. 245-47 .

30-36

Br.-8 5

3 3 _.-- This agreemenL demonstrates common ground between
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Christian and Jewish, religious and secular orienta¿ions
embodied by two men who share, to a Iarge extent, the same
historical, cultural , and intellectual heritage ' To what
extent this level of agreement could embrace Eastern' as
well as western, representatives is a question that wilI
simpLy be left open here.

34 see ch. l, pp. 15-16 , Ig-20, 4I-42,
35 See ch. 2, pp. 104-111, 114-115.
36 see ch. I, pp. 17-22 , and ch. 2, pp. 113-119.
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39 See ch. 1, pp. 24-30.
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4I cf. Fackenheim, God's Presence in History, pp.
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48 see ch. 1, pp. 25, s-5r,
49 cf. smith, Experience and God, p, 3.

50 see ch. I, pp . 52-54.

See ch. I, pp. 4I-42,
Another fertile realm for the application of

this type of analysis is art, See, for example 
'Tillich, The Courage To Be, pp. 142-48.

52 see . ch. 2, pp. 132-36 .

53 The peace and environmental movements, self-
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determined community organization and development efforts
against the interests oi rnultinational corporations . 

and
ná¿ional- elite groups, the campaigns to end apartheid in
South Afric. and hrl*..t rights abuses worldwide, and ex-
fressions of opposition tó superpower interference in the
äffairs of weaker states are some examples of the
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against social injústice and evi.l--a struggte that derives
fiom and strengthens human solidarity.

54 see ch. 1, PP. 36-40.
55 see ch. f, PP. 4O-41, 5f-56.
56 See ch, 2, pp. 136-45.
57 see ch. 2, I3L-32, 139-40.
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61 See Tillich' -The Lost Dimension in Religion,"
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63 while it is unquestionable that Horkheimer shares
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